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Abstract  
 

Although the British Empire came to a rapid conclusion in the decades following the Second 

World War, the memory of empire has continued to influence ideas of national identity and purpose 

and has certainly also shaped Britain’s approach to European cooperation. This this thesis brings 

together ideas from memory studies and British Euroscepticism, as it examines how the cultural 

memory of empire has been used in political and cultural debates in Britain to create a narrative of 

national identity, especially in relation to the European Union, and, in turn, what this means for 

Britain’s ability to carve out a future role for itself outside the EU. In terms of memory theory, I rely 

on the terms ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’ which describe the process through which cultural memory is 

generated, maintained, and, yet, constantly reconstructed according to contemporary times and 

challenges.  

The thesis takes its point of departure in written material produced by key political players in 

the Eurosceptic/Brexit debate such as Boris Johnson and Daniel Hannan, as well as texts from the 

editorial and comment sections of the Daily Telegraph, the Sunday Telegraph, and the Daily Mail. 

Based on an analysis of recurring tropes in the primary source material (from 1995-2017), my 

argument is twofold: Firstly, I argue that references to the British Empire were common in the debate 

on Europe in the early 1960s, yet that these disappeared following the 1975 referendum, only to be 

resurrected – in a completely different and reimagined form – in the immediate years leading up to 

the Brexit referendum. Secondly, I argue that pro-Brexit actors mobilised the cultural memory of 

empire when making their respective arguments against membership of the European Union. Yet this 

mobilisation occurred in coded form. In other words, what I refer to as the ‘imperial dimension’ of 

British Eurosceptic rhetoric manifested itself largely in the way in which Eurosceptics talked about 

Britain’s global connections and free trade. In this sense, in British Eurosceptic debate, ‘the imperial 

dimension’ functioned as a readymade rhetorical resource through which an alternative, better future 

for Britain outside the EU could be articulated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Resumé 
 

Selvom det britiske imperium sluttede brat i årtierne efter Anden Verdenskrig, har erindringen 

om imperiet haft varig og stor indflydelse på britisk national identitet og formål. Denne indflydelse 

har også formet Storbritanniens tilgang til det europæiske samarbejde. Denne afhandling kombinerer 

idéer fra to forskellige akademiske felter: erindrings teori og britisk euroskepsis. Den undersøger 

hvordan den imperiale erindring er blevet brugt i politiske og kulturelle debatter i Storbritannien til 

at skabe et narrativ om national identitet, specielt i forhold til den Europæiske Union, samt hvad dette 

betyder for Storbritanniens muligheder og evner til at skabe en fremtidig rolle for sig selv uden for 

EU. Inden for erindrings teori bruger jeg især udtrykkene pre- og remediation, der beskriver hvordan 

erindring skabes, vedligeholdes og samtidig ændres i forhold til nutiden og nutidige udfordringer. 

Afhandlingen tager udgangspunkt i skriftlige kilder, der er produceret af centrale aktører i den 

euroskeptiske debat, som f.eks. Boris Johnson og Daniel Hannen, samt aviserne Daily Telegraph, 

Sunday Telegraph og Daily Mail. På bagrund af en analyse af kildematerialet (i perioden fra 1995 til 

2017) er jeg kommet frem til følgende to konklusioner: For det første argumenterer jeg, at referencer 

til det britiske imperium i den euroskeptiske debat var almindelige i starten af 1960erne, men at disse 

forsvandt efter folkeafstemningen i 1975. De imperiale referencer genopstod dog i årene op til Brexit-

afstemningen, men i en helt anderledes og nyfortolket form. Dernæst argumenterer jeg, at britiske 

euroskeptikere mobiliserede den imperiale erindring i deres argumenter imod EU-medlemskab. 

Denne mobilisering forekom dog i en kodet form. Med andre ord, det jeg i afhandlingen kalder den 

’imperiale dimension’ i britisk euroskepsis manifesterede sig hovedsageligt i måden euroskeptikere 

talte om Storbritanniens globale forbindelser og frihandel. Dermed fungerede den imperiale 

dimension i euroskeptisk retorik som en brugbar og tilgængelig retorisk ressource hvor igennem en 

alternative og bedre fremtid for Storbritannien uden for EU kunne artikuleres.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: The Legacy of the Past in Brexit Britain 
 

On 23 June 2016, Britain voted to leave the European Union after four decades of membership. 

Following this historic vote, ideas of a so-called ‘global Britain’ became central to the British 

Government’s vision of post-Brexit Britain. In two significant speeches charting Britain’s future 

outside the EU, Prime Minister Theresa May outlined Britain’s future as an ambitious nation that 

looks beyond the continent of Europe to the opportunities of the wider world1, underlining the 

imperative for Britain to ‘get out into the world and rediscover its role as a great, global, trading 

nation.’2 Her words invoked an unmistakable retrospectivity, implying that Britain had lost part of its 

identity and purpose when it joined the European Economic Community in 1973. 

The official Vote Leave campaign ran on the slogan: ‘Take back control.’ The author behind 

the slogan, campaign manager Dominic Cummings, has explained that ideas about ‘control’ resonated 

highly with the electorate, and adding the word ‘back’ played into ‘… a strong evolved instinct – we 

hate losing things, especially control.’3 The word ‘back’ has dual meaning in this context. On the one 

hand, to ‘take back’ it implies an action. To take back something that is rightfully ours. However, on 

the other, the word also has a temporal meaning to it. To go back to something, which in turn suggests 

a return to an ideal past that has been left behind.  

The tension between Britain’s relationship with the EU and its imperial past was prominent 

both in the run-up to and the aftermath of the Brexit referendum. In the political sphere, opponents of 

Brexit tended to discredit pro-Brexit advocates by use of the imperial brush; by accusing them of 

suffering from a nostalgic longing for the days when ‘Britannia ruled the waves.’ Similarly, on the 

pages of British newspaper media, critics labelled Brexit a remnant of empire. In The Guardian, 

Kehinde Andrews declared that ‘Colonial nostalgia is back in fashion, blinding us to the horrors of 

 
1 Theresa May, speech to the Conservative Party Conference, 5 October 2016, 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/theresa-may-speech-tory-conference-2016-full-transcript-
a7346171.html  
2 Theresa May, Lancaster House speech, 17 January 2017, https://time.com/4636141/theresa-may-brexit-speech-
transcript/  
3 Dominic Cummings, ‘On the referendum #21: Branching histories of the 2016 referendum and “the frogs before the 
storm”’, 9 January 2017, https://dominiccummings.com/2017/01/09/on-the-referendum-21-branching-histories-of-the-
2016-referendum-and-the-frogs-before-the-storm-2/  
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empire’4, while in an New York Times article titled ‘Theresa May’s Empire State of Mind’, Tom 

Whyman argued that May’s crypto-imperialist rhetoric of an ‘instinctively’ global Britain was rooted 

in imperial nostalgia and myths of British exceptionalism.5 And, in the New Statesman, Jonathan Lis 

asserted that ‘To the Commonwealth “Global Britain” sounds like nostalgia for something else.’6 

This thesis seeks to go beyond the somewhat superficial accusations of imperial nostalgia by 

adding analytical and empirical weight to the discussion about what I refer to as the ‘imperial 

dimension’ of British Eurosceptic debate. The thesis thus poses the following research questions: 

How and to what extent has Britain’s imperial legacy influenced British Eurosceptic arguments over 

the years? How is the memory of empire used in political and cultural debates to shape narratives of 

national identity, especially in relation to the rest of Europe? And what does this mean for Britain’s 

ability to model its relationship with the European Union and map out a future role for itself? 

My argument is twofold. Firstly, I argue that allusions to Britain’s imperial past in connection 

to the European debate are not entirely a new phenomenon. Rather, references to the British Empire 

were common in the debate on Europe in the early 1960s and during the 1975 referendum. These 

were most often explicit references designed to invoke the Commonwealth as a concrete, tangible 

alternative to European cooperation, as well as emotional ties to kith and kin across the globe. 

However, I argue that references to the imperial past in British Eurosceptic arguments disappeared 

following the 1975 referendum, only to be resurrected – in a completely different and reimagined 

form – in the immediate years leading up to the Brexit referendum.  

Secondly, I argue that the Brexiteers themselves did indeed access the memory of empire, albeit 

in coded form. This was particularly evident in the way in which they talked about an alternative 

future for Britain outside the European Union. MEP Daniel Hannan exemplified this with his 

statement that ‘Outside the EU, Britain will be free to define a global vocation again: as a champion 

of the Commonwealth and Anglosphere, and as the leading global champion of free trade’7 and 

argued that ‘we should raise our eyes to more distant horizons and rediscover the global vocation that 

 
4 Kehinde Andrews, ‘Colonial nostalgia is back in fashion, blinding us to the horrors of empire’, The Guardian, 24 
August 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/aug/24/colonial-nostalgia-horrors-of-empire-britain-
olympic  
5 Tom Whyman, ‘Theresa May’s Empire State of Mind’, The New York Times, 15 February, 2017, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/15/opinion/theresa-mays-empire-of-the-mind.html?smprod=nytcore-
iphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share&_r=0  
6 Jonathan Lis, ‘To the Commonwealth “Global Britain” sounds like nostalgia for something else’, New Statesman, 25 
February, 2017, https://www.newstatesman.com/politics/staggers/2017/02/commonwealth-global-britain-sounds-
nostalgia-something-else  
7 Daniel Hannan, What Next? – How to get the best from Brexit (London: Head of Zeus, 2016), 273 
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our fathers took for granted’8 (emphasis mine). Freed from the constraints of the EU, Britain would 

again be able lead the world in global free trade and sign independent trade deals with non-EU states 

such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand and India. In other words, more often than not, the imperial 

dimension of British Eurosceptic debate was implicit rather than explicit. Consequently, when 

looking for future visions of post-Brexit Britain, both politicians and the media were able to rummage 

through history to find a form of language that was very much suggestive of Britain’s past imperial 

achievements, yet without explicitly referencing the British Empire itself.  

It should be noted that the core premise of the project is not to suggest that Britain’s imperial 

past was the driving force behind the Brexit vote, nor that the imperial past dominated the Brexit 

debate. Rather, the aim is to examine how, and to what extent, politicians and the media were able to 

draw on the cultural memory of Britain’s imperial past in order to construct a convincing argument 

about Britain’s future outside the European Union, which in turn can contribute to a better 

understanding of how the past can be harnessed to contemporary interests. Furthermore, leading 

Brexiteers vigorously denied the accusation that they were suffering from any nostalgic longing for 

Britain’s imperial past. However, the imperial dimension in the context of this project is not about 

bringing the actual empire back. The imperial references exemplified throughout the project do not 

refer to the horrors of colonialism as exemplified by the critics of Brexit. Neither do they carry the 

same meaning as in the early 1960s and 1970s, when imperial and Commonwealth connections were 

still seemed a concrete, tangible alternative to EU-membership. Rather, ‘empire’ serves as a temporal 

marker of a time of broader purpose and international influence when Britannia happened to be ruling 

the waves. It is a memory that is being evoked in the present, as a response to the challenges of the 

present. Consequently, in its resurrected form, ‘empire’ becomes a canvass onto which solutions to 

Britain’s contemporary troubles can be projected. In this sense, ‘the imperial dimension’ is a 

readymade rhetorical resource through which an alternative, better future for Britain outside the EU 

can be articulated.  

 

Materials and methods 
 

The thesis focuses specifically on the period from the mid-1990s to the Brexit debate in 2016-

2017. The primary sources analysed for the purpose of the thesis consist of written material produced 

by key political players in the Eurosceptic/Brexit debate such as Boris Johnson and Daniel Hannan, 

 
8 Daniel Hannan, A Doomed Marriage: Britain and Europe (London: Notting Hill Editions Ltd, 2012), 101 
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as well as texts from the editorial and comment section of three Brexit-leaning newspapers: the Daily 

Telegraph, the Sunday Telegraph and the Daily Mail. From the political perspective, I will be tracing 

the extensive writings of these key sources Euroscepticism in order to examine the evolution of their 

ideas, strategies, and assumptions about the relevance of the imperial past to Britain’s European 

present. Boris Johnson and Daniel Hannan were both part of the official Leave campaign and played 

a key part in shaping the overall arguments for Britain to leave the European Union. In the years 

1989-1994, Johnson worked as EU-correspondent for the Daily Telegraph and became known for his 

creative and exaggerated style of reporting. Further, Johnson was one of the first British politicians 

to use the phrase ‘Global Britain’ when describing Britain’s future outside the EU. Consequently, 

both as a journalist and as a politician, Johnson has been central to establishing a certain narrative 

about British identity and purpose in the world.  

Although far less known than Johnson, Daniel Hannan has nonetheless been referred to as the 

man who wrote ‘the script’ to Brexit. Hannan was first elected as member of the European Parliament 

for southeast England in 1999, and throughout his 21 years as a Conservative MEP, Hannan is said 

to have ‘contributed more to the ideas, arguments and tactics of Euroscepticism than any other 

individual.’ In addition, it was Hannan who in 2012 took the initial steps to establish what came to 

be the official Leave campaign.9 Consequently, both Johnson and Hannan have been instrumental in 

constructing the central arguments for Britain to leave the EU.  

The capacity of the media to set the national agenda through news stories, along with its role as 

the ‘magnifier of public opinion’10, makes newspaper media highly relevant in the promotion of 

Eurosceptic arguments. What is more, there has been a significant shift in the attitude of the British 

newspaper media towards the EU: during the 1975 referendum nearly all media outlets supported the 

continuation of membership compared to the Brexit referendum when the opposite was true. In other 

words, British newspaper media has become increasing more sceptical towards the European project 

in recent years.11 Consequently, I will examine the evolving editorial line and comment section of the 

Daily Mail, the Daily Telegraph and the Sunday Telegraph over the same period of time in order to 

map the evolution of the Eurosceptic ideas expressed therein. Both the Daily Telegraph and the 

Sunday Telegraph are broadsheet newspapers, published by Telegraph Media Group, while the Daily 

Mail is a daily tabloid owned by the Daily Mail and General Trust. Whereas broadsheet newspapers 

 
9 Sam Knight, ‘The man who brought you Brexit’, The Guardian, 29 September 2016,  
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/sep/29/daniel-hannan-the-man-who-brought-you-brexit  
10 David Gowland, Britain and the European Union (London: Routledge, 2016), 200 
11 Ibid, 204-205 
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are considered more mainstream, tabloids are associated with sensationalism. Both media outlets are 

traditionally conservative, and both came out in support for Britain to leave the European Union. 

It should be noted that there is a shift in the status of the source material in terms of the weight 

that is attached to the rhetoric and language of the sources. Eurosceptics, both politicians and the 

media, have been quite consistent in their laments about Britain’s membership of the EU, often 

referring to themselves as outsiders in a society that is largely pro-Europe. However, as Eurosceptic 

sentiment gained traction in the years following the Lisbon Treaty, the rhetoric expressed in the 

sources acquired additional purchase. In other words, the moment when the idea of Britain’s 

withdrawal from the European Union transitioned from the fringes of right-wing politics to a 

prominent argument, the rhetoric expressed in the sources takes on added relevance and importance. 

Accordingly, there is a difference in status between the ideas and rhetoric expressed in the source 

material from the mid-1990s and the arguments expressed in the material in the run-up to the Brexit 

referendum. 

A close reading of the source material reveals a heavy reliance on ideas of British 

exceptionalism throughout Eurosceptic rhetoric which tends to highlight how Britain’s identity, 

history, and traditions are fundamentally different from those of its European neighbours. In other 

words, British exceptionalism is a persistent theme within British Eurosceptic language and 

argument. This emphasis on exceptionalism in turn generates other rhetorical themes within the 

British Eurosceptic tradition. The first of these is a dichotomy between Britain and Europe established 

through a ‘us v them’ narrative which depicts Britain as fundamentally and irreconcilably different 

from both the rest of Europe, as well as other EU member states. Embedded within this theme is also 

an overall negative representation of the EU expressed through the focus on the EU’s lack of 

democracy, accountability, transparency etc. A further theme is what I refer to as the ‘war narrative’ 

in which Britain is continuously portrayed as being under attack from an external enemy. In other 

words, Britain’s membership of the European Union is depicted as a struggle rather than a 

cooperation. Within this theme there is an overall sense of loss of identity and purpose which in turn 

underlines the imperative of restoration.  

The ‘us v them’ dichotomy, the war narrative, and the language of loss are all conventional and 

constant themes in both political and media rhetoric on Britain’s relationship with the European 

Union. The imperial dimension of the British Eurosceptic debate, on the other hand, is not. As I argue, 

after a brief period of imperial/Commonwealth oriented rhetoric in the early 1960s and 70s, the 

Empire disappeared from British Eurosceptic discourse for four decades following the 1975 
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referendum. Yet, in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum, the empire made a remarkable 

comeback in Eurosceptic rhetoric. This imperial dimension has occasionally been explicit, such as 

when Boris Johnson talked about how Britain ‘used to run the biggest empire the world has ever 

seen.’12 Yet, more often – in its new and resurrected form – it is largely implicit and can only be 

discerned through a close reading of the source material.  

Consequently, I identify certain markers that indicate the imperial dimension in both the 

political and media texts analysed in the project. These are as follows: when the sources express ideas 

of international/global leadership and Britain’s place in the world (‘Global Britain’, global free trade 

etc.); when the sources use certain verbs such as rediscover, reignite, reinvent etc.; when the sources 

use certain allusions to Britain’s history as an imperial power; and when the sources show a tendency 

to talk about the imperial past as a guide for Britain’s future outside the EU. It is important to 

understand that the imperial dimension in British Eurosceptic discourse does not stand alone. It 

always appears in connection with other ideas about British exceptionalism or defeat and loss. Put 

differently, ideas about the relevance of the imperial past do not appear out of nowhere. Rather, the 

more traditional Eurosceptic ideas about British exceptionalism and the language of loss and defeat 

work to facilitate the imperial dimension as it appears in the years leading up to the 2016 referendum. 

Consequently, British exceptionalism and ideas of defeat and loss function as a rhetorical resource 

through which an imperial mindset can be articulated without necessarily explicitly referencing the 

empire itself. 

It should be noted that the findings of this project suggest that although the imperial dimension 

was very much present, it was not necessarily the most important or determining factor of the Brexit 

debate and subsequent Leave-vote. In this sense, political actors such as Johnson and Hannan who 

mobilised the imperial past in their Eurosceptic arguments represented a unique breed of Conservative 

Eurosceptics. What is more, Dominic Cummings has stated that various alternative versions of the 

campaign message that included the word ‘global’ (‘Go Global’ was a favourite) did not necessarily 

resonate with working class voters who had had enough of globalisation and immigration.13 This 

ambivalence surrounding Britain’s global relations partly explains the need to sometimes downplay 

the imperial/global argument in order to connect with a broader electorate and win the referendum. 

Finally, whereas the main bulk of the project is focused on the primary source material in the 

form of analysing political and media rhetoric during the Brexit debate, the project also includes 

 
12 Boris Johnson, ‘The only way to get the change we want is to vote leave’, Daily Telegraph, 16 March 2016, 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/opinion/2016/03/16/boris-johnson-exclusive-there-is-only-one-way-to-get-the-change/  
13 Cummings, ‘On the referendum #21’  
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additional perspectives on the study of British Euroscepticism. First, and in addition to analysing the 

imperial dimension, the project provides a historical context to how, and to what extent, the imperial 

past has influenced Eurosceptic arguments over the past decades. This further demonstrates the 

important gap in imperial references, which in turn validates the remarkable resurrection of the 

imperial past in connection to the Brexit referendum. Second, the project also demonstrates an 

important shift in how the imperial past is remembered and articulated in British memory culture. Put 

differently, after I have demonstrated and outlined both the absence (chapter four) and presence 

(chapter five) of the imperial dimension in British Eurosceptic rhetoric, I proceed to explain why this 

remarkable resurrection occurred by examining the presence of empire in other significant societal 

debates (chapter seven). 

 

Thematical background  
 

To study the continuous influence of Britain’s imperial past on contemporary narratives of 

identity, especially in relation to Britain and the European Union, I use concepts from the field of 

memory studies. More specifically, I use the term ‘cultural memory’ which is ‘concerned with the 

role of narrative in shaping the understanding of the past’, as well as ‘the role of media in transmitting 

and distributing those narratives and the power of stories to mobilize affect and loyalty.’14 In this 

sense, I use the term to describe the mediated effect on representations of the past and how these are 

used to make sense of the present. In the context of this thesis, politicians and newspaper outlets are 

the mediators of the past that both draw on and add to the cultural memory of empire through written 

and spoken language. Consequently, the thesis places itself in relation to the ‘New Imperial History’ 

which argues that Britain’s imperial experience impacted nearly all areas of public life and that the 

memory of empire continues to inform the way in which Britain perceives itself in relation to Europe 

and the rest of the world.15  

The following three sections sketch out the thematical background to the thesis as follows: first, 

the section on ‘memory of empire’ demonstrates the on-going presence and influence of empire in 

the form of cultural expressions and ideas of national identity. Second, the section on ‘British 

 
14 Ann Rigney, ‘Remembrance as remaking: memories of the nation revisited’, Nations and Nationalism 24, no.2, 
(2018): 242 
15 See Stuart Ward’s British Culture and the end of Empire, ed. Stuart Ward (UK: Manchester University Press, 2001), 
Bill Schwarz’s Memories of Empire, Volume 1: The White Man’s World (UK: Oxford University Press, 2011), 
Elizabeth Buettner’s Europe after Empire: Decolonization, Society, and Culture (UK: Cambridge University Press, 
2016), Wendy Webster’s Englishness and Empire, 1939-1965 (UK: Oxford University Press, 2005) 
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Euroscepticism’ briefly outlines how Euroscepticism in a British national context is influenced by 

ideas of exceptionalism. Finally, the section on ‘state of the art’ highlights previous research on Brexit 

and empire – specifically works that use the term ‘imperial nostalgia’ – in order to place the thesis 

within this specific thematical background and highlight its contribution to further the discussion 

about the link between Britain’s imperial legacy and its Euroscepticism.  

 

Memory of empire 

Prior to the 1980s, the conventional view of Britain’s imperial experience was that that the 

British Empire had little to no impact or effect on the metropole. In other words, empire was forged 

‘out there’ at the periphery and, accordingly, did not have much of an impact on Britain itself.16 

Accordingly, the New Imperial History represented a new way of thinking about the Empire and 

imperial endeavour. Contrary to the sharp distinction between the periphery and the metropole that 

characterised earlier approaches to imperial history, the New Imperial History stresses the need ‘to 

consider domestic and imperial history through the same analytical lens.’17 Britain’s past as an 

imperial power has generated certain narratives, perceptions, and ideas about Britain as a nation and 

its role in the world. Although the days of empire have come to an end, these ideas have continued to 

influence views and beliefs about Britain’s national identity and purpose. Consequently, the New 

Imperial History argues for the need to consider the Empire’s lasting effect on the metropole, as well 

as the continuing presence of the imperial past in contemporary Britain. Stuart Ward argues that 

despite public ignorance of the extent and nature of the British Empire, there was nonetheless ‘a broad 

consensus about a preordained role in the world beyond Britain’s shores.’ In other words, the idea of 

Britain as an imperial power continued to be an integral feature of British identity and public life.18 

At the height of the British Empire, its cultural expressions permeated contemporary British 

society. In addition to written material and advertising, these cultural expressions came in the form 

of imperial paintings, photographs, and other visual material, such as the theatre, the music hall, local 

and national exhibitions, and other forms of entertainment. Despite undergoing significant changes 

over the years, John M. MacKenzie argues that the cultural continuities of imperialism in Britain 

provided ‘a sense of Britain’s national destiny and purpose, often heightened through repeated 

 
16 See for example Bernard Porter’s The Absent-minded Imperialists: Empire, Society, and Culture in Britain (US: 
Oxford University Press, 2004) in which Porter argues that neither enthusiasm nor awareness of empire was widespread 
among the British public. Rather, it was confined to a narrow societal group whose occupation it was to run the empire. 
17 James Thompson, ‘Modern Britain and the New Imperial History’, History Compass 5, no. 2 (2007): 456 
18 Stuart Ward, ‘Introduction,’ in British culture and the end of empire, ed. Stuart Ward, (UK: Manchester University 
Press, 2001), 4 
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representations of outsiders; and, increasingly, a projection of moral purpose and an alignment of 

patriotic forces, which together built up an emotional distinctiveness (often expressed in the language 

of superiority) in respect of both the peoples of Empire and other European nations.’19  

Even as the empire came to an end, its cultural manifestations persisted. As outlined above, the 

thesis focuses on Eurosceptic rhetoric as presented by politicians and newspaper media. However, 

cultural representations in the form of movies, TV series, documentaries, books, exhibitions etc. are 

all part of the cultural memory of empire in Britain – one that is available to memory-makers such as 

politicians and the media to draw on when making their respective arguments. Edoardo Campanella 

and Marta Dassù point to the many cinematic productions in the years leading up to the Brexit 

referendum – such as Christopher Nolan’s ‘Dunkirk’ and Joe Wright’s ‘Darkest Hour’ just to name 

a few – all of which projected a celebratory view of Britain’s past. This is of course not to say that 

cultural productions were consciously promoting a Eurosceptic argument. Nonetheless, as 

Campanella and Dassù argue, ‘they contributed to the idealization of bygone times, primarily showing 

the positive aspects of ears that were no less chaotic and destabilizing than the current one.’20   

In addition to cultural expressions of empire, narratives about Britain’s imperial experience 

have had an influence on contemporary narratives about national identity. Focusing on the impact of 

imperial decline on popular narratives about Britishness and Englishness in mainstream media after 

1945, Wendy Webster argues that some empire stories emphasised military power, conquest, and 

adventure, while others invoked the idea of a ‘civilising mission’, and most embraced Britishness as 

a global identity, along with the authority and influence associated with a world role. Finally, some 

stories developed a racial imagery which depicted British superiority over other people in the empire 

who were depicted as primitive, savage and irrational. Rather than fade out when the empire came to 

an end, ‘these stories were transposed onto other narratives, especially narratives of the Second World 

War. They spilled over into narratives of British-American relations. They were variously 

modernized, disavowed, lampooned, or reclaimed as heritage in volatile, shifting, and contradictory 

narratives of the nation.’21 

In her work on the present-day implications of imperialism and decolonisation in several 

Western societies, Elizabeth Buettner points out how Britain’s victory against fascism during the 

 
19 John M. MacKenzie, ‘Empire and Metropolitan Cultures,’ in The Oxford History of the British Empire: Volume III: 
The Nineteenth Century, ed. Andrew Porter (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 273 
20 Edoardo Campanella and Marta Dassù, Anglo Nostalgia: The Politics of Emotion in a Fractured West (UK: Hurst & 
Company, 2019), 62 
21 Wendy Webster, Englishness and Empire, 1939-1965 (UK: Oxford University Press, 2005), 3-4 
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Second World War reinvigorated national myths about Britain’s imperial values such as adventure, 

justice, and liberty.22 Even as the empire became subject to public critique and satirical portrayals in 

the 1950s and 1960s, ‘it closely informed common understandings of national identity, patriotism, 

and race consciousness…’ According to Buettner, during the era of decolonization, Britons connected 

with the surviving empire and Commonwealth as post-war emigration worked to maintain 

connections with the old dominions and settler colonies. The stories from these destinations relayed 

back home created a sense of ‘kith and kin’ and made places such as Australia, Canada and Rhodesia 

come alive in the public imagination.23 

In sum, the memory of empire continues to influence ideas of identity and purpose in the 

present. Yet despite undergoing changes over time and in response to changing circumstances, the 

malleability of imperial memory ensures that the imperial past still informs the way in which Britain 

perceives itself in relation to the rest of the world. As the following chapters will demonstrate, this 

lingering presence of empire has provided a ready-made discursive resource for politicians and the 

media as they sought to construct a distinct British national identity, especially in relation to the rest 

of Europe, and to map out a role for Britain on the world stage.  

 

British Euroscepticism 

The memory of empire in Britain and British Euroscepticism are vast areas of study in their 

own right. However, this is not to say that these two areas of study are completely separated from one 

another. Rather, as David Gowland points out, debates about Britain and Europe and Britain’s place 

in the world are closely connected in the sense that ‘A preoccupation with asserting a global 

leadership role for Britain, initially based on empire and subsequently on post-imperial nostalgia, has 

figured as a key element in the making of British foreign policy. This emphasis, in turn, has had a 

lasting influence on British policy and attitudes towards the EC/EU…’24 

Although contestation over European cooperation is as old as the project itself, the term 

‘Eurosceptic’ only dates back to the mid-1980s when it first appeared in The Times in June 1986.25 

‘Euroscepticism’ is a multi-layered concept, in the sense that it denotes everything from opposition 

towards specific EU policies to opposition to the European project itself. In addition, various degrees 

 
22 Elizabeth Buettner, Europe after Empire: Decolonization, Society, and Culture (UK: Cambridge University Press, 
2016), 40 
23 Ibid, 62-63 
24 Gowland, Britain and the European Union, 277 
25 Nicholas Startin, ‘Have we reached a tipping point? The mainstreaming of Euroscepticism in the UK,’ International 
Political Science Review 36, no. 3 (2015): 312 
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of Euroscepticism can be found within every national context across the Union. In one of the most 

cited works on Euroscepticism, Paul Taggart and Aleks Szczerbiak distinguish between ‘hard’ and 

‘soft’ Euroscepticism – in which ‘hard’ Euroscepticism ‘involves outright rejection of the entire 

project of European political and economic integration and opposition to … joining or remaining 

members of the EU’, while ‘soft’ Euroscepticism is perceived as a more ‘qualified opposition to 

European integration’ in the sense that it opposes specific EU policies rather than the entire project.26 

It can be argued that over the years since joining the EEC in 1973, British attitudes have moved from 

soft to hard Euroscepticism as Britain has moved away from more a qualified scepticism towards 

certain policy initiatives (such as the common currency and the Schengen area) to a total rejection of 

the European project and membership thereof. As the following chapters will demonstrate, the idea 

of withdrawal started to gain more traction from the mid-2000s onwards and ‘hard’ Euroscepticism 

moved from the fringes of right-wing politics and into the mainstream. What is more – and as 

demonstrated in chapter seven – this period also marked a shift in how Britain’s imperial past was 

remembered and articulated; a shift away from the negative aspects associated with the British Empire 

and towards a more celebratory view of the imperial endeavour.  

Euroscepticism is not an exclusively British phenomenon. However, within its British national 

context, Euroscepticism does take on a distinctive character that is linked to ideas of exceptionalism. 

Chris Gifford defines British Euroscepticism as ‘a distinct and powerful national movement asserting 

conceptions of Britain’s exceptional national identity.’27 Similarly, Menno Spiering describes British 

Euroscepticism as an ‘enduring cultural phenomenon’ that goes beyond mere rejection of EU rules 

and regulation, and which is largely defined and inspired by cultural exceptionalism.28 Spiering has 

further argued that Britain’s long tradition of identifying itself against a European ‘other’ is also a 

unique characteristic of British Euroscepticism. In other words – and as the analytical chapters will 

demonstrate – it is the very otherness of ‘Europe’ that is particular to the British case, combined with 

the emotional value of constituting Europe as a national threat, especially in political rhetoric.29 Oliver 

Daddow points to a connection between modern history and Euroscepticism and concludes that 

British Euroscepticism ironically proceeds directly from the lack of scepticism about other past 

 
26 Oliver Daddow, ‘Euroscepticism and History Education in Britain,’ Government and opposition 41, no. 1 (2006): 68 
27 Chris Gifford, ‘The rise of post-imperial populism: The case of right-wing Euroscepticism in Britain,’ European 
Journal of Political Research, 45, no. 5 (2006): 851 
28 Menno Spiering, ‘The Essential Englishman: The Cultural. Nature and Origins of British Euroscepticism,’ The UK 
Challenge to Europeanization: The Persistence of British Euroscepticism, ed. Karine Tournier-Sol & Chris Gifford 
(UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), 18 
29 Menno Spiering, ‘British Euroscepticism,’ in Euroscepticism: Party Politics, National Identity and European 
Integration, ed. Robert Harmsen & Menno Spiering (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2004), 145 
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events, such as imperial and martial history, that are still considered central to British identity and 

popular consciousness.30 In other words, British Euroscepticism is rooted in a specific understanding 

of history which emphasises ‘the grandeur of the British imperial past and stress[es] that the “Great” 

can only remain in “Great Britain” if the country remains “independent” and/or “sovereign”’.31 

Consequently, Britain’s evolving relationship with Europe has been accompanied by ‘the persistent 

rise of a domestic Euroscepticism centred on the fundamental belief that the true sentiments and 

interests of “the British people” are antithetical to European integration.’32  

This project examines how the memory of empire is used in political and cultural debates to 

shape narratives of British national identity in relation to the rest of Europe, as well as what this means 

for Britain’s ability to model its relationship with the EU and map out a future role for itself. 

Accordingly, it places itself at the intersection between the study of imperial memory in Britain and 

the study British Euroscepticism by bringing together central ideas from each area respectively and 

arguing that there certainly is an ‘imperial dimension’ to British Eurosceptic debate. 

 

State of the art 

The connection between Brexit and Britain’s imperial past was vividly on display in the pages 

of the British press in the run-up to and the aftermath of the referendum. A similar relation has also 

been established by academics and commentators, many of whom opt for the term ‘imperial nostalgia’ 

to explain the Brexit vote. However, such claims frequently lack clear definitions or even sufficient 

empirical evidence to support them. Thus, they tend to obscure important details about how both 

Britain’s imperial past and the concept of nostalgia operate in Eurosceptic debate.  

Edoardo Campanella and Marta Dassù argue that Brexit was an example of ‘nostalgic 

nationalism in its purest form’ and that Brexit rhetoric was ‘filled with nostalgic arguments and 

historical references.’33 However, the authors provide only scattered rhetorical evidence to back up 

the high level of nostalgia they argue is present in the Brexit arguments. Consequently, their argument 

can be misleading in the sense that it seems to overestimate both the role of empire in the Brexit 

debate, as well as the power of imperial nostalgia to convince voters to opt for Leave. 

 
30 Daddow, ‘Euroscepticism and History Education in Britain,’ 67 
31 Ibid, 73 
32 Chris Gifford, The Making of Eurosceptic Britain: identity and economy in a post-imperial state (UK: Taylor and 
Francis, 2014), 1 
33 Campanella and Dassù, Anglo Nostalgia, 4, 10 
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 Peter Mitchell’s Imperial Nostalgia  claims that ‘The memory and experience of empire is built 

into the deep structure of how we engage with race, class and gender; it pervades our culture … it is 

built into our constitutional arrangements … and it is the contested ground on which we play out 

some of our most violent and estranging conflicts.’34  In other words, Mitchell uses the term ‘imperial 

nostalgia’ to describe Britain’s complicated relationship with its imperial past, yet he does not specify 

exactly what the term entails nor does he apply it to a Eurosceptic/Brexit context.  

Danny Dorling and Sally Tomlinson similarly argue that ‘part of the reason the Brexit vote 

happened was that a small number of people in Britain have a dangerous, imperialist misconception 

of our standing in the world…’ and, consequently, Brexit should be ‘understood as part of the last 

vestiges of empire working their way out of the British psyche.’35 The authors rightfully examine the 

historical roots of the Brexit vote, yet provide insufficient rhetorical evidence to demonstrate how the 

imperial past actually was mobilised in the Brexit debate.  

In the introduction to the book Embers of Empire in Brexit Britain, editors Stuart Ward and 

Astrid Rasch acknowledge the complexity of the ways in which the memory of empire influenced the 

Brexit debate. Accordingly, the pro-Brexit strategy of ‘invoking Britain’s historical track record to 

instil confidence in a post-Brexit future’ is not as simple as mere imperial nostalgia. Rather, ‘Global 

Britain’ is as much about the unspoken history of imperial endeavour that is ‘skilfully deployed to 

stir latent imperial sensibilities while simultaneously disavowing them.’36 In this sense, the book goes 

a long way in adding to the on-going discussion about the multifaceted ways in which the memory of 

empire operates in contemporary Britain.  

The work of Robert Saunders in particular offers a more extensive historical perspective on the 

link between Brexit and empire, pointing out that imperial patterns of thought have shaped both 

Eurosceptic and pro-European ideas of British identity and world role over the years. Moreover, 

Saunders rightfully concludes that the accusation of imperial nostalgia obscures the fact that what 

characterised the imperial nature of ‘Global Britain’ rhetoric was that the empire barely featured. In 

this sense, ‘the absence of empire’ allowed the pro-Brexit advocates to produce ‘a narrative of 

greatness’ which focused on national characteristic such as trade and enterprise.37 

 
34 Peter Mitchell, Imperial Nostalgia: How the British conquered themselves (UK: Manchester University Press, 2021), 
6 
35 Danny Dorling and Sally Tomlinson, Rule Britannia: Brexit and the End of Empire (UK: Biteback Publishing Ltd, 
2019), 2-3 
36 Stuart Ward and Astrid Rasch, ‘Introduction: Greater Britain, Global Britain,’ in Embers of Empire in Brexit Britain, 
ed. Stuart Ward and Astrid Rasch (UK: Bloomsbury Academic, 2019), 2 
37 Robert Saunders, ‘Brexit and Empire: “Global Britain” and the Myth of Imperial Nostalgia,’ Journal of Imperial and 
Commonwealth History 48, no. 6 (2020): 21-25 
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By analysing primary source material in the form of political and newspaper texts from the mid-

1990s to 2017 through the lens of memory studies, my research provides a thorough empirical 

investigation of what I refer to as the ‘imperial dimension’ of the British Eurosceptic debate. In this 

sense, this project fills in an important gap in the existing research on the link between British 

Euroscepticism and Britain’s imperial past by providing evidence to support existing work. As 

mentioned, the findings of this thesis further suggest that the imperial dimension was but one of 

several layers in the Eurosceptic debate in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum. Brexit 

advocates certainly drew on the imperial past as a source for national renewal outside the European 

Union, but the language they used was one that was largely stripped of explicit references to empire, 

yet at the same time highly suggestive of past imperial achievements. Consequently, the past did 

provide a language that emphasised Britain’s exceptional national characteristics and history, all the 

while omitting their imperial legacy. 

 

Limitations 
 

Due to the overall research questions proposed in this thesis, as well as restrictions in terms of 

the scope of the thesis, certain limitations have had to be applied. First, the focus of the thesis is on 

Euroscepticism within the Conservative Party. However, this is not to suggest that these sceptical 

attitudes towards the European project are confined to the Conservatives. On the contrary, it was 

Labour leader, Hugh Gaitskell, who famously declared in 1962 that Britain’s participation in the 

European project would mean ‘the end of Britain as an independent European state, the end of a 

thousand years of history.’38 Labour’s Eurosceptic attitudes were rooted in the belief that the 

European Community was a capitalist club committed to free-market principles which conflicted with 

the party’s own more interventionist political philosophy. The party’s 1983 election manifesto even 

included a pledge to leave the European Community, which was, nevertheless, abandoned under the 

leadership of Neil Kinnock (1983-1992). Jacques Delors’ call for a ‘social dimension’ in European 

cooperation softened Labour’s attitudes towards the EC, and by the late 1980s, Labour had become 

the more pro-European party in British politics.39 

 
38 Hugh Gaitskell, quoted in Eric Shaw, ‘The UK and the Labour Party,’ in Europe and the Left: Resisting the Populist 
Tide, ed. James L. Newell (Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, 2021), 191 
39 Eric Shaw, ‘The UK and the Labour Party,’ Europe and the Left: Resisting the Populist Tide, ed. James L. Newell 
(Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, 2021), 192 
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Second, the primary source material analysed in the thesis is also confined to political actors 

within the Conservative Party, along with material produced by Conservative leaning media. This is 

not to deny the impact of the United Kingdom Independence Party and its leader Nigel Farage on 

Eurosceptic arguments. As the historical context in chapter five sketches out, UKIP played a central 

role in bringing about David Cameron’s promise of a referendum. Further, UKIP’s message which 

linked the issue of immigration to Britain’s membership of the EU both ensured the party’s success 

in the 2014 European Elections and the continued dominance of the issue during the Brexit debate. 

In addition, the thesis will not include examples from any social media platforms. This is not to 

downplay the importance of social media in the Brexit debate.40 Rather, this exclusion is to keep the 

research focus on politicians and newspaper media as meaning-makers and generators of narratives 

of national identity.  

Third, the focus of the thesis is on political and economic dimensions of the imperial past in 

British Eurosceptic debate. This is not to suggest that cultural manifestations of empire in the form 

of literary and television productions, photography, cinema, or museum exhibitions are not important 

to the context of this thesis. On the contrary, and as previously established, cultural manifestations of 

empire have been consistent in Britain even as the empire came to an end in the 1960s, and they make 

up an important part of the process of that produces and maintains cultural memory. Nonetheless, 

despite their persistency and influence, the thesis will not touch upon any cultural manifestations of 

empire.  

Finally, the critique that Eurosceptic ideas about reconnecting with 

Commonwealth/Anglosphere nations were a reincarnation of the old white colonial world can be 

linked to the wider questions of race and immigration which played a central role in the Brexit 

debate.41 In other words, the ‘we’ that is constructed as the Eurosceptics attempt to generate a new 

narrative of national identity is almost always white. Bill Schwarz notes how imperial mentalities that 

have outlived their epoch are, nonetheless, repeated in the present. The ‘acting out’ or ‘unconscious 

repetition’ of ‘prior racial assumptions’42 should remind us of the ‘unexpected presence of the 

 
40 See Michela Del Vicario et al., ‘Mapping social dynamics on Facebook: The Brexit Debate,’ Social Networks 50 
(2017), Diyana Dobreva et al., ‘Prophets and Loss: How “Soft Facts” on Social Media Influenced the Brexit Campaign 
and Social Reactions to the Murder of Jo Cox MP,’ Policy and Internet 12, no. 2 (2020), and Natalie-Anne Hall, 
‘Understanding Brexit on Facebook: Developing Close-up, Qualitative Methodologies for Social Media Research,’ 
Sociological Research Online (2021) 
41 See Harold D. Clarke et al., Brexit: Why Britain Voted to Leave the European Union (UK: Cambridge University 
Press, 2017), Geoffrey Evans and Anand Menon, Brexit and British Politics (UK: Polity Press, 2017), Tim Shipman, All 
Out War: The Full Story of Brexit (UK: William Collins, 2017) 
42 Bill Schwarz, Memories of Empire, Volume 1: The White Man’s World (UK: Oxford University Press, 2011), 205 
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colonial past in the postcolonial present’, Schwarz argues.43 In this sense, the Brexit debate rehashed 

old colonial mentalities that manifested themselves largely through the issue of immigration. 

Much of the research that connects Brexit to empire has focused on the issues of race, 

immigration, and colonial legacy.44 Eva Namusoke points out that the Leave campaign exhibited 

conflicted visions of the Commonwealth. On the one hand, the Leave campaign constructed a vision 

of a Commonwealth that reflected the heritage of ethnic minorities in Britain, promising a more 

flexible immigration process in the event of Brexit. On the other, the rest of the British population 

were sold a vision of renewed trade relationships with the old, white Commonwealth nations of 

Australia, New Zealand, and Canada.45 At the same time as the idea of reconnecting with ‘kith and 

kin’ across the globe appealed to racial homogeneity, the emphasis on trade and economics in the 

Commonwealth argument obscured its racist and exclusive undertones.46 Namusoke argues that ‘the 

perception of a Commonwealth in which Australians, New Zealanders and Canadians are the UK’s 

closest cultural neighbours obscures that fact that, for decades, the Commonwealth in the UK has 

been represented by people of colour from the Asian subcontinent who have themselves become part 

of the fabric of British society.’47  

Ronald Cummings views Brexit in light of the subsequent Windrush scandal of 2018 (in which 

migrants from the Windrush generation were detained, refused access to social benefits, and even 

deported) and argues that Brexit can better be understood as a ‘practice of border control’ in which 

‘Europe … becomes visibly framed as the object of immigration anxieties.’ In other words, according 

to Cummings, race and borders have become central to contemporary understandings of what it means 

to be British.48 As such, the Eurosceptic emphasis on Britain’s Commonwealth/Anglosphere ties is 

contradicted by a national narrative that not only seeks to cut ties with Europe, but also excludes the 

empire in the form of its immigrant descendants.49 In this sense, the Eurosceptic argument reveals a 

sense of amnesia as it occluded the inequalities and exploitation that were a reality in the relationship 

between Britain and its former colonies. In addition, the argument also reveals the present repetition 

of underlying imperial mentalities which determined who qualified as British and who did not. 

 
43 Bill Schwarz, ‘Actually Existing Postcolonialism’, in Radical Philosophy 104 (2000): 24 
44 See ‘Writing Brexit’, special issue of Journal of Postcolonial Writing, vol. 56 (5) (2020) 
45 Eva Namusoke, ‘A Divided Family: Race, the Commonwealth and Brexit,’ The Round Table, vol. 105, no. 5 (2016): 
468 
46 Ibid, 472 
47 Ibid, 470 
48 Ronald Cummings, ‘Ain’t no black in the (Brexit) Union Jack? Race and empire in the era of Brexit and the 
Windrush scandal,’ Journal of Postcolonial Writing 56, no. 5 (2020): 594 
49 Namusoke, ‘A Divided Family,’ 596 
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British attitudes towards both race and immigration are legacies of empire, and the recent 

research that demonstrates how these attitudes manifested themselves during the Brexit debate is most 

certainly important. However, I would argue that the focus on race and immigration in connection to 

Brexit and empire risks overlooking other aspects of how empire was present in Eurosceptic rhetoric. 

In other words, this thesis takes a different approach in connecting Brexit to empire by focusing on 

how the imperial past was mobilised to convey ideas of British greatness, free trade, and leadership. 

 

Chapter outline 
 

Whereas chapter one marks the introduction to the thesis, chapter two provides its theoretical 

framework. Within the field of memory studies, the thesis focuses on the combined process of ‘pre’- 

and ‘remediation’ as it is especially useful when examining how certain actors, such as politicians 

and the media, draw on the past to make sense of the present. The process reflects how the cultural 

memory of empire in Britain is generated, maintained, and yet constantly reshaped through various 

media across time and space. Further, ‘antagonistic memory’ and ‘nostalgia’ as modes of 

remembering the past add to our understanding of how the memory of empire continues to linger and 

operate in contemporary Britain. 

Chapter three provides the historical context to the project analysis by outlining how Britain’s 

imperial past has featured in the European debate at different points in time. More importantly, by 

examining significant periods in British political history (the anti-Market arguments in connection to 

Britain’s first application to join the European community in the early 1960s, the arguments against 

continued membership in the 1975 referendum, Thatcher’s strand of Euroscepticism in the 1980s, 

and, finally, the debate surrounding the signing and ratification of the Maastricht Treaty in the early 

1990s) the chapter demonstrates the gap in imperial arguments in the European debate from the mid-

1970s onwards. 

Chapter four demonstrates the centrality and persistence of British exceptionalism to ideas of 

Euroscepticism. The different states of exceptionalism that appear in the primary material include 

historical exceptionalisms such as the rule of law and the role of parliament, as well as more imaginary 

exceptionalisms such as island nation identity, the relationship with the United States and 

imperialism. The chapter argues that the concepts of exceptionalism and Euroscepticism are linked 

in the sense that the former provides a narrative framework through which the latter can be articulated. 
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What is more, the chapter further demonstrates how Eurosceptic arguments can draw on British 

exceptionalism without seeking to mobilise the imperial past in service of an alternative future.  

Chapter five demonstrates the re-emergence of what I refer to as the ‘imperial dimension’ of 

British Eurosceptic arguments. The chapter argues that the imperial dimension is facilitated by the 

more traditional ideas of British exceptionalism and appears in the immediate years leading up to 

2016, notably following David Cameron’s Bloomberg speech in which he promised a renegotiation 

followed by a referendum. I argue that whereas imperial arguments in the 1960s and 70s were 

designed to evoke a concrete, practical alternative to membership of the European community, the 

imperial dimension in its resurrected form is far more imaginary. In other words, what characterises 

the imperial dimension in the Brexit debate is a historical language that is very much suggestive of 

past imperial achievements, yet at the same time stripped of explicit references to the British Empire 

itself.  

Chapter six examines what I refer to as the ‘war narrative’ in British Eurosceptic rhetoric, 

meaning the frequent use of war and adversarial references when describing Britain’s relationship 

with its European partners. The chapter argues that the war narrative functions to articulate a specific 

form of Euroscepticism that views Britain’s relationship with the EU as a struggle rather than a 

cooperation. Embedded within the war narrative is the memory of the Second World War and the 

depiction of Britain as a defeated nation. I argue that the imperial dimension within this narrative 

trend appears in the overall suggestion that something has been lost and therefore needs to be restored. 

Consequently, this rhetorical device creates a space into which the language of empire can be 

positioned; a feature that becomes more and more prominent as the Brexit referendum approaches. 

Whereas chapters four to six have established the absence and the presence of the imperial past 

in British Eurosceptic debate, chapter seven seeks to explain this remarkable resurrection. In this 

sense, chapter seven takes its point of departure in the ‘war on terror’, the curricula debate, and the 

WWI centenary commemorations and examines how Britain’s imperial past was remembered and 

debated in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum. I connect these debates to British 

Euroscepticism by arguing that the language surrounding the ‘war on terror’, the curricula debate, 

and the WWI commemorations, respectively, marks a significant shift in how the imperial past is 

remembered and articulated. In other words, the language reveals a rhetorical shift through which the 

imperial past becomes a source of pride rather than shame. Consequently, I argue, the discussions 

about empire and the imperial past embedded within these debates contribute to the formation of a 

political language in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum that becomes available for those 
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advocating Britain’s withdrawal from the European Union. Finally, chapter eight marks the 

conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 

Narrative Discourse and the Cultural Memory of Empire in Contemporary 
Britain 

 

To better understand what drives British scepticism towards the European Union, and to what 

extent this scepticism is influenced by an imperial mindset, we need to consider how certain narratives 

about the past are established, what kind of reality they create in the present, and from where they 

draw their persuasive power. This chapter will outline the concepts of ‘cultural memory’, 

‘premediation’ and ‘remediation’, as well as ‘nostalgia’ and ‘antagonistic memory’ as modes of 

remembering – all of which make up the theoretical framework to this study on the imperial 

dimension of British Eurosceptic debate.   

Conceptually, a ‘story’ and a ‘narrative’ are closely linked, so much so that the terms are often 

used interchangeably by scholars in the field. However, H. Porter Abbott makes a helpful distinction 

between the two: ‘narrative is the representation of events, consisting of story and narrative 

discourse; story is an event or sequence of events (the action); and narrative discourse is those events 

as represented.’50 In other words, a narrative involves both a story (about one or multiple events) and, 

more importantly, the particular way that story is conveyed.51 For the purposes of this thesis it is 

useful to think about narrative according to Abbott’s definition as a certain representation of events. 

Abbott further refers to a narrative as ‘an instrument of power’ and suggests that the source of its 

power lies in its rhetoric: ‘It has to do with all those elements of the text that produce the many strong 

or subtle combinations of feeling and thought we experience as we read.’52 Accordingly, the rhetorical 

power of a narrative lies in its ability to resonate with a certain audience and to create a sense of 

shared experience.  

 
50 H. Porter Abbott, The Cambridge Introduction to Narrative (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 19 
51 Ibid, 15 
52 Ibid, 40 
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It is through narration that we establish ideas about our present identity, and narration in turn 

relies on memory of the past to articulate a story about who we are, where we come from, and where 

we are going. John R. Gillis points to the link between memory and identity, arguing that ‘[t]he core 

of any individual or group identity … is sustained by remembering; and what is remembered is 

defined by the assumed identity.’53 Consequently, memories or recollections of the past can be used 

to articulate as sense of self in the present, as well as to imagine a future trajectory. This is true for 

both individuals and collectives, such as nations. As Jeffrey K. Olick argues, ‘Studying memory in 

its collective form is about how, when, and where it is recalled and the shifting social frameworks by 

which memory is stabilized or reshaped.’54 Thus, the lens of memory studies provides helpful insight 

into how the imperial past is used in political and cultural debates to construct a distinct British 

identity, especially in relation to the rest of Europe. What is more, the field of memory studies further 

provides useful tools for improving our understanding of what the mobilisation of the imperial past 

means for Britain’s ability to articulate its relationship with the European Union and map out a future 

role for itself on the world stage.  

 Within the extensive field of memory studies, the term ‘cultural memory’ is particularly useful 

for the purposes of this thesis because it emphasises the mediated nature of memory. In other words, 

the term is useful when looking at how different media such as spoken and written language provide 

the social frameworks that shape both experience and memory.55 According to Astrid Erll and Ann 

Rigney, ‘the very concept of cultural memory is itself premised on the idea that memory can only 

become collective as part of a continuous process whereby memories are shared with the help of 

symbolic artefacts that mediate between individuals and, in the process, create communality across 

both space and time.’56 In this sense, cultural memory provides the foundation for the construction 

and preservation of collective identity.57 

In the following, I will explore Astrid Erll’s terms ‘premediation’ and ‘remediation’ in detail, 

as I find these particularly useful for examining how political and cultural debates, such as political 

and media rhetoric, shape representations of the imperial past in a Eurosceptic context. ‘Pre’ and 

‘remediation’ describe the dynamic process through which cultural memories of the past are 
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established, yet at the same time constantly reconstructed. In other words, the process highlights how 

the past is used in various ways to make sense of the present.  

Expanding on the Pierre Nora’s work on ‘les lieux de mémoire’58, Ann Rigney uses the term 

‘convergence’ to describe the way in which cultural memories ‘converge and coalesce’ into a site of 

memory.59 It should be mentioned that these sites of memory can be both literal and metaphorical, 

physical, and abstract. Consequently, sites of memory can include everything from physical 

monuments to metaphorical and abstract ideas or stories about the past. Astrid Erll, in turn, uses the 

terms ‘premediation’ and ‘remediation’ to describe two basic processes of convergence. 

‘Premediation’ refers to ‘a cultural practice of experiencing and remembering: the use of existent 

patterns and paradigms to transform contingent events into meaningful images and narratives.’60 In 

the context of this thesis, ‘premediation’ refers to the use existing patterns of thought – which are 

rooted in the imperial past – to make sense of present political predicaments. ‘Remediation’, on the 

other hand, refers to the fact that ‘those events which are transformed into lieux de mémorie are 

usually represented again and again, over decades and centuries, in different media.’ Consequently, 

what is known about a site of memory refers to ‘…a canon of existent medial constructions, to the 

narratives, images and myths circulating in a memory culture.’61 In other words, ‘remediation’ 

accounts for why memories of empire can continue to resonate even for generations that have no 

subjective memory of the temporalities that these mediations implicitly evoke. It is through the 

continuous interaction between ‘premediation’ and ‘remediation’ that cultural memory is generated 

and through which it operates across time, space, and cultures, Erll argues.62  

The British Empire, or the imperial past, can be considered a site of memory, and it is the 

constant and dynamic interplay between ‘premediation’ and ‘remediation’ that generates the cultural 

memory of empire in contemporary Britain. Erll notes how the various meanings ascribed to sites of 

memory are generated by different sources. On the one hand, meaning is ascribed by different media 

(newspaper articles, novels, official and unofficial histories, photos, movies etc.), different periods of 

recent history (i.e. imperialism or post-colonialism), or different cultural contexts.63 On the other 
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hand, sites of memory further come into being through the meaning, images and narratives that 

individual rememberers bring to these sites,64 meaning that certain memories can only emerge if the 

rememberer is part of a ‘media culture’ in which representations of a certain site of memory are 

constantly being circulated.65 In the context of this research, the media that infuse the imperial past 

with meaning are political actors and newspaper editorials/comments, both of which operate in the 

cultural context of contemporary Britain. By considering the ways in which political actors and the 

media mediate the imperial past, we can better understand the lingering presence of empire in Britain 

and its effect on national identity and Britain’s relationship with the European Union.  

As mentioned, ‘premediation’ refers to a process whereby existing forms of commemoration 

give shape to new memories and experiences. Consequently, I will use ‘premediation’ to highlight 

how Eurosceptic actors, such as politicians and the media, draw on the imperial past to make sense 

of the present. The debates on Britain’s relationship with the rest of Europe, both as a member of the 

EU and outside the Union following the Brexit vote, can be viewed as contingent events. Accordingly, 

I will examine how politicians and the media use the existing patterns of thought, i.e. memories of 

empire, to create meaningful narratives about British identity and role in the world.  

I will use the term ‘remediation’ to refer to the process of repeated representations and 

constructions of the British Empire through various media across time and space which has 

consolidated the cultural memory of empire in Britain. Jan Assmann argues that cultural memory is 

the concept through which members of a society can develop a distinct sense of culture and belonging 

that is maintained over the course of generations.66 It is the distance in time which separates us from 

the remembered object that characterised cultural memory; here shared memories are above all the 

product of books, films, commemorative rituals and various other forms of representation.67 

Consequently, politicians and the media are drawing on narratives, images and myths about the 

imperial past that are part of British imperial memory culture. The on-going mediation of Britain’s 

imperial past – over time and through diverse media – has created a system of ready-made cultural 

references for memory-makers, such as politicians and the media, to make use of when promoting 

certain political agendas or visions of Britain’s future. At the same time, politicians and the media are 

themselves part of the ‘remediation’ process in the sense that they produce new and reconstructed 
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representations of the imperial past. Both memory-makers and their audience alike, are part of a media 

culture in which various representations – rooted in a specific understanding of British identity and 

place in the world – of the imperial past are constantly being circulated. This is of course not to say 

that any given audience will automatically agree with certain versions of the imperial past or that 

historical references about empire instinctively resonate with the audience.   

Aleida Assmann defines ‘political memory’ as ‘an explicit, homogeneous, and institutionalized 

top-down memory.’68 Like cultural memory, political memory is mediated and transgenerational. 

According to Assmann, political memory is similar to national memory. Consequently, political 

memory is highly selective and exclusive in the sense that only useful and relevant memories are 

included in the mediation in order to secure a positive self-image of the nation.69 The notion of 

political memory is particularly useful when examining ‘how memories are used and abused for 

political action and the formation of group identities.’70 Accordingly, both political and cultural 

memory are linked to memory politics understood as the ways in which memory is instrumentalised 

(consciously or unconsciously) on different levels of society. What is interesting in the context of this 

project is how memories of empire within Eurosceptic rhetoric are ‘pre’- and ‘remediated’, what 

narratives about British identity and place in the world are created in the process, and to what purpose. 

Within a British Eurosceptic context, the interplay between ‘pre’- and ‘remediation’ of Britain’s 

imperial past generates narratives through which Britain’s national identity and relationship with the 

rest of Europe, especially the European Union, can be modelled and articulated – most often as 

fundamentally and irreconcilably different from one another. What is more, in the context of the 

Brexit debate in particular, the cultural memory of empire has a political function of generating certain 

representations of Britain’s imperial past meant to instil hope and optimism in Britain’s future role in 

the world. Steven Fielding et al. remind us that remembering is not only a question of looking back 

to the past. Rather, ‘The process of animating the past works to fashion in the imagination of new 

futures. Memory, in the very moment it latches on to a past, also functions as a mode of becoming.’71 

In this sense, the ‘pre’- and ‘remediation’ of narratives closely associated with the British Empire or 

the imperial past, such as Commonwealth/Anglosphere relations, global free trade, Britain’s role in 

the world etc., provide the opportunity to map out a future role for Britain on the world stage. 
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Despite the diversity and complexity of the terminology within the field of memory studies, 

there are two characteristics which are generally agreed-upon: the constructed nature of memory and 

its inextricable connection to the present. Erll elegantly sums it up by stating that 

Memories are not objective images of past perceptions, even less of a past reality. They 

are subjective, highly selective reconstructions, dependent on the situation in which they 

are recalled. Re-membering is an act of assembling data that takes place in the present. 

Versions of the past change with every recall, in accordance with the changed present 

situation. Individual and collective memories are never a mirror image of the past, but 

rather an expressive indication of the needs and interests of the person or group doing 

the remembering in the present.72 

 

More than providing us with historical facts, memory’s inseparable link to the present has the 

potential to provide important insights into present day cultural and political circumstances and 

challenges.73 This, along with the reconstructive and highly selective nature of cultural memory, 

makes this theoretical framework useful for the purposes of examining the lingering presence of the 

imperial past in British politics. The term ‘cultural memory’ is specifically ‘concerned with the role 

of narrative in shaping the understanding of the past’, as well as ‘the role of media in transmitting and 

distributing those narratives and the power of stories to mobilize affect and loyalty.’74 As the 

following analytical chapters will demonstrate, political language and newspaper media shape what 

is remembered about the imperial past and how it is remembered. The result is a specific version of 

the past, designed to perform a specific function. As Erll clarifies, the layering of memory further 

means that the memory of empire is coloured by the needs and challenges of the present. Accordingly, 

when Eurosceptic political actors and media draw on the cultural memory of empire, they do so 

through the lens of Britain’s contemporary relationship with the European Union and the misfortunes 

they perceive to be a result thereof. Their ‘pre’- and ‘remediation’ of the imperial past generates a 

narrative about Britain’s identity in the present and provides a tool through which a future direction 

can be mapped out.  
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Modes of memory: Nostalgia, antagonistic memory, and forgetting 
 

The British Empire was vast, and imperial rule spanned over centuries and variated from 

territory to territory. Consequently, as a site of memory, the imperial past is bound to mean many 

different things to different groups and people. Michael Rothberg’s ‘multi-directional memory’ must 

therefore be considered in a discussion of how the cultural memory of empire operates and is 

mobilised in contemporary Britain. Rothberg’s term describes the process through which oppositional 

memories rather than being mutually exclusive build on and borrow from one another. In this sense, 

memory is not a ‘zero-sum’ game. Rather, in any given society, different – even contested – accounts 

of the past are in constant dialogue with one another.75 In the context of this project, it is important 

to keep in mind that we are not talking about a single, unifying version of the imperial past. Rather, 

through the processes of ‘pre’- and ‘remediation’, as well as ‘multi-directional memory’, shared 

memories of the past are constantly being reconstructed and circulated on different levels of society, 

all the while interacting and drawing sustenance from one another. 

It is well established that individuals and collectives alike look to the past to make sense of the 

present. In this sense, all types of collective memory as different and even contested as they might 

be, can be understood as ‘attempts at meaning-making’, and ‘different modes of collective memory 

have different meaning-making potentials.’76 In other words, meaning-making is not only about the 

use of cultural memory by different actors, but about the attempt by certain actors – in this case 

politicians and the media – to create a specific collective or group and a narrative to make sense of 

British national identity and relationship to the European Union and the rest of the world. The 

following will outline ‘nostalgia’ and ‘antagonistic memory’ as different modes of memory in 

connection to the Eurosceptic debate and cultural memory of empire in contemporary Britain, as well 

as ‘forgetting’ as the other side of the memory coin.   

As the analytical chapters will elaborate, Eurosceptic rhetoric relies heavily on ideas of British 

exceptionalism to establish British identity in relation to Europe and to the European Union in 

particular. The result is three different, yet sometimes overlapping, strands of British Euroscepticism: 

First, a narrative discourse of ‘us v them’ that situates Britain as fundamentally different from other 

EU member states in terms of legal systems, the role of parliament, history, identity and tradition. 

Second, a narrative that relies heavily on war metaphors when depicting Britain’s relationship with 
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the EU. And, finally, the imperial dimension in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum. 

Throughout these different strands of Euroscepticism, ‘nostalgia’ and ‘antagonistic memory’, along 

with ‘forgetting’ are all at work. 

 

Nostalgia as a mode of memory 

The concept of nostalgia has been frequently linked to British Euroscepticism, especially in the 

context of the Brexit debate. Most often, nostalgia is used as a polemic term in the sense that Brexit 

advocates are accused by their opponents of suffering from a nostalgic longing for the past; an 

accusation that is vigorously denied. However, the question is not so much whether or not Brexit 

advocates actually suffer from nostalgia, but rather how nostalgia is mobilised in the Eurosceptic 

language used by politicians and the media as memory-makers.77 Consequently, we need to think 

about nostalgia as a mode of memory, as a certain way to remember the imperial past which in turn 

creates a certain framework and narrative for making sense of the present and imagining the future. 

In this sense, the lens of nostalgia provides a certain language and emotional tone both of which are 

useful for memory-makers such as Eurosceptic politicians and the media as they attempt to narrate 

and make sense of Britain’s relationship with the EU and its place in the world. 

The term nostalgia derives from Greek and is a combination of the words nostos (home) and 

algos (pain). Coined in 1688 by Johannes Hofer, the term was originally invented to describe a 

medical disorder, ‘a disabling longing for home’; an infliction suffered by soldiers and mercenaries 

who fought in faraway lands. However, nostalgia is a complex concept which over time has evolved 

from its clinical origins to describe ‘a yearning for the past, a sense of loss in the face of change.’78 

Consequently, today nostalgia is typically regarded as an emotion which can be felt by individuals 

and collectives alike. However, in order for the term to be useful in a study of nostalgia in 

contemporary British political and popular rhetoric we need to go beyond the definition of nostalgia 

as simply a longing for the past. The following section will seek to outline the multiple layers of 

meaning which the concept of nostalgia has acquired over time. Specifically, it will be shown that a 

yearning for past days when things arguably were better has evolved into a tool used to discredit 

certain positions in political debate. It is both nostalgia as a collective national emotion and nostalgia 
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as a polemic tool that are helpful in improving our understanding of the imperial dimension of British 

Euroscepticism.  

In his 1979 sociology of nostalgia, Fred Davis argued that nostalgia differs from other terms 

such as history, remembrance, recollection, reminiscence, recall etc. Whereas these terms strongly 

relate to the past, none of them convey the same feeling as nostalgia. Davis argues that ‘It is a past 

imbued with special qualities, which, moreover, acquires its significance from the particular way we 

juxtapose it to certain features of our present lives.’79 In other words, regardless of how nostalgia 

draws on the past in reconstructed ways, it is nonetheless a feeling that occurs in the present.80 

Moreover, the rhetorical signature of nostalgia relies on a constructed contrast between a ‘good past’ 

and a ‘bad present’ in which the glorification of the past always exceeds the grievance of the present.81 

Consequently, it is the ambivalent tension between the past and the present that is important to 

contemporary understandings of nostalgia; a present longing to restore past conditions that have long 

since ceased to exist, or perhaps never existed in the first place. While Davis’ description of nostalgia 

shares many of the same characteristics as memory, it can be argued that one of the main distinctions 

between the two is nostalgia’s reliance on emotion. In this sense, the mobilisation of nostalgia through 

political and media rhetoric is as much about generating a certain feeling about the past as it about 

simply evoking the memory of a past event.  

Janelle L. Wilson also describes how nostalgia is fundamentally different from related terms 

such as ‘reminiscing’ and ‘sentimentality’. Reminiscing is a broader and more general term which 

encompasses remembering the past as a whole, both the good and the bad. Sentimentality, on the 

other hand, has more to do with an individual being touched by a current event which in turn conjures 

up the emotional remembrance of a past experience.82 According to Wilson, nostalgia is far more 

complex in the sense that ‘Feeling nostalgia, expressing and experiencing nostalgia – this requires 

active reconstruction of the past – active selection of what to remember and how to remember it.’83 

Wilson also argues that rather than simply invoking a longing to go back in time, nostalgia can also 

suggest a need to rediscover the spirit of a former self; a self that is imagined to be more like ones 
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‘true self’, and in this sense nostalgia is not so much about reliving the past as it is about reinterpreting 

it.84  

Recapping on nostalgia’s active reconstruction of the past, Svetlana Boym argues that 

‘Nostalgia is not always about the past; it can be retrospective but also prospective. Fantasies of the 

past determined by the needs of the present have a direct impact on the realities of the future.’85 Boym 

further distinguishes between two different forms of nostalgia: restorative and reflective nostalgia. 

Boym describes restorative nostalgia as a form of nostalgia which focuses on the nostos (home) in 

the sense that it seeks to restore or reconstruct what was lost. It is particularly national and nationalist 

revivals which engage in the myth-making of history that bear the central characteristics of restorative 

nostalgia.86 Reflective nostalgia, on the other hand, focuses on the algia (the longing) in the sense 

that reflective nostalgia does not seek to recover what came before. Rather, it dwells on the longing 

itself, as well as on the sentiment that things were better in the past.87 Whereas restorative nostalgia 

can be a tool for politicians to emphasise the national past, reflective nostalgia is likened to 

reminiscing about a deceased relative or a favourite childhood pastime – it is more about dwelling on 

the separateness or distance than any desire to restore past conditions.  

Boym further points out that nostalgia has come to acquire negative connotations.88 Alastair 

Bonnett specifically notes a difference between public and personal nostalgia in the sense that 

nostalgia within the personal or individual sphere is more easily indulged, while feelings of nostalgia 

within the public or collective sphere are most often rebuked.89 In this sense it can be argued that 

Boym’s concepts of ‘restorative’ and ‘reflective’ nostalgia, respectively, reflect the negative and 

positive aspects of the concept. Whereas reflective nostalgia which manifests as a longing in and of 

itself can be perceived as more or less harmless, restorative nostalgia with its desire to return to a 

truer version of the national past can in the hands of some memory-makers become a problematic 

rhetorical device. However, as Richard Jobson points out, the two concepts are not as easily 

distinguished. Both forms of nostalgia require an idealisation of the past. In this sense, all nostalgia 

is reflective, meaning that it involves ‘the act of looking back upon an idealised version of the past’, 
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yet not all nostalgia is restorative in the sense that it seeks ‘the reinstatement of that particular 

idealised version of past in the present’, Jobson argues.90 

Just as nostalgia operates in different ways on individual and collective levels, the objects of 

longing also differ. Patricia M. E. Lorcin distinguishes between ‘imperial nostalgia’ and ‘colonial 

nostalgia’ – the former being ‘associated with the loss of empire, that is to say the decline of national 

grandeur and the international power politics connected to economic and political hegemony’, while 

the latter is ‘associated with the loss of sociocultural standing or, to be more precise, the colonial 

lifestyle.’91 According to Lorcin, imperial nostalgia manifests itself mainly on a national level through 

practices, activities and utterances of politicians and statesmen, while colonial nostalgia occurs on a 

more personal level and is preoccupied with an idealised vision of the interaction between the 

coloniser and the colonised in a given colony, as well as socioeconomic deprivations and changes 

brought on by decolonisation.92  

Astrid Rasch points to the fundamental ambiguity of contemporary Western memory practice 

in the sense that it is possible to ‘see the world through a postcolonial lens, yet still view the colonial 

order of the past with nostalgia.’ Consequently, Rasch argues for the need for a more complex concept 

of nostalgia for the colonial era and suggests the term ‘postcolonial nostalgia’, which ‘may be 

understood as a memory practice that purports to have no patience with nostalgia, but at the same 

time still stages the allure of a lost colonial past.’93 Although far from rejecting the views of Lorcin 

or Rosaldo – indeed postcolonial nostalgia can take on an imperialist nature, as well as mourn the 

loss of both national grandeur and the colonial lifestyle – Rasch’s notion of ‘postcolonial nostalgia’ 

differs from existing concepts in the sense that it takes ‘the contemporary discursive distancing 

toward the colonial record as defining for the way the past is remembered. It is, in other words, a 

nostalgia in spite of itself.'94  

As evident from this brief overview, nostalgia is far from a simple or straightforward 

phenomenon. From a medical ailment connected to feelings of homesickness to denoting a historical 

emotion of longing for the past, nostalgia as a concept has undergone significant development since 

its origins in the 17th century. Indeed, central to contemporary understanding of nostalgia is the 
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ambivalent tension between past and present inherent in its nature. Much like memory, nostalgia 

involves a reconstruction of the past (conscious or unconscious) that is determined by the present. By 

adding a certain emotional aspect, nostalgia creates a framework which determines what is 

remembered about the past and how. In addition, as the following will show, nostalgia has become a 

powerful polemical weapon which few protagonists would explicitly lay claim to.  

As noted, nostalgia has become a negative and dismissive word. This is especially the case in 

the political sphere where nostalgia is conventionally depicted in a negative sense. Michael Kenny 

argues that in the world of politics, the concept of nostalgia is most often described as an indication 

of flawed political arguments which resonate more in certain places and among certain 

demographics.95 In this sense nostalgia is often seen as a pathological by-product of right-wing 

populism or populist rhetoric.96 Consequently, the accusation of nostalgia is most often used to 

discredit an oppositional argument by linking it to a retrospective, rather than prospective, gaze.97 In 

their work on Labour Party politics, Richard Jobson and Mark Wickham-Jones also acknowledge that 

nostalgia in connection to politics is an ill-defined term, most usually deployed in the negative sense 

as some form of unproductive emotional and idealised attachment to the past.98 

There are two ways in which the concept of nostalgia operates in the context of British 

Euroscepticism – as a collective emotion of longing for the past and as a polemic tool to discredit 

political arguments – both of which are useful in bettering our understanding of how different 

representations of the past are generated and the purposes they serve in the present. As mentioned, 

the polemical aspect tends to be the more visible in the sense that Brexit advocates have frequently 

been accused of suffering from what Lorcin termed ‘imperial nostalgia’, i.e.  the loss of empire as a 

metaphor for national prestige. In other words, there is plenty of evidence to support the political use 

of nostalgia as a polemical term to discredit an opponent’s argument. In this sense, the explicit 

accusation of nostalgia brings the imperial past to the fore and connects it to Euroscepticism in the 

present. It should be noted that while some examples (particularly in chapter four) exhibit a longing 

for an imaginary past before Britain joined the European Union, it is the combination of nostalgia in 

relation to the imperial past that seems to generate the most negativity. In other words, when 

Eurosceptic actors are accused of suffering from imperial nostalgia they seemingly feel a strong need 
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to defend themselves. Accordingly, within the political realm, the accusation of nostalgia in 

connection to the imperial past appears to be an unwanted combination. Yet, it is when these actors 

attempt to defend themselves that they make explicit references to empire.  

However, we also need to distinguish between this particular use of the term and the prevalence 

of nostalgia as a phenomenon. The concept of nostalgia in a political context can be mobilised in the 

sense that it endows political language with sentimental force.99 As this study will show, traces of a 

nostalgic tendency can be detected in the way in which certain Eurosceptic politicians, along with the 

media, construct their arguments about British identity and role in the world, specifically in relation 

to the European Union. As the analysis in chapters four to six will demonstrate, throughout the debate 

on Britain’s relationship with Europe, and specifically the EU, Eurosceptic politicians and media have 

made use of what Davis refers to as ‘nostalgia’s distinctive rhetorical signature’, namely the ‘good 

past/bad present contrast.’ The past is often presented as a time when Britain was an independent 

nation with the ability to enact and enforce its own laws, compared to the present in which national 

sovereignty is lost as power has been transferred to Brussels. What is more, these memory-makers 

are engaged in an active reconstruction of the past as they seek to make sense of the present and 

rediscover an allegedly ‘truer’ version of Britain outside of the European Union.  

Accordingly, I argue that what Lorcin refers to as ‘imperial nostalgia’, the loss of empire and 

attendant national grandeur, can certainly be applied when examining the concept of nostalgia in the 

British European debate, as well as in the Brexit debate in particular, since ideas about a time when 

Britain was independent and enjoyed a global reach feature prominently in both Eurosceptic political 

and media rhetoric. These same ideas also seem to permeate arguments about Britain’s future outside 

the European Union, suggesting a return to, or restoration, of a past condition. However, since Brexit 

advocates repeatedly deny suffering from a nostalgic longing for Britain’s imperial past, Rasch’s 

concept of ‘postcolonial nostalgia’ is particularly apposite because it encompasses Lorcin’s idea of 

‘imperial nostalgia’, yet adds the dimension of claiming to be postcolonial, all the while repeating 

colonial mentalities. In this sense, ‘postcolonial nostalgia’ can be applied to leading Brexit advocates 

who deny suffering from any form of longing for the imperial past, but who at the same time are 

mobilising a language that expresses imperial nostalgia by drawing on past imperial achievement yet 

without mentioning the empire itself.  
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Antagonistic memory 

In British Eurosceptic rhetoric, the relationship between Britain and the rest of the European 

Union is most often described in negative and antagonistic terms. Britain’s unique history and 

traditions are celebrated and glorified as rightful and just, while systems of law and economic 

traditions in the EU are depicted as flawed and even corrupt. Anna Cento Bull and Hans Lauge 

Hansen explain that when it comes to different modes of remembering the past, research distinguishes 

between an antagonistic and a cosmopolitan mode of remembering. Whereas the cosmopolitan mode 

of remembering centres on human suffering and relies on narratives of regret and mourning, the 

antagonistic mode of memory relies on the division of historical characters into good and evil, as well 

as on celebratory, glorifying or nostalgic narrative styles.100 Accordingly, the antagonistic mode of 

remembering is particularly useful when considering the tendency within British Euroscepticism to 

describe relations between Britain and the European Union as a struggle between the good and the 

bad – a narrative tendency which intensifies the othering of Europe in British political and public 

debate.   

Bull and Hansen further argue that the antagonistic mode of remembering should be understood 

as the search for community, belonging and clear boundaries separating ‘us’ from ‘them’ which in 

turn functions as an antidote to contemporary societal insecurities.101 Since the 2008 financial crisis, 

‘political antagonism in the shape of populist neo-nationalist movements inimical to the European 

project and above all to a borderless society and the inclusion of migrants has been on the rise 

throughout the European Union.’102 Finally, there is an emotive aspect to the antagonistic mode of 

memory in the sense that it privileges emotions in order to establish a strong sense of belonging to a 

particular community, ‘focusing on the suffering inflicted by the “evil” enemies upon this same 

community.’103 It can be argued that both the ‘us v them’ narrative and the ‘war narrative’ articulated 

within British Eurosceptic rhetoric are an antagonistic modes of remembering in the sense that both 

construct a British ‘us’ that is in eternal opposition to a European ‘other’. As the analytical chapters 

will demonstrate, Eurosceptic politicians, along with the Eurosceptic media, have long relied on both 

narrative trends which only have taken on renewed relevance in recent years as a series of different 

crises have plagued both the EU and Britain itself. Re-imagining national identity in such 
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exclusionary terms can be seen as an antidote to the perceived threats and insecurities coming from a 

foreign body that is the EU.  

 

Forgetting  

As shown above, it is well established that collectives, such as nations, use memories of the 

past to create a narrative of identity in the present, as well as to chart out future directions. In other 

words, the past is used to make sense of the present, as well as a guide for the future. Following the 

loss of empire, Aleida Assmann argues, the great challenge of post-imperial nations has been to 

redefine the collective self-image, making them highly concerned with reconstructing their symbolic 

national capital. Yet often, rather than adapting to changed conditions, the loss of empire ‘…is often 

answered with nostalgic visions and compensated by efforts to restore the collective self-image.’104  

Thus, while memory is essential to narratives about identity, so is forgetting. In this sense, if 

the study of collective memory centres on who remembers what, when and how, forgetting is a crucial 

factor that cannot be overlooked. In other words, what collectives forget or leave out of the national 

narrative (consciously or unconsciously) can reveal as much about identity as what is remembered or 

included. In 1882, Ernest Renan stressed that forgetting was ‘a crucial factor in the creation of a 

nation’ in the sense that the individuals that constitute a nations are as much bound together by the 

things they have forgotten as those they have in common.105 And as Maja Zehfuss notes 

‘remembering always … entails forgetting and forgetting is possible only where there is remembering 

in the first place.’106 

The memory culture of the British Empire is thus characterised by remembering and forgetting. 

Catherine Hall argues that ‘The legacy of … empire is all around us and yet there is great reluctance 

to think about it or acknowledge its place in our history.’ In other words, Hall uses the phrase ‘turning 

a blind eye’ to describe how knowledge of ‘the deeply disturbing history’ of empire is available yet 

disregarded in a process of ‘knowing and not knowing’ at the same time.107   
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The phrase ‘postcolonial melancholia’ has been coined to describe Britain’s inability to come 

to terms with, let alone mourn, the loss of empire and imperial prestige.108 Rather than confronting 

the horror of its colonial history, Paul Gilroy argues that Britain suffers from a ‘self-induced historical 

amnesia’ which manifests itself in a passionate obsession with the narrative of the Second World War 

as a means to promote a homogeneous national identity. Emphasising the narrative of WWII as ‘the 

privileged point of entry into national identity and self-understanding reveals a desire to find a way 

back to the point when national culture … was, irrespective of the suffering involved in the conflict, 

both comprehensible and inhabitable. … It explains not only how the nation remade itself through 

war and victory but can also be understood as a rejection or deferral of its present problems.’109 

 Forgetting does not necessarily denote a cognitive failure. Rather, Paul Connerton 

distinguishes between seven types of forgetting, two of which are relevant to the case of Britain’s 

imperial past: ‘repressive erasure’ and ‘forgetting that is constitutive in the formation of a new 

identity.’110 In its most traditional form, repressive erasure is often associated with totalitarian regimes 

and involves consigning the memory of something or someone to oblivion. However, this form of 

forgetting also happens in other, perhaps less consciously malignant, ways. Connerton uses the 

example of how modern art gallery exhibitions tend to highlight the importance of western culture 

and tradition, thereby establishing these as a ‘master historical narrative’, while consigning non-

western culture to other less visible parts of the exhibition thereby subjecting it to erasure.111 

Forgetting that is constitutive in the formation of a new identity, on the other hand, suggests that 

rather than being a loss in the sense of being unable to retain certain memories, forgetting is a gain 

due to the ability to discard memories that no longer serve a purpose to the current identity. In other 

words, ‘Forgetting here is part of an active process of creating a new and shared identity in a new 

setting.’112 

This is of course not to say that there has been a conscious effort by the British state to erase 

the imperial past or that Britain has forgotten about its imperial past following the loss of empire. 

Rather, as Astrid Rasch points out, the memory of the imperial past in Britain is characterised by an 

on-going tension between the critique of colonial wrongs and pride in past imperial achievements.113 
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Consequently, when it comes to the cultural memory of empire in Britain remembering and forgetting 

co-exist. On the one hand, the memory of empire permeates everything from physical buildings and 

monuments to more metaphorical and abstract ideas presented in books, language, movies and other 

media. On the other hand, the dark sides of the imperial experience such as its exploitation, 

displacement and violence against people under colonial rule is often repressed and left out of the 

narrative. In this sense, a master narrative of Britain’s imperial past ensures that certain aspects of 

empire are obscured while other are preserved and forgetting thereby enables the construction of a 

new identity.  

In this sense, the memory of empire pervades British culture even in its absence. In 1984, 

Salman Rushdie used the term ‘Raj revival’ in connection to the comeback of the British Raj in films, 

television, and books. Examples of these are Richard Attenborough’s Gandhi (1983), The Far 

Pavilions (1984), the TV series Jewel in the Crown (1984) based on The Raj Quartet books series by 

Paul Scott, and A Passage to India (1984) just to name a few. Central to this revival, according to 

Rushdie, was its revisionist nature, as well as the fact that the stories about the end of the British Raj 

were told from a British, not Indian, perspective. This, Rushdie argues, can be seen as part of the 

restoration of the Empire’s tarnished image in 1980s Britain. According to Rushdie, the context of 

continuing decline and growing poverty in Thatcher’s Britain ‘encourage[d] many Britons to turn 

their eyes nostalgically to the lost hour of their precedence.’ In other words, one of the functions of 

Raj fiction – and central to its successful reception – was to ‘establish the fantasy that the British 

Empire represented something “noble” or “great” about Britain; that it was, in spite of all its flaws 

and meannesses and bigotries, fundamentally glamorous.’114  

Finally, another way of understanding the dynamic of remembering and forgetting the empire 

is ‘to recognize that they [memories of empire] are carried into the post-imperial epoch by an acting 

out or unconscious repetition of prior racial assumptions and practices which themselves had been 

formed in the interstices of empire’115 (emphasis mine). Yet, these are memories that are ‘constituted 

in the present, created in response to imperatives of the present.’116 Bill Schwarz uses the politics of 

Enoch Powell as an example of ‘internal mental structures of colonial power [that] outlive their 

epoch.’ In this sense, Powell’s memory and politics were infused with colonialism despite his 

continuous rejection of the colonial past. This allows ‘putatively racial truths to hold their ground in 

the metropolitan civilizations, apparently immune to the fact that the historical conditions which 
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originally gave them life have come to an end.’117 This is both unnerving and instructive, Schwarz 

argues, and should remind us of ‘the contingent and unexpected presence of the colonial past in the 

postcolonial present, and of the mobility of these memories.’118  

As mentioned, when it comes to Britain’s imperial past remembering and forgetting co-exist. 

Following the process of decolonisation, the British Empire came to be viewed largely in negative 

terms both in former colonised states, as well as in the West. Consequently, there have been times 

when it has not been fashionable to talk about empire or to mobilise its legacies in the public arena. 

It can be argued that in the early 1960s and 70s as the empire came to an end and Britain began its 

turn towards Europe, Connerton’s notion of forgetting as a way to establish a new identity in a new 

setting comes into play. This results in what Gilroy describes as a ‘self-induced historical amnesia’. 

At a time when the legacy of empire seemed tainted, rather confronting the horrors of its colonial past 

and the consequences thereof, the main narrative of national identity switched away from empire and 

on toward WWII and its new role as a member of the European Community. However, this does not 

mean that the imperial past was forgotten in its entirety. Rather, it can be argued that at the same time 

as Britain’s imperial past is downplayed there simultaneously exists a narrative which seeks to 

emphasise the positive aspects of Britain’s colonial legacy, and, thus, leave out the negative ones. In 

this sense, even in its absence, the empire is present in Britain through its remediation in 

entertainment, as well as through what Schwarz refers to as the ‘acting out’ or ‘unconscious 

repetition’ of colonial mentalities that continue to linger long after empire’s end. 

Consequently, remembering and forgetting are not mutually exclusive. Rather, as Guy Beiner 

argues, ‘The evocation of a subject in order to sanction its effacement, effectively [ensures] that it 

will be remembered in an obscured form…’119 This ‘peculiar cultural practice’ of remembering and 

forgetting120 highlights the selectivity and malleable nature of the past and how the lingering presence 

of Britain’s imperial past continues to impact narratives of national identity. This process is especially 

relevant when considering how Eurosceptic actors – when engaging in the construction of a British 

national identity in relation to the EU – tend to forget everything that was disgraceful and difficult 

about the imperial past and, at the same time, everything that is good and admirable about the EU. 
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Conclusion  
 

Jay Winter writes: ‘Memory is always about the future. When political conditions change, so 

do narratives about the past.’121 Accordingly, notions of memory, narrative and identity are closely 

linked. Much like we as individuals use memories of the past to tell a story about who we are in the 

present, memory-makers such as political actors and the media can draw on the past when trying to 

meet the challenges and demands of the present. In the process, the past is reconstructed to suit the 

demands of the present in terms of national identity and the need for national purpose. In this sense, 

we should think about the narratives generated by political and media rhetoric as a specific 

representation of the imperial past, British identity, and its relationship with the European Union. 

It is through the combined process of ‘pre’- and ‘remediation’ that the cultural memory of 

empire in Britain is generated and maintained, yet also constantly reconstructed. Accordingly, the 

process reflects the dynamic nature of cultural memory, as well as highlights how certain actors draw 

on the past in an attempt to make sense of the present. Consequently, I find the process of ‘pre’ and 

‘remediation’ highly useful when examining how the cultural memory operates and is mobilised 

through political language and newspaper media in the context of the European debate in order to 

make meaning of Britain’s place in the world. In a time of political and cultural uncertainty, the past 

– particularly the imperial past or memories of a time when Britain’s role and purpose seems in 

retrospect to have been clear – provides a narrative discourse through which British identity and 

purpose can be re-articulated. This use of past events or thought patterns to generate meaning in 

present circumstances reflects the process of ‘premediation’. ‘Remediation’, on the other hand, 

describes a cluster of different representations of the imperial past through various media across time 

and space. This site of memory consequently provides a ready-made rhetorical resource for memory 

makers to tap into. The process of ‘remediation’ itself works to reshape memory, and memory-

makers, such as politicians and the media, are themselves part of the ‘remediation’ process in the 

sense that they are generating a certain representation of the imperial past the purpose of which is to 

establish British national identity in relation to the rest of Europe and to map out a role for Britain on 

the world stage. 

Both memory and nostalgia are highly selective and reconstructive phenomena, and both serve 

as to connect the past and the present. Memories about the past occur in the present and are shaped 

by present circumstances or challenges. Similarly, while nostalgia makes use of the past, it is itself a 
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product of the present. Consequently, in both cases the past becomes ‘imbued with special qualities’ 

as Davis argues. Kathleen Stewart has described nostalgia as a cultural practice – ‘…its forms, 

meanings, and effects shift with the context – it depends on where the speaker stands in the landscape 

of the present.’ Moreover, she argues that ‘In positioning a “once was” in relation to a “now” it creates 

a frame for meaning, a means of dramatizing aspects of an increasingly fluid and unnamed social 

life.’122 Consequently, nostalgia can be perceived as an essential, narrative function of language. It is 

precisely the presence of nostalgia as a reconstructive narrative form and its subsequent functions that 

this study sets out to examine. In the context of the Eurosceptic debate, the concept of nostalgia as a 

mode of memory is based on a certain reconstructed version of the past, which in turn is connected 

to the needs and perceived shortcomings of the present.  
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Chapter 3 

‘Mind the gap’: 

The imperial dimensions of British Eurosceptic rhetoric from the 1960s to 
the 1990s 

 

The role that Britain’s imperial past has played in its relationship with Europe is best understood 

when divided into two phases. The first phase is the period from the 1950s to mid 1970s when Britain 

still had material commitments to the Empire/Commonwealth that had to be reconciled with the 

membership requirements of the European Common Market. Consequently, arguments against 

membership tended to emphasise Britain’s imperial connections as a tangible and viable alternative 

to European cooperation. The second phase is the period following the 1975 referendum until the 

early 1990s, by which time the Empire had receded from view and the Commonwealth had lost much 

of its political relevance.  

It is one of my main arguments in this thesis that following the 1975 referendum on British 

membership of the EEC arguments against European integration ceased to draw on Britain’s imperial 

connections. In other words, from the mid-1970s, appeals to the sanctity of the 

Empire/Commonwealth were laid to rest only to be resurrected – albeit in a completely different and 

re-imagined form – in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum. Accordingly, the main purpose 

of this chapter is to establish how imperial or global alternatives to European cooperation ceased to 

resonate. To do so, the chapter will draw on secondary material to examine how imperial arguments 

have featured in British Eurosceptic rhetoric during key moments in the relationship between Britain 

and Europe. These key moments are as follows: Britain’s first application to join the European 

Economic Community in the early 1960s; the 1975 referendum; Thatcher’s approach to Europe in 

the 1980s; and the debate on the Maastricht Treaty in the early 1990s. Specifically, I will look at how 

political actors drew on Britain’s imperial connections in mounting a case against European 

cooperation. More importantly, the chapter will demonstrate that whereas the Empire/Commonwealth 

relations featured prominently as the main obstacle to Britain joining the Common Market in the early 

1960s, and to a certain extent again in 1975, that dimension was entirely absent from Thatcher’s 

rhetoric on Europe, as well as during the subsequent Maastricht debate. In other words, a deeper 

historical context is needed to establish the novelty of the empire in British Eurosceptic rhetoric in 

the years leading up to the Brexit referendum. 
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In this sense, the period from the early 1960s to the 1990s is important to the overall aims of 

this thesis because it illustrates the ebb and flow of Britain’s imperial past as a factor in British 

Euroscepticism throughout the years. In addition, the periodisation proposed here helps to clarify the 

changing nature of the imperial argument in Eurosceptic rhetoric as it has evolved from a material 

and tangible alternative to Europe in the 1960s and 1970s to the more rhetorically reconstructed 

memory of more recent times that politicians and the media manifested during the Brexit debate. 

However, it is important to note that while the meaning of the imperial past in the early 1960s and 

1970s differed from its latter-day incarnation during the Brexit debate there are also continuities 

between the two. In other words, as the British political class was grappling with the end of the British 

Empire, they were simultaneously engaged in the process of reimagining the imperial experience. 

Accordingly, some of the earlier arguments about the continued relevance of Britain’s imperial or 

global connections had a fanciful quality even at that time. 

In a speech to the Conservative Party Conference in 1948, Winston Churchill outlined Britain’s 

post-war foreign policy strategy by describing Britain’s unique position within ‘three circles’ of 

influence: the Commonwealth and Empire, the English-speaking world, and Europe. It is still a matter 

of debate what Churchill believed Britain’s role within the European circle should be. However, in 

the immediate years following the Second World War, leadership of the Empire and the 

Commonwealth was believed to be central to Britain’s continued global role.123 Moreover, 

Churchill’s metaphor of the ‘three circles’ of influence was further linked to ideas of British 

exceptionalism in the sense that Britain constituted the unique connecting point between all three 

circles of influence which in turn was the key to securing its continued role as a global player.124 

However, despite a commitment to the contrary, the years following the Second World War 

brought significant changes to Britain’s global reach. Britain’s withdrawal from Empire technically 

began with Indian independence in 1947 but did not gather momentum until the late 1950s with 

Harold Macmillan’s ‘winds of change’ speech that initiated the second wave of decolonisation. 

Within a decade (with the exception of a few remaining overseas territories), by the late 1960s most 

of Britain’s colonial territories had been granted formal independence.125 Furthermore, in the summer 

of 1956, Egyptian president Gamal Abdel Nasser nationalised the Suez Canal, prompting Britain and 

France – in collaboration with Israeli forces – to invade Egyptian territory in an attempt to regain 
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control over the Canal. Although the mission was initially successful, it attracted worldwide critique, 

especially from the United States, and British and French forces were forced to withdraw from the 

area. Rather than being the single cause for Britain’s demise on the world stage, Suez demonstrated 

Britain’s limited power to act alone, particularly without the support of the United States. In other 

words, the crisis served to enhance the need for Britain to re-evaluate its post-war global role.126   

Trade can be seen as one of the most tangible of all the material links between Britain and its 

former colonies. In 1950, the Commonwealth accounted for 40 percent of British imports and 38 

percent of its exports. However, throughout the 1950s and 60s these numbers remained stagnant, 

while trade with Europe was growing rapidly.127 Consequently, the Commonwealth slowly began to 

lose its status as the number one export market for British goods. Andrew Dilley argues that ‘The 

imagining of the Commonwealth market … rested on an idea of a Commonwealth political economy 

and of the Commonwealth as a political entity.’ However, as the number of politically and culturally 

diverse members grew in the wake of decolonisation, ‘the possibilities of economic or geo-political 

co-ordination were eroded.’ In addition, shifting patterns of world trade away from intra-

Commonwealth trade towards regional and inter-regional trade (from the late 1950s onwards) also 

challenged the fundamental rationale behind imperial tariff preferences. Dilley argues that due to the 

changing political nature of the Commonwealth, along with the shift in trade patterns (of which 

Britain’s turn to Europe would become a major symbol) imagining the Commonwealth as a market 

became increasingly difficult.128 In other words, ‘The Commonwealth was unimagined as a market 

as it became both unnecessary (due to shifting patterns of trade) and untenable (due to weakening 

practices of co-operation …) to imagine it as a unit of economic governance.’129  

In 1962, US Secretary of State Dean Acheson famously stated that 

Great Britain has lost an empire and has not yet found a role. The attempt to play a 

separate power role – that is, a role apart from Europe, a role based on a ‘special 

relationship’ with the United States, a role based on being the head of a 

‘Commonwealth’ which has no political structure, or unity, or strength, and enjoys a 
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fragile and precarious economic relationship by means of the sterling area and 

preferences in the British market – this role is about played out.130 

 

In the context of end of empire and deteriorating Commonwealth relations, the idea gained ground 

that Britain’s new destiny was to lead Europe in the Common Market. In the early 1960s the British 

government launched the first application to join the European Economic Community; a foreign 

policy decision which went to the heart of central questions about British identity and the nation’s 

place in the world in relation to the rest of Europe.  

The chapter is divided into four sections. The first section examines the main arguments of the 

so-called ‘anti-Marketeers’ against British membership of the EEC and how these centred on both 

material and emotional links to the Empire/Commonwealth. By depicting the application as a betrayal 

of Commonwealth relations, the anti-Market argument relied on ideas of kinship and shared sacrifice 

in two world wars. In a similar manner, the second section examines the 1975 referendum debate. It 

argues that while opponents to continued membership of the EEC drew on the Commonwealth 

connection as the main reason for withdrawal, the pro-Marketeers looked to Europe to resurrect 

Britain’s leadership role in the world. Section three demonstrates that while the modern strand of 

British Euroscepticism that originated in the 1980s is closely linked to the politics and premiership 

of Margaret Thatcher, there is little evidence to suggest that her European policies and rhetoric were 

infused with any kind of imperial sentiment. Finally, section four examines the main issues during 

the debate on the Maastricht Treaty in the early 1990. The arguments against further integration 

mainly centred on the threat against national sovereignty and monetary independence. What is more, 

the section reveals the absence of references to imperial alternatives to European cooperation despite 

the increased intensity in Euroscepticism brought on by the Maastricht Treaty.  

 

The anti-Marketeers 
 

The opposition to Britain’s first application to join the European Economic Community in 1961 

centred largely on Empire/Commonwealth relations – both materially in the form of the 

incompatibility of Commonwealth trade preferences with membership of a European customs union, 

as well as emotionally in the frequent appeals to kith and kin and wartime sacrifice. Consequently, to 
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the opponents of the application, known as the ‘anti-Marketeers’, the Commonwealth was the main 

reason to steadfastly oppose British membership of the Common Market. In this sense, the question 

of membership was linked to broader post-war issues of national identity and purpose in the wake of 

decolonisation.131 In this sense, one of the main challenges facing the Macmillan government in 

connection with Britain’s first application to join the EEC in the early 1960s was reconciling ‘a policy 

based upon a revised vision of Britain’s international standing with those sections of the public that 

subscribed to and in many cases cherished older definitions of Britain’s place in the world.’132 The 

anti-Marketeers were a diverse group that cut across both political parties as well as British society 

as a whole. Robert Dewey Jr. states that while the anti-Market arguments against the Common Market 

were far from uniform, their overall case against membership was characterised by an emphasis on 

national identity and certain ideas of ‘imagined’ Britishness which conflicted with membership of the 

EEC.133  

It is important to note that in the context of decolonisation in the early 1960s, there was a high 

level of uncertainty surrounding the idea of what it meant to be British as the very notion of 

Britishness was intractably linked to the imperial project. Nonetheless, Dewey highlights some of the 

key components of an imagined British identity that were central to the anti-Market argument against 

membership of the EEC. One component revolved around generational divisions, in the sense that 

many of the advocates of anti-Market sentiment were themselves product of an earlier (imperial) 

age.134 In other words, to a generation for whom the British Empire remained a living memory, 

arguments in favour of a switch to European cooperation were arguably less likely to resonate. In 

addition, geography was also a key component, in the sense that Britain’s geographical position as an 

island separate from the continent was crucial to the formulation of the British ‘us’ versus the 

European ‘them’.135 As the following analytical chapters will demonstrate, Britain’s geographical 

separation has continued to feed into a psychological separateness, and the ‘us v them’ narrative has 

become a lasting feature of British Eurosceptic rhetoric.  

Another key component of the anti-Market argument was the issue of national sovereignty, and 

more specifically how it related to ideas about national identity. According to Dewey, ‘integration 
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clashed with identity because national institutions, most often aligned with parliamentary democracy, 

were frequently upheld as keystones in the evolution of Britain and virtues of Britishness.’136 Further, 

anti-Marketeer arguments drew on the centrality of war to British identity. In the context of the 

European debate, references to the Second World War were particularly potent, and the symbolic 

value of ‘the Blitz’ and the Battle of Britain generated the idea of ‘Britain alone’, which in turn 

reinforced a sense of national uniqueness.137 As chapter six will demonstrate, war metaphors have 

also become a persistent feature of British arguments against European integration, as the distinction 

between a British ‘us’ and European ‘other’ is especially apparent in ideas about war and warfare. 

Finally, and most importantly in the context of this project, Britain’s imperial experience in the 

form of the Commonwealth and Empire constituted a final key component of the anti-Marketeers’ 

imagined Britishness. A Gallup poll from September 1961 revealed that 48 per cent of the British 

public believed that the Commonwealth was Britain’s most important partner, while the United States 

rated at 18 per cent and Europe at 19 per cent. Not surprisingly, to the anti-Marketeers, the 

Commonwealth was the principal objection to membership of the Common Market and their central 

slogan ‘Commonwealth not Common Market’ depicted the British application as a betrayal of the 

nation’s moral obligations.138 In other words, the depiction of membership as a ‘betrayal’ reflected a 

contemporary perception of where Britain’s more natural alliances lay.  

Whereas the anti-Marketeers believed British membership to be an ‘either or’ choice between 

the Commonwealth or Europe, pro-Marketeers rejected this as a false dichotomy. Richard Toye 

argues that pro-Marketeers ‘accepted the importance of the Commonwealth – or at least claimed to – 

but argued that it could only remain strong and relevant if Britain took its place in Europe.’139 Leading 

up to the decision to seek membership in the EEC, Prime Minister Macmillan had stressed that the 

application should not be perceived as Britain making a choice between Europe and the 

Commonwealth, declaring that if it ever came down to a choice ‘we could not hesitate. We must 

choose the Commonwealth.’140 Despite such confirmation, however, it was clear that British 

membership of the EEC implied abandoning key Commonwealth interests, such as free entry for 

Commonwealth trade and produce. Stuart Ward argues that beyond such practical difficulties, 
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Britain’s turn to Europe was unwelcome in Commonwealth countries such as Australia because ‘there 

prevailed a typical emotional reaction, which reflected a widespread feeling that Britain’s steady drift 

towards Europe was morally dubious – even treacherous.’141 Such sentiments were echoed by the 

Australian Financial Review, which declared Britain’s turn to Europe the ‘end of an era’ and the 

‘abandonment of Australia.’142 

In addition to such feelings, it is important to keep in mind that the obstacles facing Macmillan 

in his bid for British entry into the EEC in 1961 were as much material as they were emotional. While 

entry into a European cooperation with ‘The Six’ had the advantages of expanding markets and trade, 

the economic and political downside was a common tariff which is the central feature of a customs 

union. This was bound to have significant implications for Commonwealth trade particularly in the 

sense that it would restrict Britain from setting its own tariff levels and thereby impose tariffs on all 

incoming goods from the Commonwealth to Britain. Commonwealth products had enjoyed 

preferential tariff treatment in the British market since the early 1930s, and British industrial goods 

had similarly received reciprocal preferences in the Commonwealth market. Entry into the EEC 

would significantly disrupt what was perceived as Britain’s traditional trading relationships.143 As 

Ward argues ‘The enormous weight of British history and tradition imposed a moral obligation on 

the British government to consider the welfare of Commonwealth countries as a natural extension of 

British national interests.’144 Although trade with the Commonwealth had stagnated by the early 

1960s, Commonwealth preference was still a significant concern when Macmillan launched Britain’s 

first application to join Europe. 

British newspaper coverage in particular relied heavily on an emotional appeal against 

membership which presented the application as a choice between two mutually exclusive alternatives. 

In other words, the anti-Market press generated an imagined Britishness based on ‘idealised versions 

of the Empire … intertwined with memories of the world wars’ which was juxtaposed against a 

European ‘other.’145 Mathias Haeussler demonstrates how the Daily Express’ campaign against 

British entry into the Common Market focused primarily on the Empire and Commonwealth in the 

sense that it sought to invoke an ‘emotional identification with the old dominions, based on shared 

history and kindship.’ Harking back to the failure to establish the British Empire as free trade bloc in 
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the late 1920s, the Daily Express proclaimed that ‘today, the Tories, pursuing the phantom of 

European unity, stand on the threshold of another surrender of principle. They are apparently willing 

to abandon Britain’s trade preferences and to sacrifice the Empire…’146  

Notions of kinship were enhanced through a language of moral debt and national obligation due 

to the sacrifices made by the Commonwealth countries during the two world wars, as the Express 

proclaimed: ‘Oceans separate their homelands from each other and Britain … Yet they came, and 

tens and hundreds of thousands came with them, to fight for a country they had never seen. Just 

because that country was Britain.’ Such rhetoric fed into sentiments about ‘a betrayal of brotherhood’ 

and failure to acknowledge sacrifices made in war.147 Further, writing for the Express, Field-Marshal 

Montgomery posed the question: ‘Who came instantly to our aid when the crisis burst upon us in 

1940, in order to defeat Hitler and all he stood for? …it was the Canadians, Australians, and New 

Zealanders – our own kith and kin.’ Montgomery appealed directly to Britain’s war widows against 

entry into the Common Market by claiming that ‘your men whose bodies lie buried in “some corner 

of a foreign field – That is forever England” cry out against such a monstrous and infamous act.’148  

Overall, when debating Britain’s potential membership of the EEC and the domestic and 

Commonwealth consequences thereof, British media, such as the Daily Express, consistently 

presented a negative image of the Common Market by using loaded words such as ‘surrender’, ‘price’, 

‘concession’, ‘failure’, ‘defeat’ and ‘betrayal’. The plan to eliminate preferences for Commonwealth 

manufactures was described as ‘one of the most humiliating retreats in British diplomacy … 

unconditional surrender!’149 As we will see later in chapter six, the description of Britain’s potential 

accession to the EEC (and later the EU) as a form of ‘surrender’ rather than a matter of participation 

in international cooperation in equal terms would become a persistent narrative tendency in British 

Eurosceptic rhetoric.  

All in all, despite the lack of unity among the anti-Marketeers, their common fear in connection 

to Britain’s attempt to join Europe was that a certain kind of imagined Britishness would be under 

threat if Britain were to become a member of the EEC. During the debate on Europe in the early 

1960s, references to Britain’s imperial past were presented as an ‘either or’ choice between the 

Commonwealth and the Common Market. Alex May notes that although the Commonwealth had lost 

much of its political and economic relevance by the early 1960s, it still remained the single most 
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important issue in Britain's first negotiations to join the European Communities. The Commonwealth 

even dominated the manner in which the British government framed the first application in the sense 

that it was presented as an attempt to see whether or not British conditions, including most importantly 

British commitments to the Commonwealth, could be met, which made the task of negotiation all the 

more difficult.150  

As Dewey notes, the anti-Market message resonated with ‘an ageing, frustrated group for whom 

the Common Market application was yet another blow to an imperial version of imagined 

Britishness.’151 Consequently, it is important to keep in mind that the Empire and imperial relations, 

although rapidly disappearing, were still very much an on-going concern in the early 1960s. In this 

sense, opponents of British membership of the EEC were not merely invoking the imperial past to 

the extent that they were referencing the empire as a current and tangible alternative to the European 

cooperation.  

 

The 1975 Referendum 
  

After two failed attempts in the 1960s, Britain finally became a member of the European 

Economic Community in 1973 under the leadership of Conservative Prime Minister Edward Heath. 

In January 1973 – at the time of entry – opinion polls had shown a tiny majority for membership. 

However, by August that same year, more than half of the respondents believed that joining the EEC 

had been a mistake, and by late December a majority were opposed to membership.152 In an early 

election in February 1974, Heath and the Conservatives were defeated by the Labour Party under the 

leadership of Harold Wilson. The Labour manifesto promised ‘a fundamental renegotiation of the 

terms of entry’, the result of which was to be put to the people in a referendum or general election.153  

As in the early 1960s, both support for and opposition to membership of the EEC cut across the 

party-political divide. The ‘No’ campaign was led by diverse figures from the left such as Tony Benn 

and the right-wing populist Enoch Powell, while Labour’s home secretary Roy Jenkins led the 

campaign in favour of membership. The referendum took place on 5 June 1975, putting the following 
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question to the British people: ‘Do you think the UK should stay in the European Community 

(Common Market)?’ The result was a clear majority in favour by 67.2 per cent to 32.8 per cent.154 

As previously indicated, Britain’s turn to Europe marked a significant change in UK-

Commonwealth relations, and by the late 1960s and 1970s, the Commonwealth had become 

significantly weakened as an alternative international association. In addition to the decline in 

economic importance, the Commonwealth was also losing its political relevance. Due to the 

unpopularity of its apartheid policies among other member states, South Africa withdrew from the 

Commonwealth in 1961, and Rhodesia followed suit with its Unilateral Declaration of Independence 

in 1965. These crises led to the realisation that the Commonwealth could not be controlled from the 

old imperial centre and that there simply was no political cohesion among its member states. 

Nonetheless, the emotional ties remained meaningful. In a speech in 1974, Prime Minister Harold 

Wilson underlined the continuing importance of Britain’s Commonwealth relations, stating that ‘…it 

is not just a matter of trade. There are deep personal and family relationships for many of our people 

with countries in the Commonwealth. I have 43 close relatives in Australia, descendants of my four 

grandparents, more than four times as many as I have in Britain. I am not unique in this.’155 Wilson’s 

statement indicated that the imperial argument was moving away from more tangible arguments such 

as trade to arguments that centred on the propinquity of distant relations. In other words, the imperial 

past in the form of the Commonwealth still featured in the 1975 British debate on the European 

question, even if it was less prominent than in the early 1960s.  

On both sides of the argument, Britain’s search for a new world role was a major theme during 

the 1975 referendum debate.156 As in the early 1960s, the choice of continued membership of or 

withdrawal from the European Economic Community came at a time when Britain was still in the 

process of re-evaluating its post-war role in the world. By 1975, the Empire had come to an end, and 

Commonwealth relations featured less obviously in Britain’s foreign policy strategy. Yet, according 

to Robert Saunders, there were those who still hoped for British foreign policy to retain an element 

of a global strategy. In other words, ‘the ambition to exert leadership had not changed, but western 

Europe would take the part previously played by the Commonwealth and Empire.’157 
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The campaign to get Britain out of the EEC ran on the slogan ‘Out of Europe – and into the 

world’ – and drew on ideas of an imagined Britishness in which Britain was not just another European 

country, but rather one with a history and tradition to reach beyond the continent of Europe to the 

wider world. In this sense, the search for a new world role was intrinsically bound up with questions 

of national identity, and, more specifically, the question of whether being a member of the Common 

Market was compatible with what it meant to be British. Saunders notes how everyday language in 

Britain tended to refer to Europe as ‘the Continent’, as meaning something set apart from Britain, and 

how Britons referred to all things European as inherently foreign. Consequently, for the anti-

Marketeers, the discussion of ‘becoming European’ conjured fears of Britain ceasing to be British.158 

Thus, much like the early 1960s and the anti-Marketeer opposition to Britain’s first application to 

join Europe, opposition to membership in 1975 also drew on ideas of an imagined Britishness that 

was incompatible with being a member of the European Community. To the anti-Marketeers, 

membership signalled ‘a tragic parting of the ways’, as well as a sense of loss and ‘abrupt severance 

from the more broadly-based English-speaking world.’159 As the subsequent analytical chapters will 

show, this narrative tendency to imagine Britain in eternal opposition to a European ‘them’ or ‘other’ 

has continued to be a persistent feature of British Euroscepticism.   

On the pro-Market side of the debate, a notable theme was the idea that Britain remained 

destined for global leadership. Upon Britain’s entry into the EEC in 1971, pro-Market politician 

George Brown dismissed the idea of Britain as the head of a reinvigorated Commonwealth as make-

believe. Rather, it was an integrated Europe which offered real benefits for Britain, the most important 

of which was restoring Britain’s position on the world stage.160 Accordingly, Brown rejected Dean 

Acheson’s famous statement that ‘Britain had lost an empire, but not found a role’, by stating that  

We have a role: our role is to lead Europe. We are, and have been for eleven centuries 

since the reign of King Alfred, one of the leaders of Europe. It may be that Britain is 

destined to become the leader of Europe, of Western Europe in the first place, and of as 

much of Europe as will come later on.161  

 

In a similar manner, Conservative MP Patrick Ground told a rally during the 1975 referendum 

that ‘it was natural for our country – with its record as a colonial power and exporter of democracy – 
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to want to exercise some influence on the future development of Asian and African countries … The 

Common Market, far from reducing British influence in Asia and Africa, had actually enhanced it.’162  

Consequently, as Ben Wellings argues, pro-Market political leaders in Britain in the 1960s and 

1970s saw European integration as a means to restore British national greatness and status in world 

affairs.163 This idea of Britain as self-proclaimed leader of Europe was also evident in media coverage 

of the 1975 referendum. The Sun proclaimed that ‘after years of drift and failure, the Common Market 

offers an unrepeatable opportunity for a nation that lost an empire to gain a continent’, while a letter 

published in the Daily Mail stated that ‘since it is no longer possible to win empires with arms, the 

matter has to be dealt with more cleverly. The EEC must become the new British Empire.’164 

The decision to join the European Community in 1973 – as well as the argument for continued 

membership in 1975 – could on the face of it be seen as Britain readjusting to a new and more 

constrained foreign policy reality. However, as Saunders argues, it was more of a continuation of the 

same global ambitions, only now directed towards the Continent rather than the Commonwealth.165 

In other words, ‘This was the imperial spirit reborn and redirected, not a nation coming to terms with 

a more bounded future.’166  

All in all, opponents of continued membership during the 1975 referendum drew on the imperial 

past by emphasising Britain’s connection to the Commonwealth and how Commonwealth relations 

would be weakened in case of continued membership of the EEC. However, the pro-Market emphasis 

on a new leadership role in Europe also drew on Britain’s recent history of imperial rule. In this sense, 

the imperial past in the European debate in the mid-1970s had evolved from an earlier emphasis on 

the material significance of imperial trade preference and the political integrity of the Commonwealth 

toward something more elusive, deriving from expectations of natural primacy rooted in the outdated 

verities of empire. What is more, and as the following two sections will demonstrate, as the Empire 

itself receded from view, so did the Eurosceptic tendency to emphasise imperial or global alternatives 

to European cooperation.  
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Thatcher and Euroscepticism  
 

The modern strand of British Euroscepticism that originated in the 1980s is closely linked to 

the politics and premiership of Margaret Thatcher. However, the imperial mindset of Thatcher’s 

foreign policy has been subject to much academic debate. In this section, I will argue that there is not 

much evidence to suggest that Thatcher’s European policies were infused with any kind of residual 

imperial sentiment. 

Thatcher’s imperial mindset has especially been debated in connection to the Argentinian 

invasion of the Falkland Islands in 1982. The invasion prompted the Thatcher government to respond 

by deploying a force of nine warships, two aircraft carriers and twenty fighter jets in the defence of 

the islands. The conflict lasted until 14 June, when British forces recaptured the islands. Benjamin 

Grob-Fitzgibbon argues that in her early years as Prime Minister, Thatcher had picked up on a 

sentiment shared by politicians and the British public alike that membership of the EEC had become 

a symbol of Britain’s decline, as well as of its inability to act alone on the world stage. Consequently, 

‘in part playing to public sentiment and in part out of conviction, [she] concluded that only by 

distancing itself from Europe and clinging to an imperial past could Britain return to the path of 

greatness.’167 And the Falklands Conflict of 1982 provided the Thatcher government with the 

opportunity to reinvent itself by clinging to Britain’s imperial past.168 

In a speech to the Conservative Party Conference following the conflict, Thatcher made the 

following remarks:  

We have ceased to be a nation in retreat. We have instead a newfound confidence – born 

in the economic battles at home and tested and found true 8,000 miles away … We 

rejoice that Britain has rekindled that spirit which has fired her for generations past and 

which today has begun to burn as brightly as before.169 

 

Grob-Fitzgibbon takes it for granted that Thatcher was referring to Britain’s past as an imperial power 

when she talked about Britain’s ‘newfound confidence’ and the ‘rekindling’ of a lost spirit. He even 

argues that throughout her political career, Thatcher had been clear about the link between national 

decline and the loss of empire, as well as her conviction that the only way to turn the tide of decay 
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was an event characterised by imperial triumph.170 However, it is noteworthy that Grob-Fitzgibbon 

fails to back this argument up with any clear evidence from Thatcher’s rhetorical or policy record.  

On the contrary, as Stephen Howe notes, although Thatcher had stated that the war represented 

a reassertion of Britain’s global greatness, she refrained from expressing such sentiment in explicitly 

imperial terms.171 Rather, as Ezequiel Mercau argues, the perception of a shared identity, worldview 

and values uniting Britons across the globe played a central role in the context of the conflict, 

‘emphasising the defence of “kith and kin” overseas.’172 In this sense, the Falklands Conflict 

demonstrated that while the political semantics of Greater Britain had long gone out of vogue by 

1982, the assumptions and sentiments embodied in the idea of a British family or a British world had 

survived.173 Consequently, I would argue that it is possible to view the Falklands as a last grasp of a 

certain kind of mindset that even at the time was widely regarded as an anachronism. In this sense, it 

is important to emphasise that the Falklands were an outlier. Thatcher exploited the situation and 

drew on whatever rhetorical tools she could extract from Britain’s memory store. Yet, more 

importantly, she quite pointedly chose not to try to apply these same optics to any other challenge in 

her premiership – not even in the case of arms sales to South Africa where Thatcher was sometimes 

thought to be ‘soft’ on South African kinship ties.174 In sum, I would argue that there is little evidence 

in the form of statements made by Thatcher, nor is there any indication of a policy change directed 

toward the revival of the Commonwealth under Thatcher, to suggest that her growing Euroscepticism 

had anything to do with Britain’s imperial past.  

Throughout her time in politics, Thatcher’s position on Europe developed from a commitment 

to intergovernmental cooperation to outright opposition to further integration. As a Conservative MP 

in the early 1960s, Thatcher supported Macmillan’s application to join the EEC. Similarly, she 

campaigned for continued membership in the referendum campaign of 1975. She famously toured 

the country in a sweater made from each member flag as she proclaimed: 

As we look at our island history we see that our people have always been at their best 

when they have been outward-looking. A century ago we had the jewel of India, while 

enterprising Britons carried our flags, our trade, our culture, and our justice to the 
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corners of the earth. Our Empire in turn grew into the British Commonwealth – a unique 

partnership of nations with us at its centre … And so it is, in this decade, that the pursuit 

of this traditional outward-looking role has brought us to exert our influence within the 

growing European Community of nations.175 

 

In making her argument for Britain’s continued membership of the EEC, Thatcher clearly drew on 

Britain’s history of imperial endeavour. However, it is important to note the way that she merged this 

with the prospect of continuing in the same vein as part of a united Europe, reflecting the prevailing 

pro-Market attitudes from that time. More importantly, Thatcher’s Euroscepticism only began to 

acquire traction in the 1980s and did not draw on the same sentiments of history and the imperial 

past. In this sense, rather than being evidence of any kind of imperial sentiment in Thatcher’s 

Euroscepticism, her 1975 rhetoric was more a reflection of contemporary sentiments and changing 

times.  

Thatcher’s biographer, Charles Moore, describes her relationship with the European 

Community as a ‘love-hate’ relationship in the sense that ‘she loved the commercial aspect of Europe, 

but she hated the political aspects.’ However, Moore suggests that Thatcher’s hate towards the 

European project mostly came in her later years as Prime Minister.176 In other words, the earlier years 

of Fontainebleau (1984) when Thatcher secured a budgetary rebate for Britain, as well as the Single 

European Act (1986), were a time in British European policy during which ‘Thatcher really did 

achieve what she intended, redirecting much of the community’s energies on to her agenda.’177 The 

goal of the Single European Act was to remove all so-called ‘non-tariff’ barriers between the member 

states by 1992, meaning the removal of different national standards concerning safety, health, the 

environment etc. to ensure the free movement of labour, capital, and services.178 According to Hugo 

Young, this sort of deregulation was in line with Thatcher’s belief in competition and a free market 

economy. However, the President of the European Commission, Jacques Delors, approached the Act 

from a federalist perspective. He favoured the single market because it made political and economic 
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sense, not because he shared the British enthusiasm for deregulation.179 In other words, whereas 

Thatcher viewed the Single European Act as an end in itself, Delors viewed it as a means to an end.180  

On 8 September 1988, Delors gave a speech to the Trade Union Congress in Bournemouth in 

which he outlined his ideas for a ‘Social Europe’, such as his expectation that within ten years 80 per 

cent of legislation, economic and social, would be made by the European Community.181 Delors’ 

speech represented a significant step towards further European integration, which stood in stark 

contrast to Thatcher’s ideas about the future of European cooperation. Whereas Thatcher has been 

labelled a ‘little Englander’ because of the lack of imperial connections which characterised the 

family history of many of her predecessors, Eric J. Evans argues that Thatcher was more of an 

international free-marketeer and supporter of global capitalism than she was an English nationalist. 

Evans argues that developments in Europe during the Thatcher years were not so much a threat to 

British nationhood, i.e. democracy, parliamentary sovereignty and common law, as they were a threat 

to Thatcher’s economic world view. The European ideal included protection of trade, closer 

cooperation within a geographically defined Community, and collectivist social policies paid for by 

higher taxes. Thatcher, on the other hand, fiercely believed in the sanctity of free markets, low 

taxation, and limited state intervention.182 

Thatcher’s response to Delors came on 20 September 1988 when she delivered her most 

significant speech on Europe. The speech came to be known as the Bruges speech and outlined what 

Thatcher herself referred to as Britain’s alternative approach to Europe.183 The speech lays out 

Thatcher’s vision of Europe as a community characterised by ‘willing and active co-operation 

between independent sovereign states.’ Consequently, she rejected outright what she termed the 

‘suppression of nationhood’, as well as the notion that working more closely together meant that 

power had to be centralised in Brussels. All in all, Thatcher made the case in her speech for Europe 

as ‘a family of nations, understanding each other better, appreciating each other more, doing more 

together but relishing our national identity no less than our common European endeavour.’184 Andrew 

Roe-Crines and Tim Heppell identify the Bruges speech as a key moment in terms of both a shift 
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within the Conservative Party towards Euroscepticism, as well as within political discourse in the 

sense that by depicting the increasing power of Brussels as a threat to British national sovereignty, 

Thatcher was implicitly legitimising Euroscepticism.185 The most famous line from the Bruges speech 

was Thatcher’s emphasis that ‘we have not successfully rolled back the frontiers of the state in Britain, 

only to see them re-imposed at a European level with a European super-state exercising a new 

dominance from Brussels.’186 

In their analysis of the Bruges speech, Daddow et al. identify certain references to empire and 

Britain’s imperial past. Although the British Empire is not mentioned explicitly, generic allusions to 

imperial pasts occur throughout the speech. These are: the reference to the Mongol Empire with a 

joke about Genghis Khan in the beginning of the speech; a reference to imperial Rome and the 

civilising mission of empire; the invocation of the Norman and Angevin empires when speaking about 

English nationhood.187 In addition, Thatcher refers to Britain’s imperial past in the speech by stating 

the following:  

Too often the history of Europe is described as a series of interminable wars and 

quarrels. Yet from our perspective today, surely what strikes us most is our common 

experience. For instance, the story of how Europeans explored and colonised and – yes 

without apology – civilised much of the world is an extraordinary tale of talent, skill 

and courage.188 

 

According to Daddow et al., the first part of the quote can be seen as an attempt by Thatcher to 

establish a common experience with the continent, while the latter part of the statement is 

representative of the veneration of Empire.189 In this sense, Thatcher’s framing of Britain’s imperial 

past in the Bruges speech advanced the desirability of empire which was inextricably linked to the 

desirability of free trade. In other words, hers was a ‘benign account of what empires could 

achieve.’190 This corresponds to Stephen Howe’s argument that while Thatcher was undoubtedly 

proud of the British Empire, she never explicitly mourned its end, and her references to British 

imperial history were more of a generic than a specifically ‘imperial’ nature.191 In addition, Daddow 
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et al. argue that the imperial legacy was further summoned in the Bruges speech as a way of 

challenging European inwardness: ‘Yes, we have also looked to wider horizons – and thank goodness 

we did, because Europe would never have prospered and never will prosper as a narrow, inward-

looking club.’ She made this explicit in the speech when she declared that ‘Britain does not dream of 

an alternative to a European Community or of a cosy, isolated existence on its fringes. Our destiny is 

in Europe, as part of the Community.’192  

Consequently, despite the presence of imperial references in Thatcher’s most significant speech 

on Britain’s relationship with the European Community, the main purpose of the Bruges speech was 

to draw a distinction between two competing visions for the future of Europe193, not to construct an 

alternative vision of Britain’s future outside the Community. I would further argue that Thatcher is 

ambiguous at best when it comes to references to the imperial past in her political rhetoric. Indeed, 

her Euroscepticism was largely devoid of the imperial sentiment of the earlier generations of anti-

Marketeers. Whereas arguments against European cooperation and integration throughout the 1960s 

and 1970s centred on preserving Commonwealth relations, this element was far removed from 

Thatcher’s brand of Euroscepticism. It can be argued that whereas British membership of the 

European Community in the 1960s and 1970s was presented as an ‘either or’ choice between the 

Empire/Commonwealth and the Common Market, by the 1980s any such choice had long since faded 

from view. Consequently, with the Empire gone and the Commonwealth having lost much of its 

significance, arguments centred on the imperial past no longer carried the same weight as they might 

have done in the 1960s and 1970s when the Empire/Commonwealth was still a viable alternative to 

European cooperation.   

Overall, Eric J. Evans identifies three main foreign policy objectives during Thatcher’s time in 

office: increased respect for Britain as a leading power with nuclear weapons and a permanent seat 

on the UN Security Council; a close relationship with the United States; and profound scepticism 

about any moves towards closer European unity. What is more, Evans argues that the key to 

understanding Thatcher’s foreign policy is that she regarded Americans as honorary Englishmen and 

Europeans as real foreigners.194 In a similar manner Justin Gibbins also views Thatcher’s approach 

to Europe through the lens of Britain’s relationship to the US. In this sense, Thatcher’s support for 

European cooperation in her early years as party leader and as PM was based on two main arguments. 

First, she viewed the Community strictly as an economic cooperation in which Britain as a leading 
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contributor to trade had to play a leading role. Second, she believed that the Community could act as 

a safeguard against Soviet communism. This latter argument, according to Gibbins, also explained 

her Atlanticism.195 

Accordingly, rather than Commonwealth relations, it was Britain’s relationship with the United 

States which (re)gained significant priority during the Thatcher years. Michael Kenny and Nick 

Pearce argue that Thatcher’s outright hostility towards the EEC created a space for the re-emergence 

for an old alternative, namely the Anglosphere. The term ‘Anglosphere’ is a relatively new 

expression, originating in 1995 in Neal Stephenson’s novel The Diamond Age. In political discourse, 

the term denotes ‘a group of English-speaking nations that share a number of defining features: liberal 

market economies, the common law, parliamentary democracy, and a history of Protestantism. It is 

most routinely applied to the United Kingdom and her former settler dominions Canada, Australia 

and New Zealand.’196 Yet, more often than not, the term also includes the United States. Kenny and 

Pearce further argue that during the Thatcher years, the Anglosphere was manifested in her full-

throated Atlanticism, ‘as she sought to revive the idea of a uniquely Anglo-American approach to 

markets, politics and statecraft.’197 

However, I would argue that while Thatcher’s hostility towards the European Community may 

have encouraged ideas on the political margins about reviving Britain’s unique relations with the 

white dominions, as Kenny and Pearce argue198, there is little evidence to suggest that Thatcher 

herself had much interest in reviving these relations, much less consciously pursuing them. Rather, 

as Andrew Gamble argues, Thatcher’s strategy to prioritise Britain’s relationship with the United 

States above its relationship with Europe was due to her conviction that ‘British interests were at one 

with the United States because the United States was the leader of the Western world and the 

guarantor not only of British security [against the Soviet threat] through NATO and its other military 

alliances, but also of economic prosperity through its safeguarding of the international liberal 

economic order.’199 In other words, Thatcher’s restoration of the ‘special relationship’ with the United 

States represents a significant shift away from Europe in British foreign policy priorities, rather than 

being an indication of her predilection for the Anglosphere (a term which, significantly, was not even 
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coined until a decade later). In connection to the European question, it has been said about Thatcher 

that ‘she is an agnostic who continues to go to church (…) She won’t become an atheist, but on the 

other hand she certainly won’t become a true believer.’200 In this sense, Thatcher might always have 

been suspicious of European integration, yet the defining characteristics of her path to Euroscepticism 

had more to do with developments within the Community which clashed with her own world view 

than with any wish to restore Britain’s imperial greatness.  

 

The early 1990s debate on the Maastricht Treaty  
 

Despite a growing Eurosceptic tendency within the Conservative Party, many of Thatcher’s 

more pro-European party members were uneasy about her hostility towards the European 

Community. Following a series of resignations from Cabinet over fundamental disagreements on 

European policy, Sir Anthony Meyer mounted a leadership challenge in November 1989. He was 

defeated by 314 votes to 33, yet the contest revealed a growing discontent with Thatcher’s leadership 

style, her stance on Europe, and her economic policies. The fall of the Berlin Wall that same year also 

led to the question of German reunification, an issue which Thatcher was less than enthusiastic about. 

Although she changed her stance and worked with other European leaders to ensure reunification was 

a success, her initial opposition – coupled with her hostility towards the European Community –

marked the beginning of her downfall as Prime Minister. Her infamous ‘No. No. No’ remark in the 

House of Commons in October 1990 led to further resignations which in turn led to another leadership 

challenge. Thatcher defeated her challenger, Michael Heseltine, by 204 votes to 152, yet the result 

was not enough to avoid a second ballot.201 Thatcher decided to resign as Prime Minister and was 

replaced by Conservative John Major who went on to sign and ratify the Maastricht Treaty in the 

early 1990s, claiming that Britain’s place was ‘at the heart of Europe.’202 

The Maastricht Treaty brought about significant change in the dynamics of European 

integration, as it introduced the basis for the single currency, as well as cooperation in areas such as 

defence policy and migration.203 Despite the fact that Major managed to secure opt-outs for Britain 

on the European monetary union and the ‘Social Chapter’, the Maastricht Treaty came to have 

significant consequences for the mobilisation of Euroscepticism within the Conservative Party, 
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making an underlying cynicism towards Europe the party norm.204 To make matters worse, on 17 

September 1992, a few months after the signing of the Treaty, Britain crashed out of the European 

Exchange Rate Mechanism on what became known as ‘Black Wednesday.’ This further bolstered the 

anti-Maastricht standpoint, mainly because it damaged the grounds on which membership had been 

sold to the British public, namely that membership of the EU was good for the economy.205 

Nonetheless, as this section will demonstrate, the debate surrounding the Maastricht Treaty was not 

characterised by references to imperial or global alternatives to European cooperation.  

Insofar as the Commonwealth was referenced in the debate surrounding the Maastricht Treaty, 

the pro-Maastricht side described it in passing as a ‘unique inter-racial and inter-hemispheric 

organisation.’206 In addition, the anti-Maastricht discourse also constructed an image of Britain as ‘a 

trading nation’ whose ‘wealth and prosperity has been built up on free trade with the whole world … 

They are our natural customers and speak our business language.’ According to Gibbins, such rhetoric 

was based on the idea that Britain could not be confined to the European continent in the sense that 

its relations with non-European partners are historically more innate.207 These particular references 

which refer to Britain’s global reach and history of free trade seemingly bear some tiny traces of 

coded imperial references. However, as, Gibbins also argues, they do not carry the same weight, nor 

are they as prominent as other issues such as the implications of Maastricht for national sovereignty 

and monetary independence.208 

Clearly, as the following will show, the Commonwealth no longer played any dominant, or 

indeed even peripheral, role in connection to the European debate and was no longer regarded as a 

substitute for further European integration. Rather, the main themes of the debate were centralisation, 

federalism, economic and monetary union; and sovereignty and democracy.209 Consequently, the 

question of sovereignty and democracy continued to be a major preoccupation in the British 

Eurosceptic debate, and, similar to the debate in 1975, the issue was largely framed in negative terms. 

In other words, European integration is depicted as a threat to British sovereignty and democracy. In 

1975, the anti-Market campaign argued that the Common Market would ‘merge Britain with France, 

Germany, Italy, and other countries into a single nation. This will take away from us the right to rule 
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ourselves which we have enjoyed for centuries.’210 In the early 1990s, by comparison, Conservative 

Eurosceptic Tony Marlow stated that  

We have been cheated, swindled and mugged by the self-same institutions that this very 

day are grovelling on their knees for us to give them more of our powers. Having lost 

our innocence and our wallets, does it not seem a little perverse to venture again so soon 

on to the dark back streets of Brussels?211   

 

As John Todd demonstrates in his study on British Eurosceptic discourse, the overall rhetoric 

in connection to the debate on the Maastricht Treaty followed the 1960s and 1970s, and by now well-

established, narrative tradition of drawing on ideas of British exceptionalism to differentiate between 

Britain and its European neighbours. This dichotomy relied on emotive language and imagery in 

which British political customs and traditions were deemed to be at odds with Europe’s strive towards 

federalism.212 Similar to the discourse in 1975 the memory of the two world wars was invoked to 

make the case for Euroscepticism, with Labour’s Tony Benn stating that 

We have had two world wars. Everyone in Britain lost people in them. (…) Everyone 

wants a peaceful Europe. But the House should not think that enforced centralisation 

produces peace. Look at Bosnia-Herzegovina, at Slovenia and Croatia. One cannot run 

capitalism from Brussels in the way people tried to run communism from Moscow.213  

 

As mentioned, continuities can be seen between the Maastricht debate and earlier debates in the 

form of sovereignty and democracy as persistent themes, along with economic issues, and a highly 

negative tone featuring references to threat and danger.214 However, Todd also identifies three 

significant changes in British Eurosceptic rhetoric: The first is the emergence of the issue of 

immigration which was absent from the debate in 1975; the second is the shift within the Labour 

Party from being the most divided party on the European question during the 1975 referendum to 

being far more pro-European in later years; finally, the editorial stance of British newspapers had 

become significantly more Eurosceptic over the years.215 However, and more importantly to the 
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context of this research project, references to the imperial past or to global alternatives do not seem 

to have featured at all in the Eurosceptic debate surrounding the Maastricht Treaty in the early 1990s. 

In his analysis of the discourses surrounding the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty, Justin 

Gibbins examines the following material: the 1992 general election manifestos of the Conservative, 

Labour and Liberal Democrat parties, the third parliamentary reading of the Maastricht Treaty (on 20 

May 1993), as well as memoirs, biographies and other primary material from dominant political 

actors. The quotes in the following paragraphs are from Gibbins’ own analysis, which highlights three 

key findings: First, the tendency to talk about Britain having the ability to shape and influence Europe, 

expressed through statements such as ‘we play a central role in world affairs’, ‘positive part to play’ 

and ‘has led the world.’ Second is the idea that because Britain has been a member of the European 

Community for so long, the Community is being moulded in Britain’s image; an idea expressed 

through statements such as Britain is ‘at the heart of Europe’, ‘(promoting) our vision’ and ‘are 

grown-ups in the Community’. Third is the argument that Britain’s role within EC is inescapable 

which is evident in John Major’s statement that membership is ‘a fixed point in the future’ and that 

sceptics are indulging in ‘phantom grandeur.’216 

According to Gibbins, the anti-Maastricht discourse relied on British exceptionalism to 

construct an image of Britain as fundamentally different from its European neighbours by way of its 

unique parliamentary history and national traditions. This was expressed through statements such as 

‘Proud of our sovereignty, integrity and place in the world’, ‘Britain is unused to coalition 

governments’, ‘What we [the British] feel for our country, our Parliament, our traditions and our 

liberties. Because of that history, that feeling is perhaps stronger here than anywhere else in Europe’ 

and ‘The British, who have grown up with the belief, well placed or not, in their ability to govern 

themselves find the virtual absence of that belief among some of their partners distinctly alien.’217 

Further, European integration was constructed as a threat to national independence, popular and 

parliamentary sovereignty, and democracy. As the Maastricht Treaty introduced ideas about a single 

currency, monetary independence was directly linked to national self-determination, and the single 

currency depicted as an assault on democracy.218 

It is apparent that the Eurosceptic rhetoric surrounding the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty 

in the early 1990s drew on certain ideas of imagined Britishness and British exceptionalism as it 

constructed an image of Britain as fundamentally different from, even superior to its continental 
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neighbours. In this sense, the Eurosceptic arguments against the Treaty were designed to construct an 

image of the European Union as a threat to monetary independence, popular and parliamentary 

sovereignty, and even democracy. Chris Gifford argues that the most influential Eurosceptic 

arguments during the Maastricht debate were developed on the Thatcherite right of the Conservative 

Party, and that these were articulated as a defence of popular and parliamentary sovereignty and free 

trade. In other words, the anti-Maastricht strand of British exceptionalism did not include references 

to the imperial past, but rather mounted ‘a call for the re-assertion of a distinctive sovereign, 

independent British state and a free market economy.’219  

In terms of newspaper commentary in connection to the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty, 

Christiane Barth and Patrick Bijsmans identify five main frames used by the media when debating 

European integration in the early 1990s. Not surprisingly, these are sovereignty, economic 

consequences, security and peace, efficiency, and democratic quality frames – all of which include 

positive, negative, or neutral statements.220 Barth and Bijsmans argue that the so-called permissive 

consensus, meaning the unspoken agreement between national governments and the public to proceed 

with European integration, began to fade in the early 1990s, and that this was largely a consequence 

of the Maastricht Treaty. In this sense, the transfer of power from national to European levels of 

decision-making prompted a significant increase in critical debate about European integration.221  

The revitalised mobilisation of British Euroscepticism as a result of the ratification of the 

Maastricht Treaty was manifested in a major rebellion within the Conservative Party; a rebellion 

which, according to Gifford, had four distinctive features. First, the rebellion was an attack on the 

governing elite by Eurosceptic backbenchers. Second, the establishment of Euroscepticism as a 

national movement renewed its strength in the sense that it had entered the political mainstream and 

was supported by prominent politicians from both parties. Third, Euroscepticism had attained a 

populist narrative by appealing to ideas of British exceptionalism. Finally, the Eurosceptic rebellion 

in the wake of Maastricht came to have an overall negative impact on Britain’s European policy in 

the sense that it secured a Thatcherite approach to the EU; an approach guided by an emphasis on 

British exceptionalism, Gifford argues.222  
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In sum, the Maastricht Treaty in the early 1990s with its implications for national sovereignty 

and monetary independence resulted in renewed intensity in British Euroscepticism. However, the 

debate in the early 1990s was not characterised by references to the imperial past or to global 

alternatives to European cooperation in the same way as was evident in the early 1960s and 1970s. 

In other words, when examining the debate surrounding the ratification of the Treaty it becomes 

evident that at this point in time, Britain’s global or Commonwealth ties were not considered a viable 

substitute for membership of what had now become the European Union. In the end, Prime Minister 

John Major was able to secure vital opt-outs for Britain from both the social chapter and the single 

currency. Nonetheless, Euroscepticism was becoming a real force in British politics, although actual 

withdrawal from the EU was still a long way from being considered a feasible option. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The main purpose of this chapter on the history of British Eurosceptic debate during significant 

periods from the early 1960s to the 1990s has been to examine how, and to what extent, an imperial 

component had been present in Eurosceptic rhetoric. Michael Kenny and Nick Pearce argue that the 

Anglosphere has been central to British politics and political thinking about Britain’s role and place 

in the world since the late 19th century.223 However, this chapter reveals how the imperial orientation 

of the European debate steadily waned, particularly in the aftermath of the 1975 referendum, as the 

Commonwealth (or imperial or global connections) ceased to pose a credible alternative to European 

cooperation. In this sense the chapter establishes the novelty of the resurgence of imperial and global 

imaginaries in the more recent political positioning of a new breed of Eurosceptics, now dubbed the 

‘Brexiteers’ – as subsequent chapters will demonstrate.  

Churchill’s ‘three circles’ of influence represented the post-war foreign policy strategy most 

British political leaders adhered to in the decades following the Second Wold War. Richard Davis 

argues that while British leaders recognised that Britain could not afford to cut itself off from Europe, 

they were not yet prepared to see Britain relinquish its global role and become a regional player.224 

Consequently, the imperial past in the form of the Empire/Commonwealth played a significant role 

in the debate on Britain’s first application in the early 1960s, as the anti-Marketeers’ main argument 

against membership was the ‘Commonwealth not the Common Market.’  
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During the 1975 referendum on Britain’s membership of the EEC, empire was invoked on both 

sides of the debate. The anti-Marketeers still stressed Britain’s Commonwealth credentials, while the 

pro-Marketeers summoned memories of empire as a way to chart out a new leadership role for Britain 

within Europe. In other words, in the mid-1970s Eurosceptic references to empire still largely came 

in the form of Empire/Commonwealth connections, yet they also began to be associated with ideas 

about restoring global leadership.  

I argue that despite the imperial connotations attributed to the Falklands Conflict in the early 

1980s, there is little evidence to suggest that Thatcher’s approach to Europe was influenced by 

empire. Put differently, the neo-imperial rhetoric of the Falklands War can be seen as an exception in 

terms of imperial references, since, tellingly, Thatcher’s stance on European issues was largely devoid 

of these sentiments. Rather, her rhetoric on Europe reflects a need for national reassertion since her 

objection to the European Community was fundamentally an objection to further integration. In this 

sense, Thatcher never wanted Britain to withdrawal from the Community, rather, she wanted to cease 

its integrationist tendencies and make European cooperation work for Britain. 

Finally, the debate surrounding the signing and ratification of the Maastricht Treaty in the early 

1990s was largely focused on the threat posed by European integration to national sovereignty and 

democracy. More importantly, despite drawing on similar ideas of an imagined British 

exceptionalism that were evident in the early 1960s and 70s, references to imperial or global 

alternatives to European cooperation were almost entirely absent from Eurosceptic rhetoric at this 

point in time.  

In conclusion, in the early 1960s and 1970s the British Empire still retained emotional force 

and material substance in the form of the Commonwealth, meaning that references to empire were 

not simply references to the past, but served an avowedly contemporary purpose in shoring up the 

economic and political ties to the former colonies and dominions. In other words, during this period, 

references to the Empire/Commonwealth highlighted present tangible alternatives to the project of 

European integration. Following the 1975 referendum, the imperial dimension seemingly was laid to 

rest in the sense that references to imperial alternatives in connection to Britain’s relationship with 

Europe rapidly became dormant. Consequently, I argue that 1975 marks the fulcrum in British 

discourse on Europe in the sense that it serves as a transition from a politically and economically 

meaningful Empire/Commonwealth to a distant memory – one that would be reconstructed decades 

later according to the political challenges of the present. In other words, the re-emergence of the 

imperial past in British Eurosceptic debate in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum relied on 
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various reconstructions of the memory of empire according to the emotional and rhetorical purposes 

it was intended to serve. 
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Chapter 4 

‘Not just another European country’: different states of exceptionalism in 
British Eurosceptic rhetoric 

 

The idea that Britain is a European country, yet not quite European, has a long history. In the 

19th century, the notion of ‘splendid isolation’ which dominated British political thinking in regard to 

Europe meant ‘the avoidance of any conflict with a great European power and concentration upon 

the maintenance and development of overseas Empire. Britain was in Europe, but not of it. She was 

an exception and exceptional, that is to say superior.’225 Despite Britain’s movement away from 

isolationism to eventual membership of the European Community, and later the EU, the idea that 

Britain is fundamentally different from its European neighbours has been remarkably persistent. 

The concepts of British exceptionalism and British Euroscepticism are closely linked in the 

sense that the former provides a narrative framework through which the latter can be articulated. I 

argue that the emphasis on British exceptionalism in Eurosceptic rhetoric generates a narrative that 

emphasises an ‘us v them’ distinction between Britain and the rest of the EU. It does so by 

highlighting British history, tradition, and identity as fundamentally different from those of its 

European neighbours. In other words, by establishing a British (sometimes English) ‘us’ that is in 

stark contrast to an EU/European ‘them’, a narrative of national identity is produced that depicts 

Britain’s national values and traditions as superior, but at the same time undermined by EU initiatives.  

It should be noted that ‘them’ can refer to either the EU as a whole, specific member states, or 

individual bodies within the organisation.  

This chapter explores the different states of exceptionalism that are evident in the source 

material and how these are mobilised in Eurosceptic arguments (in the years from 1995 to 2010). The 

chapter is organised into the following themes: the common law system; the role of parliament; 

Britain as an island nation; and imperialism as exceptionalism. In other words, I am looking at how 

each of these components of exceptionalism are mobilised in arguments against the European Union. 

The examples are drawn from the political rhetoric of key Eurosceptics such as Boris Johnson and 

Daniel Hannan, along with the editorial/comment sections of the Daily Telegraph, the Sunday 

Telegraph, and the Daily Mail. Both Johnson and Hannan have long been leading Eurosceptic voices 

in British politics and both played an important role in the official Leave campaign during the 2016 
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referendum. The media and media representation also constitute a big part of the political-public 

debate, and the power of the Eurosceptic media has certainly been influential in promoting 

Eurosceptic arguments over the years.  

As the relationship between Britain and the European Union is most often depicted in the 

antagonistic terms of ‘us v them’, Anna Cento Bull and Hans Lauge Hansen’s term ‘antagonistic 

memory’ is useful when examining this specific narrative trend. As a mode of memory, it relies on 

the division of historical characters into good and bad which is evident in the source material, in the 

sense that Britain’s unique history and traditions are celebrated and glorified as rightful and just, 

while systems of law and economic traditions in the EU are depicted as flawed and even corrupt. 

Further, the ‘us v them’ narrative exhibits the tendency to romanticise an imaginary past before 

Britain joined the European Union and compare it to the misfortunes of the present. Consequently, 

nostalgia’s rhetorical signature of ‘good past/bad present’, as outlined by Fred Davis, is a helpful 

mode of memory when examining British Euroscepticism at this particular point in time. 

Most importantly to the context of this project, this chapter which demonstrates the mobilisation 

of British exceptionalism in Eurosceptic rhetoric also demonstrates the absence of what I refer to as 

the ‘imperial dimension’. This means that examples provided throughout the chapter do not contain 

implicit references to the imperial past in the way that is evident during the Brexit debate (as we will 

see in chapter five). Nonetheless, the Euroscepticism revealed in the following examples is rooted in 

a specific understanding of British history ‘as a story of military successes over foreign invaders or 

threats to the country’s values or ideals’ and which stresses ‘the country’s island status’ based on 

‘distinctive conceptions of the nation and nationhood, both of which highlight Britain’s “otherness” 

from the continent.’226 This ‘us v them’ narrative that is generated by the reliance on British 

exceptionalism in Eurosceptic rhetoric is a good example of how retrospective ideas and 

representations of the past can be evoked without having anything to do with empire or the imperial 

past. In this sense, there are two ways in which the empire is absent from Eurosceptic rhetoric: the 

first is the complete absence of imperial references (which is the focus of this chapter); the second is 

the way in which the greatness of the past is referenced without mentioning the imperial context 

which made it possible (which is part of the imperial dimension discussed in chapter five). Finally, 

the outline and analysis of British exceptionalism as a conventional and persistent feature of 

Eurosceptic rhetoric is important because ideas of exceptionalism facilitate the emergence of the 

imperial dimension in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum. 
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Different states of exceptionalism 
 

But what exactly is British exceptionalism? And how does it function within a Eurosceptic 

context? Peter Nedergaard and Maja Friis Henriksen identify twelve different components of British 

exceptionalism, seven of which are relevant to the overall research focus of this project. These are as 

follows: common law, tradition of power-sharing (Magna Carta), the role of Parliament, the 

prioritising of property rights, the memory of war, the oversea focus (imperialism and colonialism) 

and, finally, the peaceful dismantling of the Empire.227 I have chosen these particular elements of 

exceptionalism because they are most apparent in the source material. They are especially evident in 

the way that both political actors and the media emphasise the superiority of British systems, along 

with a distinct worldview and economic values, when opposing certain EU policy initiatives. It can 

further be argued that Britain’s overall approach to European cooperation constitutes a form of 

exceptionalism. Andrew Glencross explains British Euroscepticism towards further integration as ‘a 

manifestation of British exceptionalism’ in the sense that ‘the UK approaches European integration 

as a pragmatic and utilitarian foreign policy stripped of a normative commitment to a European ideal 

of ever closer union.’ In other words, it is the debate over Europe and European integration that is 

exceptional in Britain, Glencross argues.228 

Given these different components of British exceptionalism, it is important to distinguish 

between historical exceptionalism and myths of exceptionalism. The former refers to actual historical 

differences between Britain and its European neighbours. The common law system and the role of 

Parliament are examples of how things are done differently in Britain on a practical level. Myths of 

exceptionalism, on the other hand, refer to a self-perception that imagines Britain as fundamentally 

different from Europe. As the chapter will demonstrate, both historical exceptionalisms and myths of 

exceptionalism are mobilised in British Eurosceptic rhetoric, yet myths of exceptionalism are more 

fundamental to the narrative construction of British national identity and role in the world, especially 

in relation to the rest of Europe. 

As mentioned, British exceptionalism is a key component of British Euroscepticism as the 

former provides a narrative framework through which the latter can be articulated. However, the idea 
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of British exceptionalism does not originate in sceptical attitudes towards European cooperation. 

Rather, as the following will demonstrate, British exceptionalism is a complex concept made up by 

several different national components. These national components (and the list is by no means 

exhaustive) include Britain’s judicial system (Common Law and Magna Carta), the role of Parliament 

and focus on property and voting rights, Britain’s experience and memory of war (addressed 

separately in chapter six), Britain’s geographical separation from the rest of the continent (Britain’s 

identity as an island nation), and finally Britain’s imperial role. In other words, British exceptionalism 

itself is mainly rooted in a national context (as opposed to a European one) in the sense that it 

emphasises Britain’s history as an imperial power, the spread of British values (democracy, free trade 

etc.) and systems/institutions (governance, rule of law etc.) across the globe, as well as Britain’s status 

as an island nation, geographically separated from continental Europe. Within British Eurosceptic 

discourse, these factors all work to generate the idea that Britain is fundamentally different from its 

European neighbours. 

Consequently, Eurosceptic politicians, along with the media, draw on British exceptionalism as 

a way to distinguish Britain from the rest of Europe when making their respective arguments against 

the European project. As we will see, Britain’s national character, worldview, tradition, and history 

are all articulated in contrast to continental Europe. The result of this narrative is that – despite 

Britain’s membership of the EU – ‘Europe’ or ‘Brussels’ are established as remote entities of which 

Britain is not a part. The discourse articulates Britain as an outsider, deprived of sovereignty and 

subjected to the rules of a foreign power. The inclination within British Euroscepticism to highlight 

the fundamental difference between Britain and its continental neighbours is also closely linked to 

the propensity to represent the EU negatively in both political rhetoric and the media. British political 

and economic traditions are typically presented as just and correct, while European models are 

presented as flawed. The negative media representation of the EU further tends to focus on the lack 

of democracy and transparency, as well as high spending and corruption within the organisation. 

 

Political context  

The material examined in this chapter focuses on Eurosceptic arguments mainly in the years 

from 1995 to 2010. In terms of the relationship between Britain and Europe, this period was mainly 

characterised by significant developments brought about by the signing and ratification of the 

Maastricht Treaty, as well as by the debate surrounding the European Constitution. In other words, 
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the Eurosceptics were arguing in the context of a substantial expansion of European powers; a 

development which they perceived as threats to British sovereignty and identity.  

The Maastricht Treaty brought about significant changes in terms of the extension of majority 

voting, the Social Chapter, and the introduction and timetable for a single currency and monetary 

union.229 The Treaty was, in other words, a significant step towards European federation. Nicholas 

Startin points out how the change in name from ‘European Community’ to ‘European Union’ 

signalled the ‘a new politicisation of European integration’ and challenged the UK assumption that 

membership of the bloc was based mainly on trade.230 Consequently, the Maastricht Treaty and its 

implications for parliamentary sovereignty were viewed with suspicion and hostility by Eurosceptics 

both within the Conservative Party and the media. In this sense, the examples in this chapter of 

grievances against the EU’s encroaching powers can be seen as reactions to what Eurosceptics 

believed to be a disastrous development in the relationship between Britain and the EU. 

The debate on a European constitution began in the late 1990s and early 2000s. In a speech in 

May 2000, German Foreign Minister, Joschka Fischer, set out his ideas on European integration as 

he envisioned ‘a federation based on a constitutional treaty, with a European Parliament and a 

European government grounded in a division of sovereignty between those institutions and the 

institutions of the nation state.’ Later the same year, the Intergovernmental Conference in Nice called 

for a ‘deeper and wider debate about the future of the European Union’ and, subsequently, the Laeken 

Declaration of 15 December 2001 announced the establishment of a Convention on the Future of 

Europe which would move toward ‘a Constitution for Europe.’231 

Perhaps the most significant consequence of the European Constitution was the incorporation 

of the Charter of Fundamental Rights232 which meant that even more legislative power would be 

transferred from national parliaments to EU courts. Catherine Barnard points out the problem of 

language in the sense that ‘constitutions’ are most often associated with nation states and national 

contexts.233 It was exactly this aspect of the constitution that fed Eurosceptic fear in Britain, namely 

that with a constitution the EU would take on the structures of a nation state. In the end, the 
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implementation of the European constitution failed due to the negative referendum outcomes in 

France and the Netherlands. Nonetheless, the Lisbon Treaty (signed in 2007) contained much of the 

substance of the original constitutional draft. This in turn fuelled the Eurosceptic complaint that the 

European Union has a habit of disregarding the democratic will of the people it is supposed to govern.  

 

The Common Law system and Magna Carta 

Britain’s legal system is based on what is known as a Common Law system. According to 

Nedergaard and Henriksen, the tradition of the Common Law system rests on the concept that ‘an 

offence in the past must provide the same sentence in the present. They key element is the notion of 

precedent created by previous convictions.’ The Common Law system practised in Britain stands in 

stark contrast to the Civil Law tradition of continental Europe which rests on general law principles. 

Furthermore, Britain does not have a written constitution; a tradition which again differs from that of 

several European nations, including the EU itself which is based on a series of treaties.234  

In this sense, Britain’s Common Law system is one element of historical British exceptionalism. 

Another component is the royal charter, Magna Carta, established in 1215. The charter limited the 

power of the king and thereby recognised that no one, not even the monarch, was above the law. In 

this sense, Magna Carta is seen as the protection of rights. Accordingly, this British tradition of 

devolution of power clashes with the idea of centralised power, which is the tradition within the 

European Union.235 Examples of how power has been devolved within the United Kingdom include 

the establishment of the Scottish Parliament, the Welsh Assembly, and the Northern Ireland Assembly 

– all of which have been granted separate legislative powers. 

The Common Law system and Magna Carta belong to the category of historical 

exceptionalisms in the sense that both are examples of how things are done differently in Britain 

compared to the European Union. These historical differences are frequently mobilised both in 

Eurosceptic political rhetoric and the Eurosceptic media. One of the most common complaints within 

British Eurosceptic circles is the superiority of EU law and legislation over British national law. In 

other words, British Eurosceptics frequently complain about how the laws that govern Britain are 

made by unelected bureaucrats in Brussels that are not accountable to the British people and cannot 

be thrown out in a general election. An editorial in the Daily Mail from 1995 titled ‘Alien court which 

threatens liberty’ lamented the power of the European Court to overrule British laws, and likened its 
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operation to ‘shadowy figures, unknown to the public. They deliberate in secret, in a small and 

insignificant foreign country. They know nothing of the lives, cultures or experience of ordinary 

people. Yet their decisions can and do sway the lives of millions of Britons.’236 

The perception that EU initiatives are out to undermine British culture, tradition and way of life 

is indeed a central feature of the British Eurosceptic narrative. An editorial in the Daily Mail from 

1995 brought together the harmonisation of laws against racism and bus construction methods, as it 

argued that both initiatives were examples of ‘the determination of the EU to undermine Britain’s 

freedom to handle her own affairs.’ The editorial continued to state that ‘Whether the issue is double 

decker busses, the laws on race or just “harmonisation” for its own sake, Brussels’ intention is the 

same: to achieve a steady erosion of this country’s ability to decide its own affairs…’237 The notion 

that unelected EU officials held sway over British laws and traditions was apparent in yet another 

editorial from 1995 in which the Daily Mail lamented the replacement of court martials by the 

European Court of Human Rights. The editorial complained that ‘Once again, Britain finds itself 

answerable to anonymous judges who know nothing of our culture…’ and that this ‘is another 

example of Europe delving into every area of our life and heritage.’ Finally, the editorial drew on the 

memory of the Second World War by mentioning that court martials ‘have contributed to the 

unrivalled reputation of our armed forces – those same armed forces which did so much to liberate 

Europe from tyranny.’238 More recently, on the 800th anniversary of Magna Carta in 2015, the Daily 

Mail’s editorial commented on David Cameron’s speech held at Runnymede in which the PM referred 

to Magna Carta as ‘the moment England gave the concept of human rights to the world’ and ‘a 

principle that has inspired freedom-lovers worldwide.’ However, the editorial protested that due to 

the unelected judges of the European Court of Human Rights ‘seeking to exercise arbitrary power 

over peoples and parliaments’, these same rights secured by Magna Carta were being ‘distorted and 

devalued.’239 

Except for one, all the examples mentioned above are from 1995. Consequently, the editorials 

are all written in the aftermath of one of the most significant developments in the relationship between 

Britain and the European Union, namely the signing and ratification of the Maastricht Treaty. 

Combined these examples depict the European Union as a disturbing force that meddles in every 

aspect of British national life. Not only are EU directives depicted as intrusive, but as deliberately 
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intending to undermine British law and way of life by getting rid of double decker busses, and overall 

doing away with the fundamental rights enshrined in Magna Carta. Through the superiority of its 

laws, the EU is consistently portrayed as an unaccountable foreign power that is seeking to undermine 

Britain’s ability to handle its own affairs. In other words, the examples depict British traditions, 

freedom and independence as threatened by EU legal initiatives, and in each case, Britain is described 

as powerless to stop this development. Consequently, by drawing on these historical exceptionalisms, 

British Eurosceptic rhetoric is able to emphasise the fundamental differences between Britain and the 

EU, thereby creating a gap between a British ‘us’ and a European ‘them’ that seemingly cannot be 

bridged.  

An example that highlighted how things seemingly were better in the past before the superiority 

of EU law set out to undermine the British way of life was evident in a Daily Mail editorial from 

1995. The editorial decried the end of the British tradition of milk being delivered on doorsteps, 

stating that ‘For more years than most of us can remember, delivery of the daily doorstep pinta has 

been one of those civilised features which make life in Britain just that little bit special.’ The editorial 

blamed this, as well as the general state of the dairy industry, on the EU, stating that it is ‘another 

reminder of the penalties Britain must endure for the dubious privilege of becoming ever more deeply 

involved in a federal Europe.’240 Similar to the above-mentioned examples, the editorial draws on the 

historical exceptionalism of Britain’s legal system in order to generate a narrative in which Britain 

falls victim to the authority of the EU. The use of the word ‘penalty’ further suggests that Britain is 

being punished and forced to ‘endure’ rather than partake in European cooperation. However, what 

is interesting about this example is the evocation of nostalgia’s rhetorical signature of ‘good past/bad 

present’. In other words, there is a certain retrospectivity to this example in the sense that by lamenting 

the end of the doorstep pinta, the editorial is evoking an imaginary past before Britain joined the EU. 

However, this is an evocation of a past that is not connected to empire or the imperial past.   

Writing in anticipation of the European Constitution, MEP Daniel Hannan highlighted the 

fundamental differences between the legal systems in Britain and the rest of Europe, respectively. In 

a comment for the Telegraph in 1999, Hannan argued that ‘The next major bout of European 

harmonisation will take place in the field of home affairs.’ More specifically, it will include a 

European criminal code, a common immigration policy and a European Charter of Rights. Namely 

because Britain’s common law system differed so fundamentally from the continental Napoleonic 

system, ‘our legal freedoms’ were at stake, Hannan argued. He added ‘It’s just that Britain, as so 
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often, is Europe’s odd man out. England, Wales and Ireland operate on the basis of common law … 

Adopting a European criminal code will mean violent and wrenching changes to our law, including 

the curtailment of trial by jury and habeas corpus.’ Regarding the Charter of Rights, Hannan 

concluded that ‘We have always assumed that we are free in law to do anything that is not expressly 

prohibited; yet it is now proposed that we should be “given” our rights by European judges’ (emphasis 

mine).241 Hannan repeated a similar argument in 2007, as he stated that ‘British values reside not in 

the trite phrases, but in institutions: a sovereign Parliament, common law, autonomous universities, 

country councils, Army regiments …. British values can be found, most of all, in the notion that 

freedom is our birthright, not something to be handed to us by human rights codes or government 

statutes.’242  

In 2003, Boris Johnson also reflected on the much-debated European Constitution and came to 

a similar conclusion:  

It expressly creates a single country, called Europe. It turns us all into European citizens. 

It gives the European Union a legal personality for the first time, so that the European 

Union will be a member, for instance of the UN and other bodies …. Freeborn British 

people, for the first time in their history, are to be given a detailed written constitutional 

account of how they are to relate to each other, and what rights, freedoms and duties 

they have, not just in this country called Europe but … in the region called Britain 

(emphasis mine).243 

 

Both Hannan and Johnson mobilise the language of British historical exceptionalism rooted in the 

common law system in order to make their respective arguments against further European integration, 

thereby establishing Britain as fundamentally different; as ‘Europe’s odd man out’. Both also make 

the claim that freedom is an inherently British value. According to Hannan, freedom is a ‘birthright’, 

not something for the EU to grant through human rights codes or statutes. Johnson, on the other hand, 

argues that a European constitution in particular will turn the EU into a country and thereby reducing 

Britain to a simple ‘region’. Robbed of its freedom (and thereby everything else that makes it 

exceptional), Britain is in danger of becoming just another European country, Johnson seemingly 

implies.  
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What is more, Hannan’s use of the phrase ‘We have always assumed…’ and Johnson’s notion 

‘for the first time in their history’ both evoke the past. Yet the past that is remembered or mobilised 

in these examples refers to a past before EU membership when Britain’s rights arguable were self-

evident or secure. In other words, the retrospectivity evident in these examples is connected to the 

issue of how the EU constitutes a break with age old British traditions of freedom, not the empire. 

Hannan and Johnson’s statements both illustrate how British Eurosceptic rhetoric at this point in time 

can be retrospective yet without evoking the imperial past. 

In sum, the examples in this section all draw on British exceptionalism rooted in Britain’s 

common law system in order to make a case against a variety of EU legal directives. The common 

law system is a historical exceptionalism in the sense that it is an example of an actual practical 

difference between Britain and many of the EU member states, who rely on a Civil Law tradition. 

However, by mobilising this particular historical exceptionalism, British Eurosceptic rhetoric is able 

to generate a national dichotomy between a British ‘us’ and a European ‘other’. In other words, the 

result of this narrative is a Euroscepticism that perceives Britain as fundamentally and irreconcilably 

different from its partners in the European Union.  

 

Individual rights and the role of Parliament 

Other components of British exceptionalism that belong to the category of historical 

exceptionalism include the role of Parliament in deliberating and enacting new legislation, as well as 

the focus on individual rights. Although other European nations have their own parliamentary 

traditions, the notion that new legislation cannot be enacted without parliamentary approval has a 

long history and is especially strong in Britain. According to Nedergaard and Henriksen, Parliament’s 

strong defence of private property right paved the way for ‘a capitalist economy in the shape of the 

industrial revolution’ which in turn also constitutes part of British exceptionalism. In addition to 

property rights, Britain has a unique history of gradually expanding voting rights from 1831 to 1918 

when all adult males and women over 30 were granted the right to vote. To sum up, the British system 

and tradition centre on the individual, while systems and traditions in other European countries centre 

on the state. Put differently, ‘the British Parliament has historically ensured the absence of 

intervention in individual life, whereas continental European parliaments have primarily focused on 

guaranteeing positive rights of citizens.’244  
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Given the role of the British Parliament in enacting legislation and ensuring the rights of the 

individual Briton, the fact the European Union and European courts have the power to overrule 

Parliament is highly unpopular among British Eurosceptics. Additionally, the EU’s practice of 

intrusion into most aspects of national life goes against the Britain’s tradition of non-interference. In 

1996, the Sunday Telegraph argued that ‘Britain should go no further down the integrationist path. In 

certain key areas it should also reclaim some of the powers which it so fecklessly surrendered in 

1972.’ The editorial called on the Conservative Party to outline its European policy for the next 

election (in 1997) by stating that ‘The Government should declare unequivocal determination to retain 

the fundamental rights of an independent nation: the right of its own Parliament to enact the laws 

under which its own citizens live; the right to trade feely in world markets, to preserve its own 

currency, to manage its own defence and enjoy the symbols of its own nationhood.’245 In other words, 

in a political environment which saw even more powers transferred from Westminster to Brussels in 

the wake of the Maastricht Treaty, the editorial called for these key powers to be reclaimed in order 

for Britain to remain a fully independent nation.  

Yet it is worth noting that in the mid-1990s, following the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty, 

both the editorial lines of the Telegraph and the Daily Mail explicitly stated that they did not support 

the idea of Britain leaving the European Union. In other words, the editorials argued that Britain 

should use its negotiating strength to seek to reform the EU rather than leaving the union. In 1995, 

the Sunday Telegraph argued that ‘Britain should … call for the fundamental reform of the 

Community’s institutions, abolishing the Commission’s right of initiation, reducing the power of the 

European Parliament and the Court and restoring the unanimity rules in all votes. That would be a 

real reshaping of the Community, the real “coming Britain’s way” …’246 and that ‘Instead of being 

reluctant and cautious, Britain should use the next one [the upcoming Intergovernmental Conference 

in 1996] to turn the Community in a new direction.’247 These examples support Peter Dorey’s outline 

of the increasing Euroscepticism within the Conservative Party, especially following the Maastricht 

Treaty. Dorey demonstrates that despite this intensification of Eurosceptic attitudes, the focus was, 

nonetheless, on halting integration and reforming the European Union from within – not withdrawal. 
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In other words, although the division within the party was between ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ Eurosceptics, the 

latter were still a minority.248 

In a pamphlet from 1994, written in anticipation to the 1996 Intergovernmental Conference 

during which member states were to negotiate amendments to the founding treaties, Daniel Hannan 

similarly pled with Britain’s political leaders to resist further integration. He argued that 

the alternative to total integration into a European “superstate” is not, as some would 

have us believe, the complete withdrawal of Britain from the European Union, but rather 

the evolution of that organisation into a looser, more pragmatic association of states, 

founded on a free-trade area, in which individual countries would co-operate more 

closely on specific issues as their national interests dictate.249  

 

Here Hannan argued that Britain was in the position to steer the EU away from further integration 

and centralisation and towards a many-tiered system of loosely organised states. ‘Within such a 

structure, a place clearly beckons for Britain’, he continued, ‘It is a place which she has occupied 

throughout history: involved with European security but free from continental empires, contributing 

to Europe’s prosperity but mindful of its [Britain’s] worldwide ties…’250 As with the examples in the 

previous section, there is a certain kind of retrospectivity to Hannan’s reference to the place Britain 

has ‘occupied throughout history’. Hannan is indeed mobilising an imaginary past before Britain 

joined the EU. Yet, it is a past that highlights Britain’s ability to exert influence on Europe, not one 

that evokes past imperial achievements. In this sense, Hannan’s example further illustrates how the 

retrospectivity of Euroscepticism is not always linked to the imperial past. 

Contemplating the implications of the Maastricht Treaty, an editorial in the Sunday Telegraph 

from 1995 declared that ‘For all other Europeans it [the Maastricht Treaty] will create a new 

powerlessness, and for Britain, who needs independence the most and best knows how to use it, it 

will mean self-destruction.’ By claiming that Britain was more sensitive to the loss of sovereignty 

than its European neighbours, the editorial drew on ideas of British exceptionalism in the form of 

Britain’s unique tradition of Parliamentary systems and democratic institutions. In addition, the 

editorial contained explicit reference to the British Empire. It concluded that the fact that Britain is 
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no longer a great power has led the political class to mistakenly conclude that Britain needs to throw 

in its lot with Europe. On the contrary, the editorial argued, ‘The strength of Britain never depended 

upon an empire flung across the globe … It comes from being a free nation with long-established 

institutions. These, and not a map coloured pink or a “seat at the table” in Europe, are what we need 

to prosper, indeed to survive.’251 In other words, what has made Britain great was never its Empire, 

but rather the values of sovereignty and freedom, along with its institutions – which have now come 

under threat from the Maastricht Treaty. This editorial is interesting because it appears in the mid-

1990s and suggest the exact opposite of what the imperial dimension in the years leading up to the 

Brexit referendum is intended to do (see chapter five). It conveys the idea that it was because Britain 

was great that it had an empire, not that the empire was the source of its greatness. As Robert Saunders 

argues, such thinking harks back to Conservative Eurosceptic Enoch Powell who sought to counter 

‘the myth of empire’ by writing a ‘new history’ of Britain, one in which the British Empire was but 

a footnote in the overall history of Britain.252 

As previously mentioned, there is a feeling of helplessness present in British Eurosceptic 

rhetoric in the sense that while the European project is continuing down the road of integration, 

Britain is seemingly powerless to stop it. The sense of helplessness is frequently connected to the 

potential loss of sovereignty because of the single currency introduced by the Maastricht Treaty. In 

an editorial in 1999, the Daily Mail lamented that ‘Once again, law-abiding Britain is being 

outmanoeuvred in the ruthless game of power politics that is the reality of life in the EU.’ The editorial 

argued that this has become a firmly established pattern ever since Britain joined the Common Market 

in 1973, ‘We had no choice in these matters. We had no say. This country was simply told what to 

do. And – unlike our partners – we tamely accepted and obeyed the rules. And the tragedy is that this 

is only the beginning of the loss of sovereignty that would be entailed if Britain joined up to the single 

currency.’253  

Further, in an editorial from 2001, the Daily Mail argued that there was a newfound confidence 

in Brussels and that the federalist project was firmly back on track. While Prime Minister Tony Blair 

was expected to throw his full weight behind Britain joining the euro, the editorial argued that 

fundamental questions still need to be answered:  

Why should a powerful, wealthy nation like Britain surrender its sovereignty? Why 

ditch a political culture that has served us well for centuries to embrace alien laws and 
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traditions? Why insult democracy by undermining the authority of Parliament and 

submitting instead to the rule of remote, anonymous, unaccountable Brussels? Why 

expose Britain even further to the corruption endemic in the EU? (emphasis mine)254 

 

The sense of powerlessness against further integration is countered as the editorial describes Britain 

as ‘powerful’ and ‘wealthy’, and, consequently, should not be forced to give up its sovereignty against 

its will. The editorial further exposes the EU as corrupt, alien, and unaccountable, while highlighting 

Britain’s own political culture and tradition of democracy as having ‘served us well for centuries.’ 

Accordingly, the editorial is evoking a time before membership when British political culture and 

tradition were free from the interference of Brussels. This editorial is good example of how British 

exceptionalism can be used to articulate Euroscepticism. By drawing on fundamental historical 

differences between the two parties, the Eurosceptic message is that membership of the European 

project could never sit well with a country such as Britain. Further, it is also a good example of how 

the narrative discourse of ‘us v them’, generated by British exceptionalism, draws on representations 

of the past that are not linked to empire.  

Finally, in the political sphere, Hannan and Johnson also addressed the diminished powers of 

Parliament. Writing for the Telegraph in 2006, Hannan argued that upon entry into the EEC in 1973, 

‘we tended to assume that the supremacy of European law would be confined to cross-border issues, 

such as trade, competition and pollution.’ He continued ‘We didn’t imagine for a moment that 

Brussels would one day become the main source of legislation in this country, decreeing what hours 

we work, what taxes we pay, what we plant in the ground and fish from the sea, who settles on our 

territory, what we buy and sell, and in what units.’255 Here Hannan articulated Britain’s favoured 

approach to European cooperation, namely one that was based mainly on trade and economic issues; 

not one in which EU legislation overrules British sovereignty.   

Similarly, as MP for Henley in 2006, Boris Johnson was outraged by EU legislation that 

required children to sit in plastic booster car seats until the age of 13. Johnson argued that the main 

reason he was so outraged was that ‘this stupid and impertinent law was not even generated by the 

British Government … It is, of course, an EU directive, which means that elected British politicians 

have been given neither the means nor the opportunity to contest it – or even debate it.256 And, in 
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2009, in a comparison between the European Parliament and Westminster, Johnson went as far as 

referring to the latter as a ‘pitiful comparison’ and ‘wholly irrelevant.’ Johnson concluded that the 

difference, both physical and symbolic, ‘reflects the underlying reality. It reflects the shift in the 

balance of power and the fact that the laws of this country are no longer determined by Parliament at 

Westminster.’257 

Like the previous section on British exceptionalism in the form of Britain’s common law 

system, the role Parliament as another historical exceptionalism is mobilised as a way to articulate 

Euroscepticism. By drawing on the diminished role of the British Parliament, British Eurosceptic 

rhetoric generates a narrative in which Britain and British institutions are reduced to irrelevance. Both 

sections – the common law system and the role of parliament – demonstrate how British 

exceptionalism in Eurosceptic discourse generates a ‘us v. them’ distinction between Britain and 

Europe by emphasising the ways in which Britain is fundamentally different from the rest of the EU.  

What Anna Cento Bull and Hans Lauge Hansen refer to as ‘the antagonistic mode of 

remembering’ is particularly useful when considering this tendency within British Euroscepticism to 

rely on an ‘us v them’ narrative when it comes to Britain’s relationship with the EU. As the previous 

examples have demonstrated, the relationship between Britain and the EU is most often depicted in 

antagonistic terms, or as ‘good v bad’. Britain’s unique history and traditions are celebrated and 

glorified as rightful and just, while systems of law and economic traditions in the EU are depicted as 

flawed and corrupt. Bull and Hansen further argue that the antagonistic mode of remembering should 

be understood as the search for community, belonging and clear boundaries separating ‘us’ from 

‘them’ which in turn functions as an antidote to contemporary societal insecurities.258 All the 

examples mentioned above are written in times of significant development in the relationship between 

Britain and the EU. The earliest examples are written in the aftermath of the Maastricht Treaty, while 

the later ones appear in the context of the constitutional debate in the early 2000s, both of which 

sought to increase the legislative powers of the EU considerably. Consequently, the narrative, or 

representation of events, generated by the examples can be seen as a response to unwanted initiatives 

which in the eyes of Eurosceptics are seen as a threat to British identity, sovereignty, and traditions.  

In addition, there is an emotive aspect to the antagonistic mode of memory in the sense that it 

privileges emotions in order to establish a strong sense of belonging to a particular community, 
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‘focusing on the suffering inflicted by the “evil” enemies upon this same community.’259 It can be 

argued that this is exactly the function of the ‘us v. them’ narrative. The construction of a British ‘us’ 

that is in eternal opposition to the European ‘other’ has certainly been a persistent trend of British 

Euroscepticism but has taken on renewed relevance in recent years as a series of different crises have 

plagued both the EU and Britain itself. Re-imagining national identity in such exclusionary terms can 

be seen as an antidote to the perceived threats and insecurities coming from a foreign body that is the 

EU.  

Finally, as mentioned, the main focus of British Eurosceptic rhetoric throughout these examples 

is on the encroaching powers of the EU. In other words, in terms of memory, there is a remarkable 

lack of retrospectivity to be detected in the source material. What is more, in the few examples that 

do include a sense of retrospectivity, this is not connected to Britain’s imperial past. In this sense, 

when remembering occurs in the source material, it is not the imperial past that is remembered and 

mobilised, but rather the retrospectivity is linked to different pasts, such as Magna Carta and human 

rights issues. Consequently, the examples demonstrate that the past that is nostalgically evoked in 

British Eurosceptic rhetoric is not always about the empire.  

 

National identity (Britain as an island nation and the ‘special’ relationship)  

Britain’s status as an island nation is yet another component of British exceptionalism. One that 

is both historical and imagined in the sense that the geographical separation from mainland Europe 

has created a psychological separateness which feeds into the idea that while Britain might be 

geographically located in Europe, it is not quite European. In this sense, the geographical and 

imagined separation further contributes to the construction of a national dichotomy between Britain 

and the rest of Europe. The very forging of national identity relies on the distinction between of ‘us’ 

and ‘them’ in the sense that nations define themselves against what and who they are not. Linda 

Colley argues that British national identity was forged above all by a series of wars with Catholic 

France in the years following the Act of Union in 1707 and the beginning of the Victorian era in 1837, 

as well as through conquest and colonisation as part of the imperial mission. In other words, it was 

confrontation with a so-called ‘Other’ (either in the form of neighbouring European nations or 

colonial peoples) that made Wales, Scotland and England define themselves collectively against it. 
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Following 1707, the British ‘came to define themselves as a single people not because of any political 

or cultural consensus at home, but rather in reaction to the Other beyond their shores.’260 

The concept of British exceptionalism and British Euroscepticism are linked in the sense that 

the former provides a narrative framework through which the latter can be articulated. Whereas the 

Empire had provided ‘an essential quality of difference against which Britishness could emerge with 

far greater clarity’261, the context of decolonization and imperial decline in the 1960s and 1970s 

challenged these established ideas of ‘Britishness.’ Accordingly, there has been ‘a need for an “other” 

against which a “new” Britain can be redefined. Since the 1970s, “Europe”, and more specifically the 

project of European integration, has played such a role’, Chris Gifford argues.262 

Drawing of the concept of ‘imagined geography’ (a phrase coined by Edward Said to describe 

meaning of geographical space to identity), Robert F. Dewey, Jr. argues that ‘Far more important 

than the separation is its imagined meaning, the manner in which that separation is endowed with 

significance.’ Consequently, any attempt to breach this natural geographical divide between Britain 

and Europe is seen as a threat to British identity.263 Not surprisingly, the notion that Britain’s 

membership of the European Union is somehow a threat to British identity is evident in the source 

material. In 1999, an editorial in the Daily Mail urged voters to vote in the upcoming European 

elections: ‘For the result of the election will go far to determining whether Britain can continue to 

exercise control over its own destiny. And even whether, in the long run, we shall have any 

worthwhile identity as a separate state.’ The editorial concluded that ‘The Daily Mail is not anti-

European. We believe passionately in forging ever closer links of free trade and culture with our 

European partners. The loss of currency, however, would inevitably lead to the erosion of our ability 

as an independent sovereign nation to decide our own destiny.’264 As mentioned, the Maastricht 

Treaty introduced steps towards a common currency. Although Britain ultimately opted out of joining 

the economic endeavour, the Eurosceptic debate on the issue centred on the loss of sovereignty. In 

other words, from a Eurosceptic perspective, the common currency was yet another attempt by the 

EU to steal power away from Britain. The editorial links British national identity and sovereignty to 

the common currency by describing the latter as a threat and erosion of national power. The inevitable 

loss of control over national destiny further implies that Britain’s destiny is bound to differ from that 
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of the rest of the EU. Finally, in setting up this national dichotomy between Britain and the rest of 

Europe, the editorial also highlights two competing visions of what EU-membership should entail as 

Brussels’ steps towards a single currency clash with Britain’s vision of European cooperation that 

centres mainly on free trade and economic benefit. The consequence of Brussels’ vision is depicted 

as a threat to, or even erosion of, British national identity.   

As established, the issue of national identity plays a dominant role in British Eurosceptic 

rhetoric in the sense that it emphasises Britain’s fundamental separateness from the rest of Europe.  

In 2003, an editorial in the Sunday Telegraph again linked the issue of the single currency to that of 

national identity by stating: ‘It is a question, ultimately, of who we think we are.’ The editorial 

additionally refuted Prime Minister Tony Blair’s suggestion that those who advocate for a referendum 

on whether or not Britain should join the single currency ultimately want Britain to leave the EU. 

According to the editorial, if Britain felt a sufficient community of identity with its Continental 

neighbours, it should join them wholeheartedly. ‘If we do not’ it continued ‘then we should sit down 

and negotiate a relationship with them which would allow us to remain on amicable terms – trading, 

talking and soldiering together – while retaining control over our domestic affairs.’ It concluded, that 

‘the European debate is not really about exchange rate stability or agricultural support, but about 

whether we see ourselves as Europeans. So far the evidence suggests that we do not.’265 According 

to the editorial the question of whether or not Britain should join the single currency comes down to 

‘who we think we are’ as a nation. In other words, because British identity seems incompatible with 

a European one, Britain should not relinquish national sovereignty by joining the single currency. It 

is notable that the editorial does not suggest that Britain should withdraw from the EU. But rather 

negotiate the relationship so that it aligns more with Britain’s vision of European cooperation, namely 

one based largely on trade.  

As set out in chapter three, ideas of British exceptionalism were central to Churchill’s vision of 

Britain’s world role following the Second World War as he envisioned Britain at the centre of ‘three 

circles’ of influence, namely the Empire/Commonwealth circle, the circle of the English-speaking 

peoples and, finally, the European circle. Britain’s exceptionalism lay in the fact that Britain was 

positioned in the intersection between all three circles and thus had a specific role to play on the world 

stage. In this sense, Britain was not just any other country. It was also Churchill who coined the phrase 

‘special relationship’ when describing the political and military connection between the British 

Commonwealth and Empire and the United States. Although it was and remains asymmetrical, the 
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special relationship was forged through history and war as the two nations – with a common history 

and common national values – stood side by side in the fight against Nazi Germany. Further, the 

special relationship has often been personified by the personal connection between sitting presidents 

and prime ministers, such as Winston Churchill and Franklin D. Roosevelt, Margaret Thatcher and 

Ronald Reagan, and more recently, Tony Blair and both Bill Clinton and George W. Bush.266 What 

is more, with the exception of the Heath government (1970-74), every British prime minister since 

1945 has maintained the view that Britain’s most important bilateral relationship is with the US, not 

Europe.267 It is through its ‘special relationship’ with the United States that Britain continues to 

perceive itself as ‘…a vital connecting point between Europe and America, between the Old World 

and the New.’268 This exceptional position has been re-articulated by several prime ministers. Tony 

Blair referred to Britain as a ‘transatlantic bridge’, while Gordon Brown used the phrase a ‘global 

hub’ and David Cameron placed Britain at the centre of a ‘networked world.’269 From a Eurosceptic 

perspective, this so-called ‘Atlantic alliance’ has often been seen as being under threat from EU 

initiatives.  

In one of his earlier comments for the Telegraph in 1999, Boris Johnson warned against moves 

towards a European defence pact, arguing that such a pact will pose a threat to the Atlantic alliance. 

Johnson argued that Tony Blair’s positive view on a common defence pact is due to his suffering 

from ‘the delusion that he can “lead” the EU’ and is ‘a gesture that will … jeopardise the Atlantic 

alliance.’270 Johnson repeated a similar argument a few years later in 2002, as he stated that ‘Britain 

is still the second most powerful country on earth.’ According to Johnson, Britain’s true power and 

source of influence lay in its connection to the United States and the European Union at the same 

time: ‘It is the role of the modern British prime minister … to pretend to the Americans that we are 

really passionately and in our heart of hearts Atlanticist, while pretending to the Europeans that we 

are passionately and in our heart of hearts pro-European. The game is to get the best of both worlds, 

and the result’, Johnson concluded, was that ‘12 years after the end of the Cold War … Britain is 

more influential than at any time since the Suez.’271 The Suez crisis of 1956 denoted the decline of 

British power and has come to be known as the moment when it became undeniably evident that 
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Britain could not act alone on the world stage without the support of the United States.272 The remedy 

to such decline, according to Johnson, is the ‘best of both worlds’ balancing act that many British 

politicians have sought to master. In other words, Britain is an exceptional member of the EU because 

of its close relationship with the US, and any initiative that seeks to favour the EU over the US is a 

risk to British influence and standing in the world.  

Accordingly, Britain’s ties to the United States are highlighted in Eurosceptic rhetoric as a way 

to emphasise British exceptionalism and influence in the world, as well as in a way that stresses both 

the geographical and cultural distance from continental Europe. In 2003, an editorial in the Telegraph 

outlined the supposedly conventional wisdom in the EU that Britain ‘with its awkward insistence on 

free trade and maintaining the Atlantic alliance, will always be the laggard of Europe.’273 In other 

words, with its economic worldview and ties to the US, Britain was bound to be slow to come around 

to the ways of Brussels.  

The emphasis on the ‘Atlantic alliance’ or ‘special relationship’ in British foreign policy has 

‘entailed a systematic attempt to ensure that any EC/EU proposals in the defence and security fields 

have not conflicted with or undermined NATO.’274 In January 2009, in the context of the upcoming 

effects of the Lisbon Treaty (signed in 2007 and ratified in November 2009), Liam Fox argued in the 

Telegraph that on the issue of defence, the treaty gave the EU Commission more influence than ever. 

Fox, Shadow Defence Secretary at the time of writing, further warned that this would come at the 

cost of the UK’s transatlantic alliance with the United States: ‘We did not join the EU for defence 

purposes – we have Nato as the cornerstone of our defence … The treaty threatens to undermine the 

defence assumptions that our nation has held for 60 years, and to drive a wedge between us and our 

transatlantic allies.’275 David Gowland points out that Britain’s unwavering support for NATO has 

‘enabled the British government to maintain the idea of the “special relationship”, to keep up 

appearances on the world stage and the capacity “to punch above its weight”, and to project a 

triumphalist representation of British foreign policy.’276 Consequently, Eurosceptic politicians and 

the media alike have been keen to emphasise Britain’s global outlook and identity in the form of free 

trade and the transatlantic alliance and to describe the EU as a threat to these.  
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Britain’s global worldview, along with the fear that Britain would act as ‘an American Trojan 

horse’ within the European Community277, was of course also the very reason for Charles de Gaulle’s 

veto in the early 1960s when Britain first applied for membership of the EEC. De Gaulle’s remarks 

are worth quoting in length as they are frequently repeated by both Eurosceptic politicians and media: 

Britain is insular, maritime, bound up by its trade, its markets, its food supplies, with 

the most varied and often the most distant countries. Her activity is essentially industrial 

and commercial, not agricultural. She has, in all her work, very special, and original 

habits and traditions. In short, the nature, structure, circumstances peculiar to England 

are very different from those of other continentals. How can Britain, in the way that she 

lives, produces, trades, be incorporated into the Common Market as it has been 

conceived and functions?278 

 

In an opinion piece for the Telegraph, written in anticipation of David Cameron’s Bloomberg speech 

in which he promised an In/Out referendum on Britain’s membership of the EU, former editor Charles 

Moore argued that French president Charles de Gaulle ‘understood Britain better than most of our 

leaders’ in the sense that ‘Britain would never fully sacrifice her independence to create a new 

European political entity.’279 When making his argument for Leave in 2016, Daniel Hannan made a 

similar argument, stating that ‘…the old general arguably had a keener appreciation of Britain’s 

global vocation than had his British counterpart, Harold Macmillan.’280 

In sum, the issue of national identity is a consistent component of British Eurosceptic rhetoric 

as both politicians and the media rely heavily on the notion that British identity and worldview are 

exceptional and in danger of erosion from EU initiatives such as the common currency. Britain’s 

status and identity as an island nation separated from mainland Europe, along with the emphasis on 

the ‘special relationship’ with the United States, further feeds into an imagined Britishness that is 

perceived as fundamentally different from the rest of Europe.  
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Imperialism as exceptionalism 

Britain’s imperial experience, from the height of colonial rule to decolonisation and the creation 

of the Commonwealth, is certainly a significant component of Britain’s sense of exceptionalism. 

David Sanders and David Patrick Houghton argue that having played a global role in the form of 

imperial rule for 200 years, the idea of being just another country never sat well in Britain. Rather, 

the expectation that Britain would continue to wield global influence survived the loss of empire.281 

Consequently, as David Gowland points out, ‘global perspectives’ have had an impact on both 

attitudes towards and policies on EU and EU membership. Debates about Europe and Britain’s place 

in the world are therefore closely connected.282 

Menno Spiering describes British Euroscepticism as partly the product of British ‘differentness’ 

that is manifested in its electoral and political systems, as well as in the ‘tradition of regarding the 

country and people as distinct from Europe and Europeans.’283 In other words, it is an ‘enduring 

cultural phenomenon … that goes much deeper than rejection of EU rules and regulations…’ and 

which is ‘to a large extent defined and inspired by cultural exceptionalism.’284 According to Spiering, 

this cultural exceptionalism is largely rooted in the imperial experience that saw British culture shared 

with ‘kith and kin’ across the globe, and specifically manifested in the ‘special relationship’ with the 

United States with which Britain is believed to have more in common than with its European 

neighbours.285  

One of my main arguments in this project is that references to Britain’s imperial past in the 

context of British Euroscepticism disappeared following the 1975 referendum, only to re-emerge in 

a completely different and reimagined form in the immediate years leading up to the Brexit 

referendum of 2016. As the following will show, insofar as Britain’s imperial past is mentioned in 

the source material in the earlier years examined in this chapter, it is never in connection to Britain’s 

membership of the European Union.  

A rare exception was an editorial in the Telegraph from 1995, titled ‘Global relations’, which 

argued that Douglas Hurd’s six years as Foreign Secretary had been a missed opportunity to redefine 

Britain’s role following the end of the Cold War. The editorial further argued that Britain’s partners 

in the EU needed to show greater understanding of the importance Britain attached to its relations 
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with the rest of the world. In this context that the editorial made a direct reference to Britain’s imperial 

past as the basic premise for its continued world role: ‘By our colonial history, the scale of our trade 

and investment and the fact that English is the international language of commerce and science, we 

are called to play a global role.’286 An editorial in the Daily Mail from 1998 highlighted Britain’s 

global reach – specifically the ‘special relationship’ with the US – compared to the rest of the EU. It 

stated: ‘Yes, we must remain closely engaged with our EU partners. But we have far wider global 

interests than they do. We have an Atlantic perspective which they lack.’ This editorial criticised the 

lack of British leadership in the EU, as the Common Agricultural Policy remained in place, and 

Britain’s fishing industry remains ‘at the mercy of European predators.’287 Yet despite the mentioning 

of Britain’s global connections as a way to differentiate Britain from the rest of Europe, neither 

editorial presented these as an alternative to EU membership. 

The following examples in this section demonstrate how earlier editorials and comments in 

both the Telegraph and the Daily Mail drew on imperialism as a way to emphasise British 

exceptionalism. However, and importantly, most often these references were not made in connection 

with the EU, and when they were, it was not to draw on the imperial past as inspiration for national 

renewal. In other words, whereas the discourse leading up to the Brexit referendum used imperial 

rhetoric that highlighted past achievements to create a positive, convincing vision of Britain outside 

the EU, this feature was absent from the earlier material.  

An editorial from the Sunday Telegraph in 1997 titled ‘The sun goes down’ (an obvious 

reference to the phrase about the British Empire on which the sun never sets) reflected on the handing 

over of Hong Kong, ‘our last considerable overseas possession’, to China. The editorial argued that 

the handover raised larger questions about the imperial experience and its legacies, referring to Hong 

Kong as ‘a splendid achievement’ and ‘a tribute’ to the rule of law and honest administration which 

the British ‘gave it, and which it is about to lose.’ In other words, the editorial highlighted Britain’s 

imperial legacy in Hong Kong as something to be proud of. It further argued that  

The imperial experience marked us more than any other European nation, if only 

because we had so much of it: at one time a quarter of humanity lived under the British 

Crown. This national memory, quite as much as our affinities with the United States – 

that other great democracy, itself a product of the first British Empire – helps explain 

our misgivings about submerging our identity in a European federation.288 
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It should be noted that the main topic of this editorial is not Britain’s membership of the European 

Union, but the handover of Hong Kong to China. Nonetheless, the editorial does reference the 

imperial past as a way to explain ‘our misgivings’ about the European project. In other words, the 

editorial draws on the past as the main cause of Britain’s Euroscepticism. However, and more 

importantly in the context of this project, this example differs significantly from the more recent 

material in the sense that the memory of empire is not used as a guide for national renewal or 

alternative to EU membership. Whereas the Eurosceptic arguments in the run-up to the Brexit 

referendum mobilise a language that draws of past imperial achievements as a way to establish a 

desirable future for Britain outside the EU, the function of this reference is to highlight Britain’s 

distinctive identity and memory due to its overseas empire compared to ‘any other European nation.’ 

It is this particular dimension of Eurosceptic rhetoric that changes in the immediate years leading up 

to the Brexit referendum.  

One of the ways in which the resurrected and imaginary imperial dimension manifests itself is 

by suggesting alternative partnerships with the Commonwealth and Anglosphere nations. In other 

words, countries that are more aligned with British values and worldviews. An editorial in the Daily 

Mail in 1996 did raise the possibility of an alternative to EU membership by repeating a question 

asked by a leaked Treasury paper: ‘Is membership of the European Union bad for our economic 

health, contributing to Britain’s continuing economic and political decline?’ According to the 

editorial, economists wondered ‘whether our [Britain’s] concentration on sluggish European markets 

has made it harder to develop our export potential in the more dynamic “tiger” economies of Asia, in 

China and in the neglected Commonwealth.’ Further, the suggestion of ‘a better alternative’ to the 

European Union was raised, as Britain ‘should consider whether our long-term interests are better 

served by “hitching our wagon to … the EU … or by going it alone.”’289 Given the Daily Mail’s 

stance against withdrawal at this point in time, the idea of Britain ‘going it alone’ is somewhat 

surprising. However, coupled with the description of Commonwealth relations as ‘neglected’ – which 

echoed anti-Market arguments in the early 1960s and mid-1970s – the editorial vaguely suggested 

that Britain could be better off outside the European Union. Nevertheless, it should be noted again 

that at this point in time, the idea of Britain leaving the EU was rare and still very much confined to 

the political fringes.  
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Other examples hint at Britain’s imperial past, yet not in the context of the European debate. In 

2002, the Daily Mail decried Blair’s willingness to hand over the Rock of Gibraltar to Spain as a way 

to end a long-standing conflict with Madrid and to gain an ally in the EU – referring to this as a 

‘betrayal of our kith and kin.’ The editorial argued that ‘Britain has allowed itself to become the soft 

touch of Europe for thousands of illicit migrants from countries with which we have little in common. 

Yet people who have ties of blood and history with this country, and passionately desire to maintain 

them, are deemed a nuisance, their demands ignored or rejected’, concluding that ‘…everyone is 

welcome to modern Britain – except our kith and kin.’290 The use of the phrase ‘kith and kin’ harks 

back to ideas of ‘Greater Britain’291 and a common British identity shared by people spread across 

the far corners of the world. Further, by contrasting migrants ‘from countries with which we have 

little in common’ to kith and kin ‘who have ties of blood and history with this country’, the editorial 

suggests that Britain has more in common with some nations than others. As mentioned, the main 

issue addressed in this editorial is not Britain’s membership of the EU, but rather, Gibraltar is used 

as an occasion to discuss the issue of immigration.  

Other media examples have also expressed a sense of British failure and decline. In 2010, in a 

comment in the Daily Mail, journalist and columnist Stephen Glover lamented the Coalition 

Government’s cuts in military spending. Glover argued that the cuts ‘… represent the end of an era 

which began half a century ago, after the collapse of the British Empire. During the intervening years, 

Britain has played an important though admittedly minor global role…’ The new military budget 

represented ‘…the moment when any pretensions Britain has had of being a world power have finally 

been finished off.’ Instead, ‘Britain is joining the rank of economically prosperous nations such as 

Germany, Italy and Spain which spend very little on defence and do not have any global ambitions.’292 

While Glover linkes Britain’s role in the world to the size of its military, the loss of power and prestige 

are attributed to economic spending cuts and not to membership of the EU. However, the comment 

does compare Britain to other EU member states who compared to Britain have no ‘global ambitions’, 

which in turn suggests that Britain was always destined for a greater role than simply being a 

European country.  
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Finally, a comment by British journalist Leo McKinstry in the Daily Mail in 2010 described 

the funeral cortege for the late Edward VII in 1910 as ‘an unconventional image [that] dramatically 

symbolised the grandeur of the British Empire.’ The author then proceeded to compare the state of 

the British nation then and now:  

Almost exactly a century after this event, it is impossible to resist a sense of despair at 

our national decline. When Edward VII died on May 6, 1910, Britain was the most 

important nation on earth. We possessed the largest empire mankind has ever known, 

covering a quarter of the world’s land surface and guarded by a vast navy at the peak of 

its strength … Today, in contrast, we are a middle-ranking European country, 

effectively governed by an unelected bureaucracy in Brussels. Our national finances are 

on the verge of insolvency. Our Armed Forces are a shadow of their glorious past. Our 

national identity has been shattered by the twin dogmas of uncontrolled immigration 

and multiculturalism293 (emphasis mine).  

 

The comment clearly depicts Britain’s fall from grace from being ‘the most important nation on earth’ 

to its current position as ‘a middle-ranking European country’. As apparent in the quote, Britain’s 

membership of the EU is briefly mentioned as one of several factors contributing to Britain’s national 

decline. However, and more importantly to the context of this project, the comment’s focus is on 

domestic issues as the main reason behind this erosion of power. The explicit references to ‘the largest 

empire mankind has ever known’ and a ‘glorious past’ clearly evoke Britain’s imperial past, as well 

as a clear sense of nostalgia, as the author outlines how things were better in the past. Yet, as with the 

previous examples, the imperial past is not used as inspiration for national renewal. 

Bull and Hansen describe the antagonistic mode of memory as relying on celebratory or 

nostalgic narrative styles.294 The above-mentioned examples illustrate a British exceptionalism that 

is rooted in the imperial experience. One the one hand, whether it is Britain’s imperial legacy in Hong 

Kong or its blood ties to kith and kin in Gibraltar, the imperial past is presented in a highly positive 

light; as something to be proud of. On the other hand, references to the past are made to highlight a 

past when the state of Britain as a nation arguably seemed stronger, more robust and convincing. In 

this sense, the Euroscepticism in these examples does exhibit a certain kind of retrospectivity by 

remembering and mobilising the imperial past. Yet, more importantly, most of these examples are 
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not connected to Britain’s membership of the EU. Consequently, they do not draw on memories of 

empire or the imperial past as a way to create a vision, or alternative, for Britain outside the European 

Union. Rather, at a time of insecurity in the face of unwanted developments in the relationship 

between Britain and the EU, the past is used to highlight British exceptionalism and articulate an 

exclusionary national identity that separates a British ‘us’ from a European ‘them’. 

 

Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, I have argued that British exceptionalism provides a narrative framework 

through which Euroscepticism can be articulated. Exceptionalism (real and imagined) and 

Euroscepticism are thus closely linked. A. J. Crozier argues that the phenomenon of British 

exceptionalism has played an important part in Euroscepticism for decades, all the way from Britain’s 

ambivalent attitude towards the European Community in the 1950s and continuing throughout its 40-

year-long membership.295 This chapter has sought to document this persistency and to examine the 

function of British exceptionalism within the British Eurosceptic debate. It demonstrates how 

Eurosceptic actors (politicians and the media) drew on different states of exceptionalism, both 

historical and imaginary, in order to construct convincing arguments against EU initiatives. The 

narrative discourse of ‘us v them’ produced by the heavy reliance on British exceptionalism in 

Eurosceptic rhetoric depicts British national identity as superior, yet at the same time as undermined 

by its membership of the EU. Consequently, due to its exceptional history, tradition and worldview, 

the idea of being just one of 28 member states of the European Union does not align with the 

Eurosceptic perception of British identity and role in the world. 

With one or two exceptions, the examples used in this chapter are from the mid-1990s to around 

2010. Accordingly, they were written during times of significant development in the relationship 

between Britain and the European Union. The Maastricht Treaty was signed and ratified in the early 

1990s, while the debate on a European constitution began in the early 2000s. While a European 

Constitution failed to materialise, large parts of it were written into the Lisbon Treaty which was 

signed in 2007. In the end both treaties brought about a significant increase in the legislative power 

of the EU. A development that was unwelcome to many Eurosceptics in Britain. Consequently, as is 

evident in the examples provided throughout the chapter, both Eurosceptic politicians and the media 

mobilised both historical and mythical exceptionalisms in reaction to these changes.  
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In terms of historical exceptionalisms, Eurosceptic actors tend to highlight Britain’s common 

law system and the role of the British Parliament in order to distinguish Britain from the rest of EU 

member states. These states of exceptionalism are historical in the sense that there are examples of 

how things, on a practical level, are done differently in Britain compared to many European countries. 

Nonetheless, these differences when mobilised in British Eurosceptic rhetoric create an image of 

Britain as fundamentally different from its European neighbours, as well as highlight the erosion of 

British sovereignty. In terms of mythical and more imaginary exceptionalisms, Eurosceptic actors 

tend to dwell on the psychological separateness between Britain and Europe rooted in the 

geographical location of Britain on the outskirts of Europe, Britain’s global reach in form of the 

‘special relationship’ with the US, along with exceptionalism rooted in the fact that Britain once ruled 

an empire. All elements are essential to the construction of a national identity that perceives itself as 

fundamentally, and most often irreconcilably, different from the rest of Europe. The result of the 

reliance on British exceptionalism in Eurosceptic rhetoric is a narrative discourse of ‘us v them’ that 

depict a British ‘us’ in eternal opposition to a European ‘them/other’. This national dichotomy, which 

is a persistent feature of British Euroscepticism, feeds into the idea that Britain is not a natural partner 

in the European project.  

In terms of imperialism as part of British exceptionalism, this chapter demonstrates that 

imperialism indeed constitutes an important part of British national identity and imagined 

exceptionalism. However, and more importantly to the context of this project, the chapter also 

demonstrates the absence of the imperial dimension in the sense that imperialism as exceptionalism 

is not necessarily connected to the European debate and references to the imperial past do not always 

function as an inspiration for the future. In other words, there is an overall lack of retrospectivity in 

these Eurosceptic examples in the period from the mid-1990s to around 2010. In the few examples 

when the past is indeed remembered and evoked at this point in time, it is not the imperial past that 

is being mobilised and never as inspiration for national renewal or as a guide for Britain’s alternative 

future outside the European Union. Consequently, the narrative discourse of ‘us v them’ serves as a 

good example of how British Eurosceptic rhetoric can evoke an imaginary past before EU 

membership, yet which does not have anything to do with empire. 

Finally, it is my main argument in this project that what I refer to as the ‘imperial dimension’ 

of British Eurosceptic rhetoric resurfaces in the immediate years leading up to the Brexit referendum. 

However, at the same time it is important to stress that the emphasis on British exceptionalism is a 

persistent feature of Eurosceptic argument. In other words, as the memory of empire is resurrected in 
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a completely new and imaginary form, this phenomenon is facilitated by the continuing prominence 

of British exceptionalism. It is to this imperial dimension that we now turn. 
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Chapter 5 

‘We used to run the biggest empire the world has ever seen…’: the re-
emergence of the imperial dimension in British politics 

 

Britain’s imperial experience is an essential component of British exceptionalism. The previous 

chapter established the persistence of exceptionalism (both historical and imaginary) as a narrative 

framework through which British Euroscepticism can be articulated, as well as demonstrated the 

absence of what I refer to as the ‘imperial dimension’ of British Eurosceptic debate. One of my main 

arguments in this thesis is that after a brief period of imperial and Commonwealth oriented rhetoric 

in the early 1960s and 1970s, the Empire largely disappeared from British Eurosceptic discourse for 

four decades. As the historical chapter outlines, references to the British Empire were common in the 

debate on Europe in the early 1960s and during the 1975 referendum. These were most often explicit 

references designed to invoke the Commonwealth as a viable alternative to European cooperation. I 

argue that the 1975 referendum seemingly put the imperial argument to rest, only to be resurrected – 

albeit in a completely different and reimagined form – in the immediate years leading up to the Brexit 

referendum. It is this ‘imperial dimension’ that this chapter sets out to examine. 

Robert Gildea argues that Britain has been sustained in the belief that it is still a great power by 

fantasies of empire; an empire which it repeatedly has attempted to recreate.296 According to Gildea, 

the idea of Britain rediscovering itself in the words of Theresa May as a ‘great, global trading nation’ 

is the latest reincarnation of empire in British political discourse, reinvented to deal with 

contemporary challenges.297 Nonetheless, as this chapter will demonstrate, the imperial dimension 

consists largely of implicit rather than explicit references to Britain’s imperial past. In other words, 

the empire’s new imaginary form is mainly articulated through an emphasis on Britain’s relationship 

with the Commonwealth and Anglosphere; through ideas of global free trade and Britain’s future role 

in the world; and, more generally, by use of a backward-looking gaze that emphasises Britain’s 

history as an imperial power. Despite the overwhelming number of accusations of imperial nostalgia 

in the run-up to and the aftermath of the Brexit referendum, I argue that the imperial dimension in 

British Eurosceptic rhetoric is essentially stripped of explicit references to the British Empire. Rather, 

in order to create a positive vision of Britain outside the European Union, the politicians and the 
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media use a historical language that draws on past imperial achievements without explicitly refencing 

the Empire itself. In this sense, Britain’s global perspective (in the form of its international relations 

and trade) becomes associated with Britain’s national power and influence and, consequently, 

disconnected from its imperial origins.   

‘… it is in the representation of a nation’s past that people find the markers of its present identity 

and future prospects’, Geoffrey Cubitt writes.298 In this chapter I will use the combined process of 

‘pre’- and ‘remediation’ to demonstrate how politicians and the media were able to mobilise certain 

representations of the imperial past. In other words, I argue that the narrative focus on Commonwealth 

and Anglosphere relations, global free trade, and Britain’s new role in the world is a result of the on-

going and reconstructive process of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’ which continuously reshapes the cultural 

memory of empire in Britain, thereby allowing Eurosceptics to use the imperial past to make sense 

of Britain’s present political challenges, as well as to chart out a vision for Britain’s future on the 

world stage.  

Advocates of Britain’s withdrawal from the EU were frequently accused of suffering from a 

nostalgic longing for the imperial past. However, the more important question is how nostalgia’s 

many and complex qualities were mobilised in the language used by Eurosceptics. Within British 

Eurosceptic rhetoric, cultural memories of empire, along with nostalgia as a mode of memory, 

function as reconstructive narrative tools through which a redefinition of Britain’s identity and role 

in the world can be articulated.  

It is important to understand that the imperial dimension in British Eurosceptic rhetoric does 

not stand alone. In other words, these implicit references to the imperial past always appear in 

connection to other ideas about British exceptionalism. In this sense, the more traditional Eurosceptic 

themes about British exceptionalism worked to facilitate the imperial dimension as it emerged in the 

years leading up to the 2016 referendum. Consequently, traditional ideas of British exceptionalism 

functioned as a rhetorical resource through which an imperial mindset could be articulated without 

necessarily explicitly referencing the British Empire itself.  

The chapter is divided into four sections. The first section briefly sketches out the political 

context in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum in order to demonstrate how the option of 

leaving the EU gained ground. Sections two to four are based on the main themes detected in the 

primary source material. Section two demonstrates how Britain’s relationship to the nations of the 

Commonwealth and Anglosphere, respectively, were harnessed by politicians and the media during 
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the Brexit debate. In other words, both sections show how the Commonwealth and Anglosphere 

function as a prism for conjuring a viable future for Britain outside the European Union. In a similar 

manner, section three reveals the tendency of pro-Brexit advocates to connect Britain’s future 

prosperity to global free trade. In this sense, the emphasis on Britain as the leader of free trade enabled 

Eurosceptics to highlight Britain’s past historical achievements, yet without explicitly mentioning the 

British Empire itself. Finally, section four demonstrates how Eurosceptic ideas about Britain’s future 

role outside the EU were also rooted in the imperial past. 

 

Political context  
 

In the previous eras of Margaret Thatcher and John Major the idea of Britain leaving the 

European Union was not considered a viable option. This section briefly sketches out the political 

context with the intention of demonstrating how any why withdrawal from the EU moves from the 

fringes of the political spectrum into the mainstream. I argue that once the Eurosceptics began to see 

withdrawal as a real choice, they started to construct an alternative narrative of British identity and 

purpose in the world; one that drew inspiration and sustenance from the imperial past.  

As newly elected leader of the Conservative Party in 2006, David Cameron famously expressed 

the wish for Conservatives to stop ‘banging on about Europe.’299 Cameron was operating in a political 

environment in which too much focus on European policy could potentially be disastrous with British 

voters for whom, at the time, the European Union did not weigh heavily compared to other domestic 

issues. A series of Ipsos MORI surveys revealed that the EU has consistently ranked far lower 

compared to other issues such as education, health, law and order, and unemployment.300 In other 

words, the political context behind Cameron’s statement was a political environment that was still 

largely pro-European, and his choice of words – ‘banging on’ – deliberately implied the sense of 

futility and self-harm that the Conservatives risked inflicting on themselves. Chris Gifford argues that 

Cameron indeed opted for a ‘pragmatic approach’ to the EU that sought to downplay issues regarding 

European policy. The decision against a referendum on the Lisbon Treaty – despite Cameron’s ‘cast-

iron guarantee’ to the contrary301 – was indeed crucial to this approach in the sense that it kept 

Euroscepticism off the national agenda. However, Cameron’s pragmatism was bound to cause 
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difficulties in terms of internal Party management. A problem that was compounded by the 

requirements of governing in coalition with the Liberal Democrats.302 

In 2004, the European Union was expanded to include ten new member states – including 

several from the former Eastern bloc. Three years later in 2007, Bulgaria and Romania also joined 

the EU. The significance of this enlargement lay in the decision to grant unrestricted access to the 

citizens of these Central and Eastern European states. The result was a historic inflow of EU migrants 

into Britain, which led to growing public concern about immigration and a rise in negative attitudes 

about the EU.303 In addition to changes within the EU, other significant international developments 

also shaped the political environment in Britain and, consequently, paved the way for the possibility 

of Britain’s withdrawal from the European Union. The financial crisis of 2008, along with the 

subsequent eurozone crises, challenged both the viability of the euro and the unity of the European 

project as a whole. The crises revealed a north/south split in the eurozone between the poorer southern 

members in need of bailouts and the more affluent northern members that were to finance the 

bailouts.304 According to Andrew Glencross, the measures taken by the EU to halt the eurozone crisis 

became subject to debate about ‘the decision-making capacity of the EU and exposed long-standing 

fears about an absence of democratic legitimacy.’305 What is more, both economic crises shook the 

core rationale behind Britain’s membership which had always been rooted in economic benefits and 

market opportunities.  

The refugee crisis of 2015 further undermined European unity and the EU’s ability to halt the 

crisis. As over one million people fled war-torn countries such as Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan and 

sought refuge in Southern Europe, the issue of immigration became a heated and highly politicised 

debate across member states. Across the spectrum, the EU was heavily criticised for either not doing 

enough to help the incoming refugees – in terms of humanitarian aid, redistribution, and a speedy 

asylum application process – or for not being able to protect its external borders.306 The crisis further 

revealed fractures in European unity. While Chancellor Angela Merkel came under heavy pressure 

for allowing too many to enter Germany, many members states, such as Britain, refused to take in a 
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proportionate share of refugees, while others, such as Hungary, the Czech Republic and Poland 

declined or failed to follow the terms of the EU agreement for resettlement.307 

Geoffrey Evans and Anand Menon highlight how the changing political landscape has led to an 

overall disenchantment with politics in Britain. Following the Second World War, especially the 

Labour Party started to move closer to the ideological centre with its embrace of both market-based 

economic politics and support of EU membership. By the 2000s, Labour, Conservatives, and the 

Liberal Democrats had become much alike ideologically, which in turn meant that many working-

class voters no longer felt represented by the main parliamentary parties.308 The loss of identification 

with political parties was coupled with a lack of belief in what politicians could achieve as they were 

seemingly constrained by numerous conditions such as the trend towards delegation of public policy 

responsibilities to non-political actors, such as central banks, as well as globalisation and EU 

membership.309  

Consequently, Evans and Menon argue that there has occured an overall disenchantment with 

British politics which has manifested itself in a steady decline in political participation, as well as a 

drop in party membership. In the 1970s and 1980s, political participation was as high as 80 per cent, 

yet since the beginning of the 21st century, the average number has been around 63 per cent. In 1964, 

the combined membership number of Labour and the Conservatives stood at 3.4 million members. 

By 2010, Labour’s number had dropped to 190.000 and the number of Conservative members to 

150.000. In 2005, merely 10 per cent of the electorate strongly identified with one of the main 

parliamentary parties, and in 2015, a report revealed that one quarter of the British people believed 

that voting was not really worth it.310  

Such disillusionment with the main political parties paved the way for the rise of the United 

Kingdom Independence Party, or UKIP, which was founded in 1993 as a political party with the sole 

purpose of getting Britain out of the European Union. In 1999, the party won its first three seats in 

the European Parliament, and although failing to win seats in Westminster, UKIP’s presence in the 

electoral landscape steadily increased. Harold D. Clarke et al. note that following the 2010 general 

election which produced the Coalition Government, support for the UKIP grew significantly, and 

over the next few years the party replaced the Liberal Democrats as the third most popular party in 
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opinion polls.311 The success of UKIP lay in its message which capitalised on the link between the 

issue of immigration and EU membership. ‘The goal was to get into people’s heads that immigration 

and Europe are the same thing and that we are impotent’, the party’s leader Nigel Farage explained 

in an interview.312 In 2014, this message fed into the national debate about the free movement of EU 

nationals coming to Britain, especially from Eastern European member states. In the European 

Elections that same year, UKIP won 24 seats in the European Parliament, corresponding to over 27 

per cent of the vote.313 Consequently, the success of UKIP ensured that the issue of Britain’s 

membership of the European Union could not be ignored.314    

In 2013, Cameron promised to renegotiate Britain’s membership of the European Union and 

put the result to the British people in an ‘In/Out’ referendum. In what came to be known as the 

‘Bloomberg speech’, Cameron outlined his vision of a redefined relationship between Britain and the 

EU. Here, he relied heavily on ideas of British exceptionalism: ‘We have the character of an island 

nation – independent, forthright, passionate in defence of our sovereignty. We can no more change 

this British sensibility than we can drain the English Channel.’ Consequently, Cameron highlighted 

the difference in approach to the EU between Britain and the other member states by stating that 

Britain had always approached the European project ‘with a frame of mind that is more practical than 

emotional.’ The imperial dimension in Cameron’s speech emerged as he emphasised Britain’s global 

perspective: ‘Britain is characterised not just by its independence but, above all, by its openness. We 

have always been a country that reaches out. That turns its face to the world … That leads the charge 

in the fight for global trade and against protectionism.’315 Cameron’s conception of Britain’s global 

outlook bears a striking resemblance to Theresa May’s key Brexit speech three years later in which 

she emphasised Britain’s tendency ‘to look beyond Europe to the opportunities of the wider world’, 

as well as the imperative for Britain to ‘rediscover its role as a great, global trading nation.’316 There 

is a euphemistic nature to how both Cameron and May refer to Britain’s imperial past. Not only are 

their imperial references implicit, but the imperial past is rewritten as a story of openness and trade 

rather than one of oppression or exploitation. Although Britain’s imperial experience was far more 

nuanced than the latter, it was certainly also far more controversial than a generalised a global 
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worldview. Although both Cameron and May campaigned on the side of Remain in the Brexit 

referendum, their use of the imperial past provides good examples of the reconstructed nature of 

imperial memory in the service of contemporary political interests. This tendency to mobilise the 

memory of empire in the attempt to construct a narrative of national identity and future purpose is 

persistent throughout the Eurosceptic examples that follow in this chapter. 

Cameron’s promise of a referendum was welcomed by the editorial line in both the Telegraph 

and the Daily Mail. The editor of the Telegraph welcomed Cameron’s alternative vision of European 

cooperation, stating that ‘the leverage granted by the prospect of a referendum will give us a far better 

chance of securing a settlement we can live with.’317 The editor of the Daily Mail also welcomed ‘At 

last, a straight choice on Europe’ and applauded Cameron’s honest and intelligent analysis of all that 

is wrong with an unreformed EU, ‘as it spreads its tentacles into aspects of our national life that are 

nobody’s business but our own.’318 Co-editor of the Daily Mail, Andrew Alexander also embraced 

the promise of a referendum and drew comparison to Edward Heath’s negotiations upon British entry 

into the EEC in 1973. ‘This time it is we who are holding all the aces’, Alexander boldly concluded, 

since ‘If we were to leave the Union, the grandest scheme of them all, the project for a United States 

of Europe, collapses.’319  

It is evident that Cameron’s long-awaited promise of a referendum was celebrated on the pages 

of the Eurosceptic media. Yet, the main focus of these examples was still on the renegotiation of 

Britain’s EU-membership should Cameron’s secure a majority in the 2015 General Election. 

Nonetheless, I argue that a change in Eurosceptic language occurred following Cameron’s 

‘Bloomberg speech’ as both politicians and the media began to conjure up the cultural memory of 

Britain’s imperial past in connection to the European debate. In other words, it is around this point in 

time that British Eurosceptic rhetoric started to take on an imperial dimension. Not only did 

Cameron’s promise of an ‘In/Out’ referendum move the idea of actual withdrawal from the EU from 

the fringes of the political right and onto the main stage, it also established a need for a new narrative 

about Britain outside the European Union. In a political context in which the European Union was 

plagued by crises and its credibility and functionality were questioned, the option of British 

withdrawal became an opportunity to rearticulate British identity and its role in the world. This 

imperial dimension manifested itself primarily in a tendency to emphasise Britain’s historic ties to 
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the Commonwealth and Anglosphere nations, as well as to draw on past imperial achievements in the 

form of global free trade as a way to generate a positive vision for Britain’s future outside the EU.  

 

The Commonwealth and Anglosphere argument in British Eurosceptic rhetoric 
 

The emphasis on Britain’s relationship with the Commonwealth and Anglosphere nations in 

Eurosceptic rhetoric is not an entirely new phenomenon. As chapter three demonstrated, 

Commonwealth relations were the main objection to joining the Common Market in the early 1960s, 

and, to a certain extent, again during the 1975 referendum on continued membership. What is notable 

in these more recent arguments that emphasise the Commonwealth and Anglosphere is how they are 

used as a part of the ‘Global Britain’ narrative to set Britain apart from the European Union and to 

establish Britain’s global credentials – and thereby rearticulate a new role for Britain on the world 

stage. Yet whereas Commonwealth trade relations were a concrete and tangible alternative to 

European cooperation in the 1960s and 1970s, this is obviously no longer the case. I argue that the 

on-going process of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’ – meaning the combination of the use of pre-existing 

patterns of thought to shape new memories and the repeated representation of the imperial past – 

allows politicians and the media to draw on a cultural memory of empire that highlights Britain’s 

global reach in the form of Commonwealth and Anglosphere relations, while at the same time 

disregarding their imperial origins.  

One of the first comparisons between the Commonwealth and the European Union appeared in 

an editorial in the Sunday Telegraph in July 2014, written in connection to the Commonwealth Games 

in Glasgow:  

No other post-imperial power has played such a positive role in the life of its former 

colonies as Britain has done. While France, Belgium and Portugal disentangled 

themselves from empire in an often violent manner that left behind decades of 

resentment and tension, Britain has successfully positioned itself as a friend and partner 

in progress.320 

 

Suffice it to say that the memory of empire described here is highly selective. Leaving out the 

undeniable violence that occurred in the process of decolonisation of the British Empire serves the 

purpose of highlighting once again that even the experience of imperial withdrawal was different for 
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Britain than it was for its continental neighbours. Indeed, the prevalent idea about the peaceful 

dismantling of the Empire is itself a key component of British exceptionalism.321 Robert Saunders 

argues that the blow of imperial loss was softened by ‘comforting myths’ that served to vindicate 

British colonial rule. One of these myths was the idea that that ‘Britain had always favoured 

independence, and that the purpose of empire had been the nurturing of stable, self-governing 

institutions.’322 Nowhere was the idea of a ‘peaceful transfer of power’ more prevalent than in India. 

Chandrika Kaul outlines the role of the last Viceroy of India, Lord Mountbatten, in orchestrating 

media coverage that presented Indian independence as a planned and progressive long-term policy 

(or intended outcome) with headlines such as ‘Power is transferred at Midnight’ (Daily Telegraph), 

‘Power is handed over in India’ and ‘Lord Mountbatten on a friendly parting’ (both in The Times) 

and ‘An Accidental Empire ends’ (Daily Herald), thereby vindicating British rule over the Indian 

subcontinent.323 Consequently, the notion of imperial withdrawal as a peaceful and planned process 

has served as yet another way to distinguish Britain from other European nations with a colonial past.  

More importantly, the Sunday Telegraph drew further comparisons between the 

Commonwealth and the European Union by stating:  

Is the Commonwealth, therefore, not an example of turning the legacy of something 

that could be painful – colonisation – into something that has enriched the lives of 

everyone involved? Certainly, it has many advantages over the European Union. The 

EU represents an inward-looking attempt to preserve the wealth of a continent declining 

in economic power. The Commonwealth, by contrast, is outward-looking, almost free 

of rules, internationalist, and all about connecting the old world with the new.324 

 

The title of the piece – ‘Nations brought together by a common bond’ – clearly suggested a connection 

between Commonwealth nations in form of history, language and tradition that was somehow lacking 

between the member states of the EU. The idea that Britain was somehow more naturally aligned 

with the Commonwealth nations is of course not new. For example, one of the main purposes of the 

wide range of British Empire Exhibitions (such as the Wembley Exhibition in 1924-25 and the 

Glasgow Exhibition in the late 1930s), along with special BBC programmes (such as the Empire Day 
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programme) was strengthen the imperial ethos and to portray the British Empire as a family of 

nations.325  

However, the re-emergence of the ‘Commonwealth-family’ metaphor within the context of the 

European debate over the past decade is remarkable. Mark Eaton points to the connection between 

the increased reference to the Commonwealth as a family unit (from 2015 onwards) and the May 

Government’s effort to promote the idea of a ‘Global Britain’ as an alternative to EU membership 

following the 2016 referendum.326 Eaton argues that the metaphor of the Commonwealth as a ‘family 

of nations’ contributes to a ‘communicative effort to encourage the imagination of transnational and 

global British orientation and identity outside Europe.’ Consequently, the metaphor serves the 

specific function of creating a positive vision of post-Brexit Britain in which leaving the EU is as an 

opportunity, rather than a risk, for Britain ‘to return to where it belongs, out in the world among its 

closest “kith and kin.”’327   

Britain’s more natural affiliation with nations of the Commonwealth has also been highlighted 

by Boris Johnson. Writing for the Telegraph in 2012, Johnson – then mayor of London – argued that 

‘With the eurozone seemingly heading for a permafrost of gloom, India is the place we should be 

doing business’, claiming that ‘…there is a natural fit between Britain and India, a cultural and 

commercial fusion that is growing the whole time’328 (emphasis mine). Johnson repeated similar 

sentiments on a visit to the Melbourne Writers Festival in 2013, where he told the story of an 

Australian teacher in Britain, whose work permit had expired and who was forced to leave the 

country. According to Johnson, this was ‘the infamous consequence’ of Britain’s decision to join the 

EEC in 1973 and thereby ‘betraying’ its relationship with Commonwealth countries such as Australia. 

Johnson called for a reconnection with such countries as Australia that are more ‘intimately cognate 

with Britain’ and with whom Britain was ‘more deeply connected … culturally and emotionally …’329 

By referring to Britain’s membership of the EC as a ‘betrayal’, Johnson repeated the conventional 

Eurosceptic idea that dominated the anti-Market argument in the early 1960s when Britain first 

applied to join the European community. Furthermore, an act of betrayal entails wrong-doing, and 
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Johnson’s remedy to such an act was a return to Britain’s global engagement with nations with whom 

Britain shared a more natural historical bond; a history that is of course rooted in the imperial past. 

The idea that Commonwealth relations could serve as an alternative for EU membership was 

further apparent in a comment from the Daily Mail a few days before the 2016 referendum, in which 

Lord Marland – chairman of the Commonwealth and Investment Council – argued that Britain had 

more in common with certain Commonwealth nations than with EU member states. Whatever the 

outcome of the referendum, ‘Britain has not made the most of its pivotal role in the Commonwealth’ 

and ‘Rather than shivering on the sidelines in the event of Brexit, Britain could become a more 

significant global player by building on its membership of Commonwealth’ Marland argued. ‘We are 

linked to the 52 other Commonwealth nations with ties of language, heritage, justice, culture, sport 

and, yes, even humour. It is no exaggeration to say that most Britons would have much more in 

common with people from Australia and India than those from EU nation such as Latvia and 

Slovakia.’ Marland attributed the lack of priority of Commonwealth relations to Britain’s 

involvement with the EU, ‘…which focused our gaze narrowly on Europe, rather than the wider 

world’ and ‘Sadly, Britain’s membership of the EU has been a barrier towards closer links with the 

Commonwealth.’ Marland concluded that ‘We should not be embarrassed to lead the Commonwealth 

and invest in the institution. A strong and prosperous Commonwealth would be good for our country 

and the wider world.’330 Similar to Johnson, Marland highlighted Britain’s more natural link to the 

Commonwealth – through language, heritage, justice, culture, sport, and humour – compared to 

certain members of the European Union. What is more, he drew a direct link between Britain’s 

historically global engagement and success on the world stage following a potential departure from 

the EU.   

Eaton identifies the discourse on ‘Global Britain’ in the run-up to and in the aftermath of the 

Brexit referendum as ‘a contemporary political myth’ and the Commonwealth ‘family of nations’ 

metaphor as one of many rhetorical tools used to articulate it. According to Eaton, ‘Political myths 

contribute to effective political communication in their ability to render a social group’s world and 

experiences more coherent by providing stories or narratives that explain where it came from, how it 

came to be in its present condition, and what the future holds.’331 Consequently, the emphasis on 

Britain’s natural or familial bond with the Commonwealth as a way to highlight its global prospective, 
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i.e. Global Britain narrative, is ‘an effort to alter perceptions about what the UK’s proper orientation 

and identity should be in the international system.’332 

Lord Marland’s notion that Britain should not be ‘embarrassed’ to lead the Commonwealth 

touches upon the tension within memory politics in contemporary Britain. Astrid Rasch argues that 

the memory of empire in Britain is characterised by the duality of an acknowledgement of the horrors 

of colonial rule, on the one hand, yet the overall assessment that the British Empire was on balance 

‘a good thing’, on the other. Consequently, ‘the celebration of empire does not happen in spite of but 

through an engagement with the criticism of empire.’ In this sense, by ‘consigning the Empire to the 

past’, politicians and political commentators can continue to stress ‘the significant influence that 

Britain still exerts on the world stage’333 and the potential embarrassment of being the leader of the 

Commonwealth (comprised mainly by former territories of the British Empire) can be averted. 

Invoking Britain’s imperial past as a way to instil confidence in its post-Brexit future indeed 

became a strategy in the runup to and following the Brexit referendum. However, as Stuart Ward and 

Astrid Rasch argue this was ‘skilfully deployed to stir latent imperial sensibilities while 

simultaneously disavowing them.’334 Boris Johnson provides two good examples of this particular 

rhetorical strategy. First, in his speech to the Conservative Party Conference in October 2016, Johnson 

marvelled at the foreign secretary’s office ‘so dripping with gilt bling that it looks like something 

from the Kardashians, and as I sit at the desk of George Nathaniel Curzon I sometimes reflect that 

this was once the nerve centre of an empire that was 7 times the size of the Roman empire at its 

greatest…’, only to conclude that ‘those days are gone forever, and that is a profoundly good thing. 

It is good for Britain and good for the world that in the last 60 years … those responsibilities have 

been taken away.’335 Second, upon his resignation as Foreign Secretary, Johnson explained that ‘by 

Global Britain I meant a country that was more open, more outward-looking, more engaged with the 

world than ever before. It meant taking the referendum and using it as an opportunity to rediscover 

some of the dynamism of these bearded Victorians; not to build a new empire, heaven forfend.’336 

Consequently, despite his disavowal of the Empire itself, Johnson nonetheless conjures up past 

imperial achievements in connection with his vison of a ‘Global Britain’, thereby enhancing its 

convincing, optimistic quality.  
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One of the most persistent links between Brexit and empire has been the way in which 

opponents of Brexit have accused pro-Brexit advocates of suffering from a nostalgic longing for the 

past when ‘Britannia ruled the waves.’ As Michael Kenny argues, in the world of politics, the concept 

of nostalgia is most often described as an indication of flawed political arguments and is most often 

used to discredit a rival position by linking it to a retrospective, rather than prospective, gaze.337 

Consequently, given nostalgia’s negative and unproductive connotations, politicians, such as 

Johnson, evidently feel the need to fend off any accusation of imperial nostalgia. However, Rasch’s 

concept of ‘postcolonial nostalgia’ – understood as a memory practice that purports to have no 

patience with nostalgia, but at the same time still stages the allure of a lost colonial past’338 – is clearly 

at work here. Johnson explicitly harks back to the days of ‘bearded Victorians’ and ‘George Nathaniel 

Curzon’ (who served as Viceroy of India from 1899-1905), yet at the same time feels the need to 

dismiss the British Empire itself. Accordingly, I would argue that the accusation of nostalgia and the 

negative connotations embedded therein necessitates a defence against the concept itself, which in 

turn results in ‘postcolonial nostalgia.’ In this sense, Johnson’s disavowal of empire does not rid his 

rhetoric of nostalgic sentiment, but rather adds another layer of meaning and illuminates how it 

operates in the political and public sphere.   

As indicated in the theoretical chapter, the question is not so much whether or not British 

politicians and the media actually suffered from nostalgia, but rather how nostalgia was mobilised in 

the language used to promote Eurosceptic arguments. Despite his denial, by referring to what ‘was 

once the nerve centre of an empire’, as well as to ‘Global Britain’ as an opportunity to rediscover the 

dynamism of the past, Johnson is clearly mobilising a language that is steeped in nostalgia. 

Consequently, it can be argued that Johnson is mobilising what Svetlana Boym refers to as 

‘restorative nostalgia’, meaning a form of nostalgia that does not think of itself as nostalgia, yet which 

seeks to restore or reconstruct what was lost.339 In other words, Johnson uses ‘restorative nostalgia’ 

as a rhetorical tool to emphasise the national past as a way to construct a post-Brexit identity and 

purpose in the world, all the while escaping both the unproductive aspects of nostalgia itself, as well 

as some of the darker sides of the imperial experience. 

Britain’s ties to the Anglosphere have been used in similar ways as its Commonwealth 

connection in British Eurosceptic rhetoric – as a way to re-establish Britain’s global perspective and 

to imagine a new identity and role for Britain on the world stage. The term ‘Anglosphere’ was 
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originally coined by American writer James C. Bennett whose definition of the concept runs as 

follows: 

To be part of the Anglosphere requires adherence to the fundamental customs and 

values that form the core of English-speaking cultures. These include individualism, the 

rule of law, honouring contracts and covenants, and the elevation of freedom to the first 

rank of political and cultural values. Nations comprising the Anglosphere share a 

common historical narrative in which the Magna Carta, the English and the American 

Bills of Rights, and such Common Law principles as trial by jury, presumption of 

innocence and “a man’s home is his castle” are taken for granted.340 

 

Although definitions and models of the ‘Anglosphere’ vary, all include the four core countries of 

Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom.341 In other words, the Anglosphere 

consists of countries that are predominantly white and were once part of the British Empire. In British 

politics the Anglosphere entails an alliance or closer relations with other English-speaking countries 

which share the same political structures, economic culture, and values such as free trade, individual 

rights and freedom, and parliamentary democracy. Michael Kenny and Nick Pearce argue that the 

most appealing feature of the Anglosphere has been ‘the prospect of the UK finding an alliance 

founded upon deep, shared values, the antithesis of the position it faced in Europe.’ In this sense, the 

Anglosphere represents ‘an entirely different geopolitical and economic future for the United 

Kingdom, one that claims to relocate it in the historical trajectory and distinctive values that once 

made Britain great.’342 

In his book How We Invented Freedom & Why It Matters (2013), Hannan calls for an 

Anglosphere free-trade area as an alternative to Britain’s membership of the European Union based 

on three shared core values, namely rule of law, personal liberty, and representative government.343 

In other words, by emphasising a shared set of values and traditions, Hannan implies a more natural 
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affiliation between Britain and the rest of the Anglosphere compared to other nations. However, 

Hannan also argues that these values are being discarded, especially in Britain: 

As it has surrendered its sovereignty to the EU, so it has progressively surrendered the 

various elements of its national distinctiveness. Laws are passed by European 

Commissioners, who are appointed, not elected. Trade has been artificially redirected 

from the English-speaking hinterland to the cramped and dwindling Europeans customs 

union. Power has shifted from Parliament to the standing apparat, both at national level 

and in Brussels.344 

 

The remedy for this ailment, according to Hannan, is to ‘remember who we are’, suggesting a return 

to Britain’s core values and traditions by aiming for ‘an Anglosphere free-trade area.’345 It is 

interesting to note that Hannan explicitly prefers an Anglosphere alliance to Commonwealth relations, 

since the Commonwealth ‘contains some dictatorial regimes that have drifted away completely from 

Anglosphere values; and that, conversely, it doesn’t include two key component states: the United 

States and Ireland.’346 Robert Saunders argues that turmoil within the Commonwealth from the 1960s 

onwards, along with its complex colonial heritage, drove ideas about the Anglosphere; an alternative 

alliance between (predominantly white) nations all of which were once part of the British Empire, 

but who now share a commitment to free trade, rather than empire.347 However, despite being rooted 

in the imperial past, ideas about the Anglosphere are not necessarily backward-looking or nostalgic, 

Saunders argues. Rather, those like Hannan who seek to promote an Anglosphere free trade area ‘seek 

forms of association in the present that offer Britain international leadership, commercial advantage 

and global reach, while detaching those benefits from the stigma of empire.’348  

Within debates over Britain’s connection to Anglosphere nations, some Eurosceptics have 

further promoted the idea of an alliance between Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the United 

Kingdom (known as CANZUK) also based on shared economic and political values. Here Duncan 

Bell and Srdjan Vucetic point to the historical roots of both the CANZUK and overall Anglosphere 

discourse, referring to CANZUK as ‘the latest iteration of the once-popular idea of imperial 

federation’ (imperial federation as a substitute for the British Empire was an idea put forward in the 
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late 19th and early 20th centuries). Bell and Vucetic argue that the idea of Britain reconnecting with 

either Anglosphere or CANZUK nations cannot escape its imperial connotations, which explains ‘its 

magnetic appeal to some, [and] its fierce rejection by others’, as well as its critique of being ‘a 

racialised project, a reincarnation of the old “white” colonial world.’ 349 Consequently, ‘CANZUK 

serves as a window into the assumptions, interests, and dreams, of some of those seeking to maintain 

Britain’s … position as a major global power’, Bell and Vucetic conclude.350 

Astrid Erll defines ‘premediation’ as ‘a cultural practice of experiencing and remembering: the 

use of existent patterns and paradigms to transform contingent events into meaningful images and 

narratives.’351 Given the imperial origins of Britain’s relationship to the Commonwealth and 

Anglosphere nations, it can be argued that Eurosceptic politicians and the media are using existing 

frameworks to make sense of the present. In other words, ideas of Britain’s global reach and natural 

affiliation to the nations of the Commonwealth and Anglosphere which are rooted in the past are used 

to shape new memories and experiences in relation to Britain’s relationship to the European Union in 

the present.  

Further, the process of ‘remediation’, defined as repeated representations of the past in various 

media and across time and space, ensures that what is known about the past consists of ‘a canon of 

existent medial constructions, to the narratives, images and myths circulating in a memory culture.’352 

In other words, the on-going mediation of Britain’s imperial past – over time and through diverse 

media – has created a system of ready-made cultural references for memory-makers, such as 

politicians and the media, to make use of when promoting certain political agendas or visions of 

Britain’s future. Accordingly, the emphasis on Commonwealth and Anglosphere relations as a 

symbol for Britain’s global reach relies on existing narratives about British exceptionalism and the 

imperial past, yet, simultaneously, it is a new representation of the imperial past in which 

Commonwealth and Anglosphere relations are imagined as an alternative for Britain’s membership 

of the EU. 

The combined process of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’ reshapes cultural memory. In this sense, the 

different meanings that are ascribed to the imperial past change according to present needs and 

circumstances. I argue that this process allows Britain’s relationship to the Commonwealth and 

Anglosphere to be articulated in terms of shared values, thereby shedding its imperial origins. This 
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in turn allows British Eurosceptics to imagine a new identity and future for Britain outside the 

European Union; a future which entails international leadership and global reach while at the same 

time detaching both characteristics from any imperial connotations. Or as David Gowland argues, the 

idea of a Commonwealth or Anglosphere alliance as an alternative to EU membership ‘provides a 

platform from which to reject the declinist, defeatist view of Britain in favour of the country’s 

exceptionalist standing in the world, less a case of retreat to a fading past … and more a matter of 

pursuing the vision of an outward looking, seafaring country with a global perspective.’353 

The suggestion that Britain had more in common with Anglosphere nations was also apparent 

in the media. Replying to the assertion that Britain’s departure from the EU would be ‘a leap into the 

unknown’, former editor Charles Moore for the Daily Telegraph argued in a comment from 2015 that 

quite the opposite is true – ‘British independence is not at all unknown – it was our condition for our 

entire history until we entered what was then the European Economic Community in 1973.’ Rather, 

‘to become a normal, self-governing state once more would be a leap into the known. The world is 

full of such states, some of which – such as Australia, Canada and New Zealand – work very well 

and are close to our own traditions.’354 By mentioning free states such as ‘Australia, Canada and New 

Zealand’ Moore also suggests that Britain has a more natural affinity with these states. What is more, 

Moore is explicitly harking back to an imaginary past before Britain entered the EEC suggesting that 

Britain’s history as a free nation came to an end in 1973. By referring to ‘our entire history’, Moore 

establishes a direct link between a past before membership when Britain’s role in the world seemingly 

was clear and its independence intact and the opportunities of the future should Britain leave the EU.  

In addition to emphasising a natural bond, the rhetoric surrounding Britain’s close relationship 

with the Commonwealth and the Anglosphere further highlights a British ‘instinct’ to look beyond 

the continent of Europe to the wider world. In his book A Doomed Marriage: Britain and Europe 

(2012), Hannan argues that contrary to the other member states, membership of the European 

Economic Community was never sold to the British people as a peace project. Rather, political leaders 

‘appealed to the free-trading instincts of a merchant nation’ as membership was sold as an economic 

opportunity. However, Hannan argues, upon entry in 1973, Britain ‘stood aside from her natural 

hinterland: the markets of the Commonwealth and the wider Anglosphere’ and ‘at a stroke, 

Commonwealth free trade was replaced with the Common External Tariff’355 (emphasis mine). By 

referring to national ‘instincts’ and the Commonwealth and the Anglosphere as Britain’s ‘natural 
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hinterland’, Hannan is suggesting that British membership of the EU is somehow unnatural. The 

emphasis on national instinct and natural bonds demonstrates a continued reliance on ideas of British 

exceptionalism (in the form of Britain’s global worldview) in Eurosceptic rhetoric. In this sense, the 

emphasis on the Anglosphere generates a narrative that continues to set Britain apart from the rest of 

Europe.  

The emphasis on ‘instincts’ was also evident in the runup to and the aftermath of the Brexit 

referendum. The Daily Mail saluted prominent Leave campaigner and then Secretary of State, 

Michael Gove, who offered a tone of ‘confidence and optimism’ compared to the ‘apocalyptic 

warnings’ of Remain. Stating the reason for such optimism, the editorial quoted Gove who had argued 

that ‘This country’s instincts and institutions, its people and its principles, are capable not just of 

making our society freer, fairer and richer, but also once more setting an inspirational example to the 

world.’356 Similarly, a few days after the referendum, Charles Moore commented in the Telegraph 

that ‘Thanks to the instincts of a free people, democracy has been restored.’ This notion that freedom 

and democracy came more naturally to Britain is repeated at the end of the comment, as Moore stated: 

‘By the deep cultural instinct of a free people, this amazing, unprecedented restoration was accepted 

without riots, or police, or revolution’ 357 (emphasis mine). Finally, in her key speech on Brexit, Prime 

Minister Theresa May also emphasised Britain’s ‘instincts’ to ‘look beyond Europe to the 

opportunities of the wider world.’ 358 

The use of words such as ‘instincts’ and ‘natural’ not only works to highlight a fundamental 

difference between Britain and the other EU member states, but also suggests a difference that goes 

beyond politics and political strategy and is inherent in the genetic makeup of Britain as a nation. 

Furthermore, Gove’s use of the phrase ‘once again’ and Moore’s use of the word ‘restoration’ suggest 

that something has been lost as a consequence of Britain’s EU membership and, therefore, needs to 

be restored. In other words, Eurosceptics such as Gove and Moore equate Britain’s membership with 

the loss of democracy and ability to inspire on the world stage; a rightful state that only can be restored 

outside of the European Union.  

This section has sought to demonstrate how Eurosceptic politicians and the media have 

emphasised Britain’s relationship with the Commonwealth and Anglosphere nations as alternatives 

to membership of the European Union. Such alliances hark back to ideas of imperial federation in the 
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18th and 19th century which sought to reaffirm the link between Britain and its colonies. Consequently, 

the idea of rekindled friendships with the Commonwealth and Anglosphere cannot escape their 

imperial roots. However, in the context of the European debate, the mobilisation of this idea ‘…forms 

part of a broader rhetorical strategy to allow the British people to imagine a future outside European 

economic and political institutions.’359  

In other words, the emphasis on the Commonwealth or Anglosphere as alternatives for EU 

membership is one example of how Eurosceptic actors mobilise the memory of empire as a way to 

establish a desirable future for Britain outside the EU. Consequently, I argue that the 

Commonwealth/Anglosphere argument which is based on the idea that Britain’s is more naturally 

aligned with these nations in terms of language, history and political and economic traditions is part 

of the resurrected and imaginary imperial dimension of Eurosceptic rhetoric. However, due to the 

highly selective and reconstructive nature of memory, politicians and the media are able to highlight 

Britain’s connection to the Commonwealth and Anglosphere as examples of Britain’s global reach 

and leadership potential, thereby separating both from their imperial connotations.  

 

Britain as the champion of global free trade 
 

Closely linked to the idea of restored relationships with the Commonwealth and Anglosphere 

nations as an alternative to EU membership is the Eurosceptic emphasis on Britain and global free 

trade. Upon coming out on the side of Leave, Boris Johnson acknowledged that once Britain had left 

the European Union, it would have to negotiate a large number of trade deals. This, however, should 

not be an impossible task, Johnson reasoned, as ‘We used to run the biggest empire the world has 

ever seen…’ 360 According to Oliver Daddow, the emphasis on trade in Eurosceptic discourse draws 

on conventional elements of Conservative thinking about Britain’s role in the global economy. In the 

context of this thesis, the most important of these elements is the idea that ‘the EU’s “highly regulated 

and expensive Single Market and Customs Union approach” [has] inhibited Britain from achieving 

its “historic mission of supporting global free trade”…’361 Contrary to Johnson’s very explicit 

reference to empire, I argue that one of the ways in which the imperial dimension implicitly comes 

to the fore in the Eurosceptic debate in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum is through an 
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emphasis on global free trade. Political actors, as well as the media, are keen to refer to a time when 

Britain was free to spread the value of free trade across the globe. In other words, before the 

confinements of EU membership limited Britain from signing trade deals with non-EU countries.  

Although not as explicitly as Johnson, Daniel Hannan has also made the case for global free 

trade on several occasions. In 2012, Hannan argued that ‘we should raise our eyes to more distant 

horizons and rediscover the global vocation that our fathers took for granted.’362 Again in 2013, 

Hannan stated that ‘Outside the EU, Britain will be free to define a global vocation again: as a 

champion of the Commonwealth and Anglosphere, and as the leading global champion of free 

trade’363 (emphasis mine). And finally, writing for the Telegraph following the Brexit referendum, 

Hannan welcomed the prospect of independent trade deals stating that ‘From Australia to Uruguay, 

countries are lining up to sign trade deals with Britain. We are on the way to becoming the centre of 

global commerce, an off-shore entrepôt, whose example will do far more to persuade the EU to 

liberalise than ever our imprecation did.’364 In defining Britain’s new role in the world as ‘the leading 

global champion of free trade’, Hannan evoked a time when Britain’s ‘global vocation’ was arguably 

clear. His use of the words ‘rediscover’ and ‘again’ in connection to Britain finding a new role clearly 

suggested that a defining characteristic of British identity and purpose had been lost and needed to be 

restored.  

The comment section in the Telegraph is also a ready source of statements aligning British 

prosperity and influence with trade. In 2015, one contributor argued that Britain was missing out 

when it came to manufacturing and foreign trade – directly linking Britain’s status in the world with 

foreign trade by arguing that British manufacturers enjoyed long-standing popularity across 

continents. Drawing on ideas of British exceptionalism, it was an attempt to distinguish Britain from 

the rest of Europe: ‘From international finance to our universities and even pop music, Britain is at 

the top of the league across many sectors … If we want to retain Britain’s status as a world power 

that punches far beyond its weight, both businesses and government need to think and act globally.’ 

The imperial dimension was apparent in the way the comment used references to history, stating that 

‘Culture, the English language, a history of engagement with the world – all of these factors give us 

a distinct advantage over our competitors’ and ‘As an island, our history has always been defined by 

trade…’365 In this particular example, the imperial dimension takes the form of trade. The author 
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explicitly states that Britain is currently ‘missing out’ and in order to retain its world power status, 

Britain needs to ‘think and act globally’ – as it did in the past. This comment exemplifies how history 

can provide a form of language that is suggestive of past imperial achievements, yet without 

mentioning the Empire itself.  

In stating their argument for Britain to leave the European Union, Eurosceptics keenly refer to 

history. In a comment for the Telegraph prior to the referendum, Conservative British businessman 

Jeffrey Sterling argued that ‘Our 40-year membership of Europe is just a short period in this country’s 

history. I do not consider that “leaving” is the correct term for wanting to end our membership of the 

EU. It is really about reasserting control over our own destiny’ (emphasis mine). Sterling had no 

doubt that Britain could prosper outside the EU, ‘…working closely with our strong long-term 

relationships worldwide, particularly with the Commonwealth, the USA and, of course, the EU.’ 

Thus, he concluded that ‘The vote on June 23 is the opportunity for this nation to recover the 

independence that has been central to its great history’366 (emphasis mine). Sterling’s opinion piece 

used the verbs ‘reassert’ and ‘recover’ to indicate that something had been lost, namely control. The 

reference to Britain’s ‘great history’ further indicated the tendency to mobilise a language that drew 

on the past as a way to chart out a direction for the future. The term ‘great history’ is obviously very 

broad and does not explicitly refer to Britain as an imperial power. However, I would argue that in 

this case it refers back to a time when Britain perceivably was in control. Similar to the previous 

example, this shows how the imperial dimension is not necessarily a reference to the British Empire 

itself, but rather a reference to a time or a period when Britain was in control and its role in the world 

was clear which in turn happens to coincide with empire.  

The idea that trade relationships with ‘old friends’ in form of the Commonwealth and 

Anglosphere nations needs to be revived and that it somehow can make up for the potential loss of 

trade with the EU has been subject to criticism by opponents of Brexit. This particular wish to revive 

relationships with what happened to be former territories of the British Empire was dubbed ‘Empire 

2.0’ by its critics.367 However, it is important to keep in mind that the language used by Brexit 

advocates themselves is largely devoid of explicit imperial references. Nonetheless, the emphasis on 

global free trade in British Eurosceptic rhetoric creates ‘a curiously dehistoricised vision’ of Britain’s 

relationship with the Commonwealth and Anglosphere; one that emphasises ‘a shared history of free 
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trade’ rather than a colonial experience. In this sense, as Robert Saunders argues, Eurosceptics are 

able to create ‘a heroic vision of British history that was global, rather than imperial, serving to detach 

a memory of British greatness from the sinews of imperial power.’368 As discussed above, it is actually 

the causal way in which leading Eurosceptics shrug off the imperial past, rather than systematically 

evoke it, that is central to Eurosceptic rhetoric in the age Brexit.369 Drawing on a commitment to the 

spread of free trade as key to Britain’s post-Brexit role on the world stage ‘Brexiteers have 

consistently presented themselves as globalists keen to build on Britain’s nineteenth-century legacy 

as a champion of free trade but have glossed over the ways in which free trade was itself an imperial 

project.’370  

Like Commonwealth or Anglosphere relations, references to global free trade are one way in 

which the imperial dimension in its resurrected form comes to the fore in British Eurosceptic 

discourse. And much like the emphasis on Commonwealth or Anglosphere relations, the idea of 

Britain – freed from the confinements of EU membership – stepping onto the world stage as the leader 

of global free trade is a result of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’ of the imperial past. Again, existing 

frameworks of thought about Britain’s economic values (rooted in the imperial past) shape new 

experiences and ideas about Britain’s future as the champion of free trade. And repeated 

representations of Britain’s role in spreading economic and cultural values across the globe in the 

past are a ready-made rhetorical resource through which to articulate a new identity and role for 

Britain outside the European Union. As a result, Eurosceptic actors are able to highlight Britain’s 

ability to lead the world in global free trade, and at the same time disregard how it was the inequalities 

exploited by British Empire which facilitated the spread of British trade in the first place. 

 

Britain’s future world role 
 

In this final section, I argue that yet another way in which the imperial dimension implicitly 

appears in the Eurosceptic debate is through ideas about Britain’s role in the world. As previously 

mentioned, the debates about Britain’s membership of the European Union and its role in the world 

have always been closely linked in the sense that a preoccupation with global leadership has 

influenced British attitudes towards the EU.371 Yet here I am specifically concerned with how 
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politicians and the media in the years leading up to the 2016 referendum drew on the past as a way to 

chart out a future identity and role for Britain outside the EU.  

 Central to the Eurosceptic ideas about Britain’s role in the world is the notion that Britain is 

more than just another European country. In the context of the Russia-Ukraine crisis and the 

advancement of Isil in the Middle East, an editorial in the Telegraph in 2015 asked what Britain’s 

role in the world should be and compared the 2015 situation to the Second World War – ‘a time when 

Britain’s global purpose was clear’:  

Britain still benefits from its global reputation – enhanced by its history and cultural 

exports. English remains the international language. And the UK enjoys prominent 

membership of the G7, Nato and the UN Security Council. It acts as a bridge between 

the EU and America. This unique combination of advantages leaves the UK well placed 

to be a champion of liberal, capitalist democracy … Britain’s Parliament is a model to 

the world, its policy on trade has enriched millions and its respect for civil liberties is 

admired … In short, Britain could and should offer moral leadership in Western foreign 

affairs.372 

 

In this view, the reason for Britain’s current lack of national purpose was a combination of uncertainty 

regarding Britain’s future within the EU (given Cameron’s renegotiation and the upcoming 

referendum on membership) and major cuts in defence spending (the latter a result of the Coalition 

Government’s austerity measures rather than EU initiatives). Though no explicit blame was 

apportioned to the EU or EU membership for Britain’s lack of national purpose, the conclusion 

nevertheless pointed to the need for a wider sphere of endeavour: ‘Surely, the UK’s global role, its 

destiny, even, is to share those values with the wider world.’ 373 The comparison to the Second World 

War as ‘a time when Britain’s global purpose was clear’ harked explicitly back to a time when the 

empire was still intact and functioned as a resource on which Britain could draw in the fight against 

Nazi Germany. But in this version of history, Britain’s values are rewritten as a parliamentary political 

system, policies on trade, civil liberty, and moral leadership. Consequently, the connection between 

Britain’s ‘global reputation – enhanced by its history’ is overlooked.  

Just days before the 2016 referendum, the editorial lines of both the Daily Mail and the Daily 

Telegraph sought to convince their readers to vote Leave by outlining a bright future for Britain 
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outside the European Union. The Daily Mail argued that ‘A vote to leave would enable us to fulfil 

our destiny as one of the world’s greatest trading nations, free to strike deals with any country we 

like.’ Further, and arguably as a way to fend off criticism, the editorial concluded that ‘Remainers are 

fond of branding Leavers as “little Englanders”. But there is nothing petty-minded about being proud 

of our traditions and history as a great seafaring country with enterprise in our DNA, unafraid to reach 

out to Europe and beyond…’374 

In a similarly optimistic manner, the Telegraph called upon its readers to ‘Vote leave to benefit 

from a world of opportunity.’ Weaving together elements of British exceptionalism and references to 

the imperial past, the editorial stated that  

A world of opportunity is waiting for a fully independent Britain. This country is a 

leading economic power, its language is global, its laws are trusted and its reputation 

for fair dealing is second to none. To say that we cannot thrive free of the EU’s 

constraint’s is defeatist and flies in the face of this country’s great mercantile 

traditions375 (emphasis mine).   

 

In both editorials, the imperial dimension appears in the form of trade, as Britain’s global reach and 

free market economy is highlighted as guarantor for its prosperity outside the constraints of the 

European Union. Furthermore, both editorials exemplify how the discourse of British exceptionalism 

facilitates the appearance of the imperial dimension in the sense that Britain’s exceptional history and 

traditions are used to chart out an optimistic future and meaningful purpose for Britain outside the 

EU.  

As a response to the argument put forward by the Remain campaign that instead of leaving the 

EU altogether, Britain can occupy an outer ring of countries that do not wish to partake in further 

integration, the same Telegraph editorial asked:  

Is this what we want for our country: peripheral status, an unloved and little-noticed 

satellite of a Greater EU? Or do we want to be an independent nation once more, free 

to make our own decisions, forge our own trading relationships and maintain our own 

strategic and diplomatic partnerships? … Why then, would a country with our history 
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and economic strength want to continue its membership of such a dysfunctional 

outfit?376 (emphasis mine) 

 

By referring to EU membership as ‘peripheral status’ and Britain as ‘an unloved and little-noticed 

satellite’, the editorial highlights the assumption that Britain’s destiny cannot be realised within the 

constraints of EU. By further contrasting such a sorry state to ‘a country with our history’, the editorial 

both continues the long-established narrative of ‘us v them’ that separates Britain from the rest of the 

EU, as well as suggests that the key to Britain’s future outside the union lies in its past. The editorial 

argues that ‘Britain … has always been a global player, with its connection to the Commonwealth, 

the UN and Nato, and will be again’ (emphasis mine). Finally, and perhaps in an attempt to fend off 

the accusation of imperial nostalgia, the editorial concluded by stating: ‘In supporting a vote to leave, 

we are not harking back to a Britannic golden age lost in the mists of time but looking forward to a 

new beginning for our country.’377 As argued above, by disavowing any nostalgic longing for a 

‘golden age’, the editorial is disavowing the very thing it insistently invokes. The reference to Britain 

as a ‘global player’ strips its history of its imperial connotations as it seeks to highlight this 

characteristic as connected to national prestige rather than empire. As Thackeray and Toye argue 

‘…the rhetorical skill of Brexiteers … lay in their ability to conjure up an imagined future drawing 

on an equally brilliant imagined past in which formal Empire was largely absent but British power 

and prestige was enormous.’378  

Following the referendum, the Telegraph’s defence editor and chief foreign affairs columnist, 

Con Coughlin, argued that funding and maintaining the navy was crucial to post-Brexit Britain: ‘For 

a nation whose prosperity depends on its ability to trade freely around the world, the ability to 

maintain a first-class navy is seen as being a vital national asset’, and the planned construction of two 

new aircraft carriers ‘will restore Britain’s position as one of the world’s leading maritime powers.’ 

Coughlin concluded that ‘Britain’s success post-Brexit will depend to a large extent on its ability to 

forge new trading relationships around the globe … spending more on the Navy is not a bad way to 

guarantee our future prosperity.’379 In charting out Britain’s future prosperity, Coughlin makes a 

direct link between the days when ‘Britannia ruled the waves’ and safeguarded British trade across 

the globe to that same navy being key to restoring Britain’s role as ‘one of the world’s leading 
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maritime powers.’ Consequently, his emphasis on hard military power cannot escape its imperial 

connotations in the sense that the Royal Navy played a key role in formation and preservation of the 

British Empire. 

In sum, the emphasis on Commonwealth and Anglosphere relations, global free trade, and 

Britain’s new role in the world are all part of what I refer to as the ‘imperial dimension’ of British 

Eurosceptic rhetoric in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum as Eurosceptic actors sought to 

create a new narrative about British identity and role in the world outside the European Union. As 

Erll reminds us, ‘Individual and collective memories are never a mirror image of the past, but rather 

an expressive indication of the needs and interests of the person or group doing the remembering in 

the present.’380 In other words, the mobilisation of memories of empire in Eurosceptic debate says as 

much about Britain’s present political discontent in connection to the EU than it does about the 

imperial past itself.  

 

Conclusion  
 

Elizabeth Buettner argues that there is nothing particularly exceptional about Britain’s imperial 

experience in the sense that other European nations such as France, Spain, Belgium, Italy, the 

Netherlands and Portugal all have had to deal with decolonisation and coming to terms with their 

respective colonial legacies. However, what is exceptional about Britain is ‘the uncanny ability of 

Britain’s imperial past and Commonwealth heritage to become periodically revived, as it did so 

spectacularly in the run-up to and aftermath of the 2016 Brexit referendum.’381 In other words, ‘Where 

Britain is unique in post-colonial Europe is in the way common perceptions of its imperial past have 

fed political fantasies of global alternatives to continental associations to the extent that they have 

become construed as incompatible with European loyalties.’382 

This chapter has sought to demonstrate the revival of what I refer to as the ‘imperial dimension’ 

of British Eurosceptic rhetoric. First, I argue that this imperial dimension only occurs in the immediate 

years leading up to the Brexit referendum, specifically after David Cameron’s promise to renegotiate 

Britain’s membership of the EU and put the result to the people in an ‘In/Out’ referendum. As the 

possibility of Britain’s actual withdrawal from the EU moved from the fringes of the political right 
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and into the mainstream, Eurosceptics found themselves in need of a new narrative about British 

identity and role outside the EU. Second, I argue that the imperial dimension of British Eurosceptic 

rhetoric is largely implicit and mostly manifests itself through references to Britain’s relationship to 

the Commonwealth and Anglosphere nations as a way to emphasise Britain’s global reach; to global 

free trade; and the use of history to map out a future role for Britain on the world stage. In other 

words, by drawing on the memory of empire, Eurosceptic politicians and the media are able to 

articulate a certain imagined Britishness, rooted in the imperial past when British influence spanned 

the globe, and thereby construct an argument about how Britain, freed from the confinements of 

Europe, will once again be able to lead the world in terms of free trade, diplomacy, and innovation. 

However, what is notable about this Eurosceptic language and use of memories of empire is the way 

in which it draws on past imperial achievements, yet without mentioning the British Empire – and on 

the rare occasion that empire is mentioned it is most often to disavow it. Accordingly, disowning 

empire allows Eurosceptic actors to focus on Britain’s global reach and historical achievements as 

enhancing its national power and prestige, all the while disconnecting them from their imperial 

origins.  

‘Memory is always about the future. When political conditions change, so do narratives about 

the past’, Jay Winter writes.383 The emphasis on Britain’s relationship with the nations of the 

Commonwealth and Anglosphere, along with the emphasis on global free trade and the use of history 

to construct a new role for Britain in the world, all work to produce an effective narrative of identity 

and purpose for Britain outside the European Union. However, they are all deeply rooted in the 

imperial past.  

The combined process of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’ reshapes memory. Accordingly, the narrative 

discourse of Commonwealth and Anglosphere relations, global free trade, and Britain’s new role in 

the world are all the result of how existing patterns of thought, i.e. memories of empire, are used to 

create meaningful narratives about British identity and role in the world (premediation), as well as 

the repeated representations of the imperial past through various media and across time and space 

(remediation). In other words, through the process of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’, the imperial past 

provides a range of images of Britain that can be used to make sense of the present and generate new 

narratives of identity and purpose, yet without making the empire explicit. Accordingly, it is the 

process of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’ that allows the imperial dimension to resurface in a new and 

imaginary form in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum. As this chapter has made clear, 
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references to empire do not refer to colonial rule, nor do they carry the same meaning as they did in 

the early 1960s and 1970s, when Britain’s Commonwealth connections were still considered a viable 

alternative to European cooperation. Rather, in its resurrected form, the memory of empire becomes 

a means of alleviating Britain’s contemporary troubles; a readymade rhetorical resource through 

which an alternative, better future for Britain outside the EU can be articulated. As chapter seven will 

demonstrate, this remarkable resurgence of the imperial past in British Eurosceptic rhetoric relied on 

a shift in the ways in which empire has been remembered and articulated in the years leading up to 

the Brexit referendum. A shift away from the empire’s negative connotations towards a far more 

celebratory view of Britain’s imperial past. 
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Chapter 6 

‘An unconditional surrender’: ideas of war, defeat, and loss in British 
Eurosceptic rhetoric 

 

As early as 1962, following Britain’s first application to join the European Economic 

Community, former British Ambassador to Moscow Sir William Hayter wrote that ‘in a few years 

we shall have to make an unconditional surrender to get in’384 (emphasis mine). The notion that 

Britain’s ensuing entry into the EEC equalled an act of surrender has been a continuous theme in 

British Eurosceptic rhetoric since the early days of membership. British Eurosceptic rhetoric makes 

frequent use of war and adversarial references when describing Britain’s relationship with its 

European partners. In addition to the notion of surrender, this narrative trend is characterised by the 

use of words such as ‘defeat’ and ‘threat’ as it portrays Britain as being under attack from an external 

enemy. As in the previous chapters, it is political actors and the media that generate the Eurosceptic 

arguments examined in this chapter. Combined they create a narrative that depicts Britain’s 

membership of the European Union as an on-going struggle for national survival. This is what I refer 

to as the ‘war narrative’ in British Eurosceptic rhetoric.  

In this chapter, I argue that the ‘war narrative’ as a trope within British Eurosceptic rhetoric has 

the function of articulating a specific form of Euroscepticism that views Britain’s relationship with 

the EU as a struggle rather than a cooperation. In this sense, the war narrative is another way in which 

Eurosceptics are able to construct an identity for Britain in relation to the rest of the EU; an identity 

that again is fundamentally at odds with EU membership. What is more, feelings of defeatism are 

often accompanied by an overall sense of loss, which in turn generates a need for restoration. This 

sense of loss can be detected in the language used by both politicians and the media as they address 

Britain’s membership of the European Union. While this sense of loss is predominantly expressed as 

loss of national sovereignty as power is transferred from Westminster to Brussels, it is also expressed 

in terms of loss of national identity and purpose. The loss is articulated through an emphasis on British 
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exceptionalism which highlights British history, along with its economic and institutional traditions. 

In this sense, the sources convey the idea that everything that made Britain exceptional was lost ‘when 

Britain came to think of itself as just another European country.’385 I further argue that the malleable 

nature of memory allows the imperial dimension to come to the fore in the war narrative through the 

language of loss, as well as through references to Britain as a colony. Consequently, the war narrative 

as a rhetorical device creates a space into which the language of empire can be positioned; a feature 

that becomes more and more prominent as the Brexit referendum approaches.  

As set out in the theoretical chapter, in the context of this thesis it is useful to think about 

narrative according to H. Porter Abbott’s definition: as a certain representation of events. In other 

words, a narrative involves both a story (about one or multiple events) and the particular way that 

story is conveyed.386 Abbott further refers to a narrative as ‘an instrument of power’ and the source 

of a narrative’s power lies in its rhetoric. ‘It has to do with all those elements of the text that produce 

the many strong or subtle combinations of feeling and thought we experience as we read.’387 

Accordingly, the rhetorical power of a narrative lies in its ability to resonate with a certain audience 

and to create a sense of shared experience. In this sense, ‘narratives’ are part of cultural memory. 

Narratives as particular representations of events are one form of media through which cultural 

memory is generated. In this sense, they are part of the process of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’ which 

produces cultural memory. Cultural memory in turn is specifically ‘concerned with the role of 

narrative in shaping the understanding of the past’, as well as ‘the role of media in transmitting and 

distributing those narratives and the power of stories to mobilize affect and loyalty.’388  

‘Narratives of war’ as a specific form of narrative discourse are a broad grouping as these range 

all the way from military histories to personal accounts about the experience of war and warfare. 

Narratives of war have been described as ‘a means to empowerment and control of experiences during 

which the narrators were often powerless.’389 In other words, through narrative individual actors (such 

as soldiers) gain a voice and are able to make sense of their war experiences. In their work on the 

mobilisation of public support for the war in Afghanistan, Beatrice De Graff et al. rely on the 

conceptual framework of ‘strategic narratives’, which takes point of departure in the notion that 

people make sense of things through stories. Within the context of armed conflict, a strategic narrative 
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offers ‘answers to the fundamental why, what, and how questions of a given conflict…’ What is more, 

strategic narratives are ‘designed and nurtured by political elites with the intent of provoking a 

particular feeling or opinion and hence facilitate distinct policy initiatives.’390 Needless to say, Britain 

is not at war with the European Union in the traditional sense of the word. Nonetheless, the invocation 

of the idea that Britain and the EU are somehow engaged in a struggle is quite telling. The 

mobilisation of war metaphors by Eurosceptic political actors and the media functions as an urgent 

call to arms to resist further integration or even for Britain to withdraw from the EU. 

Since, as Abbott argues, the power of a narrative lies in its rhetoric, I am interested in the 

mobilisation of a certain kind of language in the source material. In other words, I am looking for 

words and phrases that are suggestive of conflict or war, such as ‘surrender’, ‘defeat’, and ‘threat’. 

These words share an antagonistic nature and contribute to the national dichotomy of ‘us v them’ that 

is characteristic of British Eurosceptic rhetoric. Consequently, the antagonistic mode of remembering, 

as outlined by Anna Cento Bull and Hans Lauge Hansen, is useful when considering the frequent use 

of war references and metaphors whose function it is to pit a struggling Britain against a hostile and 

powerful Europe.391 In other words, within the war narrative Britain’s relationship with the EU is 

depicted in antagonistic terms, as a struggle between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ or as Britain being threatened 

or under attack from a foreign enemy. Further, there is an emotive aspect to the antagonistic mode of 

memory in the sense that it privileges emotions in order to establish a strong sense of belonging to a 

particular community, ‘focusing on the suffering inflicted by the “evil” enemies upon this same 

community.’392 In the context of British Eurosceptic rhetoric, the so-called war narrative draws its 

persuasive strength from its emphasis on the defeat and loss suffered by Britain as a consequence of 

EU membership, thereby creating a particularly binding identity of a nation under siege by a foreign 

adversary.  

Whereas each example of text examined in this chapter can be seen as a narrative in its own 

right, I am interested in the overall representation of Britain’s relationship with the European Union 

that is constructed through the sources. Namely the representation of Britain as a defeated nation that 

has surrendered or lost its identity and purpose to Brussels. Accordingly, the narrative contains 

multiple actors (although in nonfictional narratives such as editorials/comments and political 
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statements/writings these are usually not referred to as actors or characters393). Nonetheless, in the 

context of British Eurosceptic rhetoric, the main actors are obviously Britain and the EU. However, 

it should be noted that in terms of actors, Britain and the EU do not always feature as single units. 

Rather, in both cases, the actor is a specific Eurosceptic outlet, such as a politician or the press in the 

case of Britain, or a specific EU member state or institution in case of the European Union. In terms 

of moral roles, the EU is cast as the villain or the antagonist, while Britain is cast as the protagonist, 

albeit a conquered one. Most of the examples used in this chapter have been produced in the period 

from 1995 to 2016. Accordingly, they are produced in connection to or as a response to specific event. 

These can be certain national elections or commemorative events, EU legislative initiatives or treaty 

negotiations such as Maastricht or Lisbon, and, finally, the Brexit debate. In other words, I would 

argue that the use of Eurosceptic language that emphasises war intensifies according to significant 

developments in the relationship between Britain and the EU that are perceived by Eurosceptic as 

unwanted.  

It can be argued that the war narrative follows a traditional structure which includes a beginning, 

middle and end. The narrative begins with Britain’s entry into what was then the European Economic 

Community in 1973. As the European project continued down the path towards further integration, 

Britain became engaged in an on-going struggle for the survival of its identity and sovereignty. 

However, with the Brexit vote and Britain’s exit from the EU in December 2020, the narrative comes 

to a conclusion. The overall narrative plot is that as a member of the EU Britain has had to fight a 

losing battle to protect its national sovereignty and identity from a powerful and hostile European 

other. Only by exiting the EU, can Britain be victorious and restore all that has been lost during the 

war. 

In addition to the frequent use of war references and metaphors in British Euroscepticism, the 

rhetoric also draws heavily on the memory of the Second World War in order to position 

contemporary relations with Europe as a struggle. In this sense, by drawing on a certain kind of 

antagonistic language, British Euroscepticism also mobilises a certain memory of the past. The 

collective memory of WWII is a key component of British national identity and culture, and within 

British Eurosceptic rhetoric such references serve to highlight the British experience of the war itself, 

as well as to distinguish Britain’s national character from the rest of continental Europe. Indeed, the 

experience and subsequent memory of the Second World War has been crucial to Britain’s attitudes 

towards what is now the European Union. In the early days of membership, two very different visions 
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emerged from the experience of the war. Pro-Marketeers drew on the memory of war when arguing 

for the need unity and pooling of sovereignty in order to prevent another similar disaster. Anti-

Marketeers, on the other hand, saw this same surrender of national sovereignty as a betrayal of all 

those who had fought and died to preserve it.394  

Combined the examples in this chapter produce what Yael Zerubavel refers to as the ‘master 

commemorative narrative’ that is ‘culturally constructed and provides the group members [of a given 

society] with a general notion of their shared past.’395 Zerubavel argues that ‘the construction of the 

master commemorative narrative exposes the dynamics of remembering and forgetting that underlie 

the construction of any commemorative narrative: by focusing attention on certain aspects of the past, 

it necessarily covers up others that are deemed irrelevant or disruptive to the flow of the narrative and 

ideological message.’ Consequently, ‘The master commemorative narrative represents the political 

elite’s construction of the past, which serves its special interests and promotes its political agenda.’396 

In the context of British Euroscepticism, the master narrative that is being generated by use of war 

metaphors and the reliance on the memory of WWII is a rhetorical tool for Eurosceptic actors, such 

as politicians and the media, to depict Britain’s relationship with the European Union as an on-going 

struggle in which British identity and values are being attacked. In this sense, the war narrative 

provides Eurosceptics with a rhetorical tool to construct British identity in relations to the rest of 

Europe.  

The chapter is divided into four sections, all of which are connected to the overall war narrative. 

The first section outlines and discusses the importance of the memory of the Second World War to 

British national identity. The examples (political and media) included in this section highlight how 

the memory of WWII is evoked in the European debate as a means to mobilise resistance to further 

integration. The second section focuses more directly on what I refer to as the ‘war narrative’ by 

analysing examples that use words such as ‘threat’, ‘defeat’ and ‘surrender’ when describing the 

relationship between Britain and the European Union. Together these examples create a narrative in 

which Britain is not a victor, but rather still engaged in a struggle for national survival. Section three 

examines examples in which Eurosceptic actors describe Britain’s status within the EU as that of an 

occupied colony. Finally, the fourth section examines the overall sense of loss which permeates 

British Eurosceptic rhetoric. The sense of loss is closely linked to the ‘war narrative’ in the sense that 
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in this on-going struggle between Britain and the EU something essential has been lost and therefore 

needs to be restored. Ideas of defeat and loss are a constant feature within British Eurosceptic rhetoric. 

In this sense, the idea that Britain is a defeated nation which has lost its identity and purpose functions 

as a rhetorical device for the articulation of Euroscepticism.  

 

The memory of the Second World War  
 

The memory and experience of the Second World War are a significant part of British 

exceptionalism and a key component of British national identity and culture. Lucy Noakes and Juliette 

Pattinson point to the rich legacy of the Second World War in a wide range of media such as film, 

radio, literature, photography, journalism, museum exhibitions and commemorative activities, all of 

which have worked to maintain the historical resonance of the war in British culture. What is more, 

the cultural memory of the Second World War continues to be mobilised in Britain in connection to 

post-1945 non-conflict related events, such as natural disasters and economic calamity.397 

The experience and subsequent memory of the Second World War has also been crucial to 

Britain’s attitudes towards what is now the European Union. As previously mentioned, those opposed 

to Britain’s membership of the EU have been inclined to view any surrender of national sovereignty 

as a betrayal of those who fought to protect it during the war. Embedded within the memory of the 

Second World War is the story of Winston Churchill in May 1940 when the newly appointed prime 

minister was faced with the sombre choice of whether or not to stand up to Nazi Germany. Churchill’s 

subsequent decision to ‘never surrender’ has bred the idea of Britain ‘standing alone’ against 

European aggression. In this sense, WWII has ‘provided British people with a sense of self.’398 

The idea that the European Union is a continued attempt by Germany to dominated Europe is 

a prevailing sentiment in British Euroscepticism. An example that demonstrates this can be detected 

in the writings of Boris Johnson. Prior to the Brexit referendum, Johnson stated in the Telegraph that 

‘Napoleon, Hitler, various people tried this [to unify Europe], and it ends tragically. The EU is an 

attempt to do this by different methods.’399 Alma-Pierre Bonnet further argues that to Eurosceptics, 

Churchill is considered ‘the proud defender of British values’ and is frequently referenced in 
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contemporary contexts when these values are seemingly once again under attack from the continent. 

Yet as Bonnet points out, this is ‘a simplified version’ of Churchill in which he is reduced to his 

‘finest hour’ in 1940 and subsequent fight against Hitler.400 Consequently, within the framework of 

British Eurosceptic rhetoric, references to Churchill and the Second World War often hark back to a 

time when Britain ‘stood alone’ against a foreign enemy, emphasising the national values and 

characteristics that secured a victory in the war; characteristics that distinguish Britain from the rest 

of continental Europe. In this sense, the memory of WWII is being reconstructed for the present and 

according to contemporary Eurosceptic needs and challenges.  

References to the Second World War in Eurosceptic rhetoric further suggest that the same vital 

issue is at stake in relation to the EU as was during the war, namely independence. On Remembrance 

Day 1997, a Sunday Telegraph editorial drew on the memory of war to make its case against European 

integration. Titled ‘Why we fought’, the editorial stated that ‘The perils facing Britain today are much 

less terrifying. But the great inheritance of the two wars – the independence of this country – is once 

again in danger, this time from a bureaucratic rather than military masterplan.’401 Similarly, two years 

later, on Remembrance Day 1999, the editorial line of the Daily Mail lamented that ‘a Westminster 

that once resounded to the oratory of Winston Churchill and David Lloyd George is now stuffed with 

toadies and placemen ever anxious to show their subservience to Brussels.’ The editorial concluded 

that ‘We are still recognisably the free nation for which so many fought and died. How tragic it would 

be if through lack of confidence or submission to a federalist dream we thew that independence 

away.’402 As with all memory, the cultural memory of the Second World War in Britain has been 

altered and reinvented to suit the needs and challenges of the present. Jeff Hill argues that ‘much of 

the war’s power to influence derives from the assumed qualities which the war effort unleashed. The 

“finest hour” was seen to have brought forth admirable British characteristics, all the more admired 

historically for their being absent in the present.’403 The latter editorial’s explicit comparison between 

wartime prime ministers Winston Churchill and David Lloyd George and contemporary ‘toadies and 

placemen’ certainly suggested that certain qualities inhabited by the former war leaders were missing 

at a time when Britain was faced with yet another threat from the Continent.  
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As a correspondent for the Telegraph in Brussels in the early 1990s, Boris Johnson wrote a 

report titled ‘D-Day on Europe’ – an obvious reference to the D-Day landings on the beaches of 

Normandy during the Second World War. Written in connection to the upcoming Maastricht Treaty, 

the report argued that Europe is a historic crossroad, faced with two different destines. ‘The wording 

of the Treaty that comes out of Maastricht could determine whether Europe remains a community of 

nations working together in ever closer union, or whether it embarks on an evolution towards a single 

country, with sovereignty eventually invested in supranational institutions’ Johnson stated.404 The 

comparison between the D-Day landings in 1944 and the EC in the early 1990s is telling. The original 

landings in 1944 presented a decisive shift in the war, contributing to the eventual victory of the 

Allied powers. In this sense, the linking of D-Day to the Maastricht Treaty exploited the image of 

resistance inherent in a successful military campaign that had to be harnessed once again to fight the 

integrationist development of European cooperation.  

A similar reference to the Second World War appeared on the front-page of the Daily Mail two 

weeks prior to the 1997 General Election, which resulted in a landslide victory for the far more pro-

European Tony Blair and New Labour. Titled ‘Battle for Britain’, the editorial made an obvious 

reference to the Second World War military campaign from 10 July to 31 October 1940 when Britain 

was subjected to large-scale attacks by the German Luftwaffe. The editorial linked the WWII military 

campaign to Britain’s relationship with Europe and described the latter as ‘the issue that will change 

our lives more profoundly than any other.’ Drawing on the memory of war, the editorial asked: ‘Can 

we survive as a free nation or are we to be bulldozed into a federal European state? Will our lives be 

shaped by those we are soon to elect or will the sovereign authority of the Parliament of Westminster 

be usurped by bankers in Frankfurt and an unelected bureaucracy?’405   

Finally, in a 2009 editorial titled ‘Once again, we must fight for democracy’, the Daily Mail 

linked the effects of the Lisbon Treaty to the fall of the Berlin Wall. The editorial described the fall 

of the wall as ‘a decisive victory for democracy and free-market capitalism.’ However, ‘within 20 

years capitalism would be shaken to its foundations – and democracy in the continent of its birth 

would suffer its most devastating setback since Hitler embarked on his orgy of conquest in 1939…’ 

The editorial complained that ‘…it was this week in which our right to govern ourselves – for which 

Britons through the ages have paid with their blood – was consigned to an EU over which we have 

no control.’406 The explicit mentioning of Hitler and the year 1939 linked the editorial’s critique to 
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the memory of the Second World War. Further, the mentioning of Britons who ‘have paid with their 

blood’ drew on the Eurosceptic notion that surrendering national sovereignty to Brussels equalled a 

betrayal of those who fought and died to preserve it during the war. 

As mentioned, the Second World War has a rich legacy in Britain in the form of film, literature, 

exhibitions and commemorative activities, and the spirit of the war is continuously being harnessed 

in connection to events that have nothing to do with war. However, in these cases the memory of the 

war is mobilised as a source of pride in order to restore national confidence. In the context of British 

Euroscepticism, what is truly remarkable about the so-called ‘war narrative’ and its reliance on the 

memory of WWII is how a moment of victory suddenly breeds ideas of defeat and loss. As Bernhard 

Giesen argues, triumph and trauma are not the polar opposites which they might seem. Rather, there 

is an inherent ambivalence in the relationship between the two in the sense that ‘Both can change 

places if the perspective shifts.’407 The end of empire brought about a significant change in self-

perception in metropolitan Britain. According to Bill Schwarz, the large number of non-white 

migrants to Britain brought feelings of insecurity about the before understated notions of whiteness, 

prompting an urgent need to rearticulate ‘a language of racial whiteness’ as a contrast to the blackness 

of the incoming migrants. Schwarz argues that whereas ‘At the height of empire the dominating story 

of whiteness had been heroic, told in the masculine mode, in which the settler made history by 

conquering native and nature alike’, this new articulation of racial whiteness represented Britons as 

‘a defeated people’ and ‘vulnerable, aged white women, living in the mean streets of collapsed 

English cities, subjected to incessant indignities by the natives who were now inexplicably in their 

midst… Conqueror, it seemed, had become conquered.’408 In this sense, as the empire was coming to 

an end, black migration to the metropole generated new memories of the imperial past in response to 

the perceived disorder of the present.409  

In the context of British Euroscepticism, the shift from victory over Nazi Germany in the 

Second World War to ideas of Britain as a defeated nation also must be understood in relation to the 

challenges of the present. In the aftermath of victory, the empire ‘on which the sun never set’ came 

to an end and Britain had to readjust its foreign policy priorities towards the EEC. Anne Deighton 

links Britain’s imperial inheritance – in the form of its global span and responsibilities – to ideas of 

heroism and success in war, particularly the two world wars. These ‘memories of power’, along with 

the continuous craving for a leadership role on the world stage, have contributed to Britain’s enduring 
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reluctance towards European integration.410 According to Deighton, Britain’s preoccupation with 

leadership has resulted in resistance towards European integration in the sense that membership of 

the EU is seen as ‘an unhappy alternative’ to the global power Britain enjoyed at the peak of its 

Empire.411  

Schwarz’ notion that in the aftermath of empire, the conqueror had become conquered can be 

linked to contemporary Euroscepticism in the sense that ideas of defeat and loss have become 

powerful tools in the Eurosceptic narrative construction of British identity and its relationship to the 

European Union. This antagonist mode of memory further fuels othering of the European Union and 

deepens the national dichotomy between a British ‘us’ and a European ‘them’ that is characteristic of 

British Euroscepticism. Consequently, the following section will demonstrate these ideas of defeat 

and loss and their mobilisation in the construction of Eurosceptic arguments both in politics and the 

media. 

 

The ‘war narrative’ – ideas of defeat 
 

The ‘war narrative’ refers to a certain representation of Britain’s relationship with the European 

Union within British Eurosceptic discourse. It draws on the idea of Britain as a defeated nation, 

engaged in an on-going struggle for national survival by using certain words such as ‘surrender’, 

‘defeat’, ‘threat’ and other references to war to describe Britain’s membership of the EU. As 

mentioned, the essential function of references to war and defeat in British Eurosceptic rhetoric is to 

portray Britain and the rest of the EU as adversaries rather than cooperating partners. Mathias 

Haeussler argues that the Sun’s stance on the Falklands War in the early 1980s with its emphasis on 

war signalled ‘…the re-emergence of the Second World War in popular constructions of British, and 

particularly English, national identity from the 1980s onwards, which would shape the popular press’s 

coverage of European integration in the years and decades to come.’412 More specifically, Haeussler 

continues, ‘the popular press now depicted the EC/EU as a dangerous threat to British interests and 
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identity, a trend that found its culmination in the tabloids’ coverage of the “Brexit” referendum in 

2016.’413  

The following will demonstrate this narrative tendency to use war metaphors when referring to 

Britain’s relationship with the rest of the European Union. Headlines in the media frequently include 

words such as ‘struggle’, ‘defeat’, ‘threat’, ‘surrender’ and ‘fight’414, and politicians frequently use 

the same kind of language to promote Eurosceptic agendas. As mentioned, the use of this kind of war 

references functions to create an image of Britain being engaged in a struggle, rather than cooperating, 

with the rest of the European Union. In other words, the initiatives and directives coming from 

Brussels are never perceived as beneficial for Britain; rather, they are always described as infringing 

on British rights and traditions. In this sense Britain is described as being in a constant ‘life or death’ 

struggle to fend of European influence and protect its tradition, heritage, and way of life.  

As correspondent for the Daily Telegraph in the years 1989-94, Boris Johnson made frequent 

use of these kinds of war references. Johnson used headlines such as ‘Britain retreats as Europe votes 

on closer union’ (9 December 1989), ‘Defence: Delors and his latest battle for Europe’ (7 March 

1991) and ‘Britain threatened by EEC power shift’ (22 November 1993) (emphasis mine), just to 

name a few. In 1989, Johnson reported from Brussels that Europe was at a crossroads after Thatcher 

had been outnumbered by the other 11 member states all of which were calling for concrete steps 

towards economic and monetary union. The title of Johnson’s report was ‘Lights go out over Europe’ 

which bore a striking resemblance to the words uttered by British Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey 

who upon Britain’s entry into the First World War uttered: ‘the lamps are going out all over Europe, 

we shall not see them lit again in our lifetime.’415 Johnson clearly drew on the memory of both world 

wars to describe the impending disaster that awaited Britain as the EU proceeded down the road 

towards further integration. The reference to Grey in particular equated the challenges facing Britain 

in the EU to those it faced during the First World War. Furthermore, the use of the words ‘retreat’ 

and ‘threat’ suggested that Britain was in no position to halt this integrationist development.  

As set out in the introduction, the attitude of the British press towards EU membership has 

undergone a significant shift since the 1975 referendum during which most media outlets supported 
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continued membership. Oliver Daddow argues that Euroscepticism in the British media has evolved 

from ‘permissive consensus’ in the early days of membership to ‘destructive dissent’ in the present. 

Accordingly, contemporary British Euroscepticism tends to view any EU initiative as being ‘imposed 

on the democratic and “free” British by the tyranny of a devious centralizing project across the 

English Channel.’ In other words, Britain’s perception of the European project is not one of 

cooperation, but rather as a zero-sum game in which ‘more Europe’ equals ‘less Britain’, Daddow 

argues.416 This tendency to view any EU legislative initiative as infringing upon Britain was apparent 

in the way that these are described as direct threats to British sovereignty, identity, or overall way of 

life. In 1995, under the headline ‘Alien court which threatens liberty’ (a reference to the European 

Court of Justice), the Daily Mail stated that the justices of the court ‘know nothing of the lives, culture 

or experiences of ordinary people. Yet their decisions can and do sway the lives of millions of 

Britons.’ The editorial concluded that ‘We have already surrendered too much sovereignty to 

European institutions’417 (emphasis mine). 

Similarly, an editorial in the Daily Mail in 1999 concluded that ‘The threat to British 

sovereignty goes far beyond the issue of the single currency’418, and the Sunday Telegraph argued 

that ‘Mr Blair is now discovering, like every one of his predecessors, that Britain’s vital interests are 

directly threatened by European integration.’419 Finally, in 2004, an editorial in the Daily Mail, titled 

‘Threat to Britain’ argued that the upcoming European constitution ‘would strip this country of 

independent control of whole swathes of national life’, and consequently ‘These coming months 

could witness a Titanic battle for the future of Britain’420 (emphasis mine).  

Combined these examples generate a narrative in which Britain and British traditions are 

depicted as threatened by specific EU initiatives such as the single currency, as well as by European 

integration as a whole. Similar to the examples in chapter four, these are written in the period from 

the mid-1990s to the early 2000s during which the European project underwent significant changes 

in the form of the Maastricht Treaty and the debate on the European Constitution (the latter being 

largely implemented in the form of the Lisbon Treaty in 2007). Consequently, it can be argued that 

these examples express a reaction to the superiority of the European Court of Justice, as well as to 

particular initiatives such as the single currency and the overall integrationist agenda of the EU 
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exemplified through both Maastricht and the constitutional debate. Metaphors of war function as a 

rhetorical tool for Eurosceptic in what they perceive as a battle for British sovereignty and 

independence. In this sense, the examples demonstrate how the war narrative is an attempt at 

meaning-making in a highly tumultuous and uncertain political environment.  

The inclination to view Britain’s participation in the European project as zero-sum game is 

further expressed by use of words such as ‘defeat’ and ‘surrender’. Within British Eurosceptic 

rhetoric even policy initiatives supported or put forward by Britain are often presented a defeat. In 

an editorial titled ‘Defeat at Amsterdam’ (1997), the Telegraph dismissed Prime Minister Tony 

Blair’s so-called success in keeping Britain outside a border-free Europe: ‘Mr Blair’s greatest 

“victory” was to have retained jurisdiction over matters which Britain already controlled. And in 

return for this, he has made substantial concessions.’ The Amsterdam Treaty was described as a 

‘defeat’ rather than a ‘victory’, as well as an ‘emasculation of Britain’s blocking powers.’421 

Similarly, in an editorial titled ‘Defeated again’ (1999), the Daily Mail was sceptical about New 

Labour’s claims of victory in reforming the Common Agricultural Policy. The editorial called the 

deal to cut subsidies on beef, cereals and dairy product far less bold than the original solutions put 

forward by Britain and Germany, concluding that ‘This “radical reform” amounts to another defeat 

for Britain.’422 Yet another Daily Mail editorial (2002) concluded that while Tony Blair showed 

strength and determination on the world stage, in the EU ‘… his Government stumbles into defeat 

and retreat, with British interests increasingly taking second place to the agenda set by France and 

other “partners”’423 (emphasis mine).  

By drawing on an antagonistic mode of memory that depicts Britain and Europe as adversaries 

rather than partners, the war narrative feeds into and even enhances the othering of the EU which is 

a conventional theme within British Eurosceptic discourse. What is more, by creating a narrative in 

which even initiatives supported by Britain, and even successful resistance against further 

integration, are represented as defeats, British Eurosceptic rhetoric creates an image of Britain as a 

defeated nation. If we again think about the war narrative as a certain representation of events, it can 

be argued that Eurosceptic draw on war metaphors and the memory of war in order to create a certain 

identity and position for Britain within the EU. The idea of Britain as a defeated nation is designed 

to alert and alarm the public about the disastrous developments that are taking place in the 

relationship between Britain and the EU, and how Britain’s membership is contributing to Britain’s 
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decline. In this sense, Eurosceptic actors are reshaping the memory of war according to present 

political circumstances and challenges. Consequently, in a Eurosceptic context, a nation that did not 

suffer military defeat in two world wars and which prides itself in not having been invaded since 

1066 comes to see itself as defeated within the European Union.  

Fintan O’Toole argues that since ‘the mood in relation to joining Europe was largely one of 

surrendering to necessity, it was not so hard to think of the act as surrender full stop.’424 This idea 

that that Britain ‘surrendered’ in 1973, rather than voluntarily joined in a cooperation with its 

European neighbours, is a recurrent and telling feature of the way the British Eurosceptic media 

depicts the relationship between Britain and the EU. In the following media examples, national 

sovereignty is the main issue in connection to the notion of surrender. An editorial in the Daily Mail 

from March 1995 addressed the issue that ‘cuts to the heart of our status as an independent sovereign 

nation’, namely, the fundamental issue of whether or not Britain should join the single currency – 

‘Whether we should surrender the right to set our own interest rates and exchange rate’425 (emphasis 

mine). The use of the verb ‘surrender’ both suggested that joining the single currency would be a 

defeat rather than a choice, and this defeat would lead to a loss of what is left of national sovereignty 

over economic policy.   

In May 1996, the editorial line of the Telegraph called on the Conservative Party to set out a 

clear European policy for the General Elections the following year (in 1997), stating that ‘Britain 

should go no further down the integrationist path. In certain key areas it should also reclaim some of 

the powers which it fecklessly surrendered in 1972’426 (emphasis mine). Similarly, the editorial line 

of the Daily Mail made frequent use of the notion of surrender when addressing a wide range of issues 

in Britain’s relationship with the European Union. In an editorial from 1995, the Daily Mail lamented 

the power of the European Court to overrule British laws, arguing that ‘We have already surrendered 

too much sovereignty to European institutions. It is time the European Court’s absolute powers were 

reassessed’427 (emphasis mine). Both editorials drew on the notion of surrender when describing 

Britain’s membership of the EU, while at the same time suggesting that Britain’s powers needed to 

be ‘reclaimed’ and the EU’s powers ‘reassessed.’ Rather than a conscious pooling of sovereignty in 

the name of cooperation, both editorials implied that Britain has unwillingly been stripped of its 

national sovereignty and, consequently, needed to take back its power.  
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Finally, in 1999, an editorial in the Daily Mail asked, ‘Why must Britain keep surrendering?’ 

(emphasis mine), while listing ten areas of British life that have ‘fallen victim’ to Brussels.428 While 

another Daily Mail editorial from 2003 started out by claiming ‘Another day, another surrender of 

our ever-diminishing freedoms to Europe’429 (emphasis mine). A narrative discourse that depicts 

Britain as unwillingly surrendering its powers in relation to its membership of the EU obviously 

feeds into the idea of Britain as a defeated nation – a defeated nation surrenders to its adversary. 

David Gowland argues that the Eurosceptic press ‘has unhesitantly projected the EU as the hostile 

“other” or “as somewhere else” across the English Channel. It has drawn heavily on military 

metaphors of surrender and defeat in defence of British sovereignty and independence.’430 

Consequently, in the context of Euroscepticism ideas of defeat produce a narrative that depicts 

Britain’s position within the EU as inferior and in need of restoration, which in turn is designed to 

further fuel the separation between a British ‘us’ and a European ‘them’.  

 

Britain as a colony  
 

Within the ‘war narrative’, the imperial dimension comes to the fore through the remarkable 

perception of Britain as a colony. In other words, as a member of the European Union, Britain – once 

the ruler of an empire – has come to perceive itself as an occupied colony. The Eurosceptic notion 

that Britain is surrendering to Europe, rather than cooperating with its peers in the EU, creates an 

image of Britain as being inferior to Brussels and powerless to halt the integrational direction in which 

the EU is headed. As established above, notions of Britain ‘surrendering’ to the EU, rather than being 

an equal member of an organisation of cooperating nation states, suggest Britain’s self-professed 

status as being submissive to the EU. It is notable that most of the examples (political and media 

alike) that depict Britain as an occupied colony are from the immediate years leading up to the 2016 

referendum. In this sense, it can be argued that the imperial past functions as a rhetorical device 

designed to convey the grave consequences of Britain’s membership of the EU; a feature that becomes 

more and more prominent as the Brexit referendum approaches. 

Fintan O’Toole points out how successful literary works, written in the wake of WWII, have 

sought to reverse the outcome of the war. In novels such as Len Deighton’s SS-GB (1978), Robert 

Harris’s Fatherland (1992), Owen Sheer’s Resistance (2007) and C. J Samson’s Dominion (2012), 
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Britain is imagined as defeated and occupied by Nazi Germany. Deighton’s novel was originally 

published in 1978, only a few years after Britain joined the European Economic Community, and 

according to O’Toole, the duality of the imperial mindset in which there are only the coloniser and 

the colonised is transmitted onto Britain’s relationship with Europe: ‘The pain of colonization and 

defeat can, in the context of uneasy membership of the EU, be imaginatively appropriated.’ In other 

words, the nation once at the heart of the world’s largest empire comes to think of itself as an 

‘occupied colony.’431  

The idea of Britain as an occupied colony in relation to the European Union is also apparent in 

political rhetoric. As early as 2005, Daniel Hannan talked about Britain being ‘reduced to servitude’ 

within the EU system432, suggesting that Britain’s status as member of the European Union was no 

more than that of a slave. In pledging his support for the Leave campaign in a comment piece for the 

Telegraph, Boris Johnson used the phrase ‘legal colonialism’ to describe the way in which the EU 

‘infiltrates just about every area of public policy.’433 Later, as Foreign Secretary, and in response to 

Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn’s wish for Britain to remain within the single market and customs 

union, Johnson argued that this solution to Brexit would turn Britain into ‘a vassal state – taking 

direction from the EU, but with no power to influence the EU’s decisions.’434 Finally, Johnson 

repeated the notion of Britain’s subjugation to the dominant EU in his letter of resignation as Foreign 

Secretary. In the letter, Johnson warned Prime Minister Theresa May that her withdrawal agreement 

with the EU would render Britain ‘a colony’ in the sense that it kept Britain subjected to EU rules and 

restrictions and thereby denied Britain its true independence to make its own laws.435  

The idea that Britain somehow has been reduced to a colony within the European Union paves 

the way for viewing the Brexit vote as a national resistance movement similar to the national 

liberation struggles during the decolonization of the British Empire. Writing for the Telegraph in the 

wake of the Brexit referendum, historian Andrew Roberts referred to the vote as ‘a people’s revolt in 

the great British tradition’, arguing that ‘The role of bloody-minded insurgents willing to do the 

opposite of what they’re told by the authorities has long been central to great political events in British 
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history, and the 17,410,742 people who voted to leave the European Union can certainly be ranked 

among their number’436 (emphasis mine).  

The Eurosceptic representation of Britain as an ‘occupied colony’ or ‘vassal state’ is quite 

remarkable given Britain’s own history as a coloniser. Not only does it depict Britain as inferior in 

its relationship with the rest of the EU, but it also highlights the reconstructive nature of memory. 

Adhering to Erll’s definition of ‘premediation’ – meaning the practice of using pre-existing patters 

of thought to create meaningful narratives in the present – Eurosceptics are using a familiar 

framework, namely that of the relationship between coloniser and the colonised, to describe Britain’s 

relationship with the EU. In this sense, the meaning ascribed to the Britain’s present condition is 

drawn from the imperial past, yet, remarkably, in the process the memory of empire is reshaped, and 

the roles are reversed: where once Britain subjugated one quarter of the world’s population to its 

imperial rule, in a Eurosceptic context, Britain itself takes on the role of the colonised. Accordingly, 

the notion of Britain as a colony demonstrates how the imperial past is used to generate an effective 

narrative in the present; a narrative designed to highlight Britain’s perceived subordination to the EU 

and widen the gap between the two parties.  

O’Toole argues that Britain’s decision to leave the EU was driven by a feeling of self-pity and 

that ‘Brexit … makes sense for a nation that feels sorry for itself.’ According to O’Toole, the feeling 

of self-pity is rooted in the dual sense of greatness and injustice. In O’Toole’s own words: ‘Self-pity 

thus combines two things that may seem incompatible: a deep sense of grievance and a high sense of 

superiority.’ In this sense, Brexit was driven by the seemingly contradicting forces of imperial and 

anti-imperial nationalism. The former constructed a fantasy in which Britain is reconnected with the 

old colonies through ‘a reconstructed global mercantilist trading empire’, while the latter envisioned 

Brexit as an insurgency and ‘a revolt against intolerable oppression.’437  

As mentioned, closely linked to Britain’s self-perceived status as submissive to the European 

Union is the image of enslavement. In other words, as a member of the EU Britain is depicted as 

being in chains, and when attempting to construct a positive vision of Britain outside the EU, both 

politicians and the media resort to ideas of freedom from enslavement. An example of this language 

use could be found in a 2016 editorial headline in the Daily Mail: ‘How leaving the EU could set 

Britain free.’ Quite obviously, the headline suggested that Britain was somehow confined and could 

only be free by leaving the EU. The editorial quoted Conservative politician Michael Gove who stated 
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that ‘Our best days lie ahead … This country’s instincts and institutions, its people and its principles, 

are capable not just of making our society freer, fairer and richer but also once more setting an 

inspirational example to the world’438 (emphasis mine).  

The notion of slavery was also raised by Conservative politician Andrea Leadsom in the 

Telegraph just a few days before the Brexit referendum in a comment titled ‘Throw of the shackles 

and we will thrive.’ In her comment, Leadsom constructed a very positive vision of Britain outside 

the EU; a projection that was based on British national characteristics. Leadsom stated:  

Our economic future is incredibly bright. We are the world’s fifth biggest economy, the 

eight biggest manufacturer; we speak the world’s international business language; we 

have the best contract law and one of the most trusted judicial systems in the world. We 

have the most innovative financial services sector anywhere; we have three of the top 

universities in the world and … the most powerful capital city on earth.439  

 

It is clear that Leadsom is drawing on British exceptionalism when presenting her optimistic 

projection of Britain’s future outside the EU before concluding her comment with the statement that 

‘Being in the EU has held back our trading prospects.’440 In this sense, Britain has all the prospects 

of success without the EU, in fact being a member of the EU has prevented Britain from achieving 

its true national potential.  

The idea that membership of the world’s largest trading organisation was holding Britain back 

was echoed by another Conservative politician, Dominic Raab. Commenting in the Telegraph in 

2016, Raab described the upcoming referendum as ‘a chance to vote for ambition and hope.’ In 

emphasising the notion that Britain was being held back, Raab argued that ‘we can only reach our 

full potential if we take back democratic control over the direction and destiny of our country’, adding 

that ‘Britain is held back by the protectionism and special interests of an EU of 28.’ Further, Raab 

used phrases such as ‘would be free from’ and ‘released from’ when describing Britain’s relationship 

with the EU and thereby evoking the notion of imprisonment rather than cooperation.441  

Boris Johnson and Daniel Hannan also used similar images of Britain being held in captivity. 

When making his case for Leave, Hannan complained that ‘we have shackled ourselves to the only 
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trade bloc on the planet that is experiencing no significant growth’442, going as far as to depict Britain 

as being ‘shackled to [a] corpse’443 when describing its relationship with the EU. Leading up to the 

Brexit referendum, Johnson warned readers of the Telegraph that ‘If we don’t take this chance to end 

our membership, Britain will remain trapped in the EU nightmare’444 and that ‘We will remain 

prisoners of a trade regime that will not allow this country … to negotiate with America or China or 

India or any of the other growth economies of the world…’445 (emphasis mine). Finally, commenting 

in the Telegraph a few days after the 2016 referendum, British journalist Con Coughlin also used 

imagery of freedom from enslavement when projecting an optimistic future for Britain outside the 

EU. Coughlin’s headline read ‘Freed from EU shackles, we can be great again’446, which suggested 

both that Britain had been enslaved by its membership of the EU, all the while hinting to a time prior 

to membership when Britain was great; a time that could now be restored.  

As mentioned, Britain’s self-perception as an occupied colony or as being enslaved by its 

membership of the European Union is quite remarkable. In Britain, the memory of slavery in 

particular has focused on abolition and the heroism of leading anti-slavery advocates such as William 

Wilberforce and Thomas Clarkson, thereby obscuring Britain’s leading role in the slave trade. As 

Philippe Vervaecke argues ‘Such a viewpoint on anti-slavery turned Britain’s rejection of the slave 

trade first and slavery later into principled and selfless policies which could easily fit into the gospel 

of enlightened imperialism.’447 Due to this already established memory culture in Britain, along with 

the selective and malleable nature of memory, Eurosceptics were able to construct an image of Britain 

as both an occupied colony and a slave in relation to the EU without mentioning the violent realities 

of Britain’s own involvement in both colonialism and the slave trade.  

In addition, the imperial dimension of British Eurosceptic rhetoric appears in Coughlin’s notion 

that freed from the EU, Britain can be ‘great again’. This backward-looking gaze suggests that Britain 

can return to a former condition that came before its reduced status as a slave or colony. Obviously, 

the phrase does not explicitly state what such a condition might be. Yet, due to what Erll refers to as 
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‘remediation’ – the process in which different representations of the imperial past have been repeated 

and reproduced through multiple media across time and space – the simple reference to ‘great again’ 

awakens memories of a time before Britain joined the EEC in which it was arguably great; a condition 

that can only be restored outside the EU.  

  

The language of loss 
 

When Prime Minister Theresa May underlined the post-Brexit imperative for Britain to ‘get out 

into the world and rediscover its role as a great, global, trading nation’448 (emphasis mine), her words 

invoked an unmistakable retrospectivity, which implied that Britain lost part of its identity when it 

joined the EEC in 1973. It should be noted that the sense of decline has a long-established history in 

British politics which goes back to the immediate years following the Second World War. As the 

national economies of war-torn Europe were recovering, the perception was that these were 

surpassing the British economy. Consequently, in economic terms, the sense of decline derives from 

the perception that Britain was falling behind other European nations.449 Politicians too have adhered 

to the tradition of harking back to better days as a way to promote certain political agendas. Margaret 

Thatcher’s appeal to ‘a golden age’ as a way to reverse the relative decline of Britain’s economic 

performance, as well as to boost international influence, is but one example.450 In other words, the 

idea that things were better in the past is well-established in British political rhetoric. 

In the context of British Euroscepticism, a language of loss certainly permeates both political 

and media rhetoric. The sense that something precious has been lost can be considered a likely and 

natural consequence of the self-perceived notions of defeat and surrender. As discussed in previous 

chapters, a frequent complaint of British Eurosceptics is the loss of national sovereignty as legislative 

power and control are transferred from Westminster to Brussels. However, with the loss of national 

sovereignty comes the added loss of national purpose and identity, which in turn reveals a longing 

for a lost order before Britain became a member of the European Union. It is this language of loss in 

Eurosceptic rhetoric that the following section focuses on.  

Accompanying the overall sense of loss in the source material is a feeling of helplessness in the 

sense that Britain is depicted as powerless to stop the EU from going further down the integrationist 
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road. A Daily Mail editorial from 1995 conveyed this sense of loss and powerlessness by comparing 

Britain’s early aspirations upon entry into the EEC to the present-day reality. It cited Cabinet papers 

from before Britain joined the Common Market which revealed that the political establishment 

‘believed that the EC was a device to rebuild the power of Germany and France’ and that Britain 

‘should only go into Europe with the intention of changing it into “something less dangerous.”’ The 

editorial bleakly concluded: ‘How forlorn that ambition seems now. In more than 20 years of 

membership we have seen our sovereignty eroded, our laws set at naught, our fishermen betrayed, 

our wishes ignored. Far from changing Europe, we have ourselves been changed. For the worse.’451 

A similar sentiment was repeated in another Daily Mail editorial later the same year, which warned 

that ‘… should we ever be so reckless enough to sign up to a single currency, the consequences would 

go far beyond embarrassment. They would be measured in jobs lost, businesses wrecked, and more 

seriously, our national sovereignty destroyed.’452  

This sentiment of helplessness and loss is a constant feature of British Euroscepticism as the 

years progress. In 2007, an editorial in the Telegraph cautioned that ‘We must stop giving away 

Britain’s powers’, as it decried the superiority of EU law over British national law as Britain was 

barred from deporting a convicted Italian-born murderer. The editorial argued that this particular case 

crystallised Britain’s ‘sense of utter powerlessness’ and ‘impotence’ as EU directives were affecting 

virtually every aspect of British life.453 Combined these examples created an image of Britain 

increasing being stripped of its national sovereignty, as well as its inability to reverse this process. 

Much like the self-perceived notions of defeat and surrender, this language of loss depicts Britain in 

an inferior position in relation to the EU. The added effect of the loss of sovereignty is the loss of 

identity and purpose. What is more, by drawing on this language of loss, British Euroscepticism 

articulates Britain’s membership of the EU as an uneasy, even unnatural, alliance which deprives 

Britain of its sovereignty and identity, and, accordingly, creates an urgent need to restore what has 

been lost.  

In the political sphere, this sense of lost identity and purpose was perhaps best exemplified by 

Daniel Hannan as he made his argument for Britain to leave the European Union: 

The United Kingdom had once self-defined as a country with a moral purpose: a country 

that would wage war against slavery and tyranny, that would seek to spread free 

thinking, free trade and free institutions globally, that exalted the individual over the 
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state when so many rival powers did the reverse. That sense of national purpose waned 

when Britain came to think of itself as just another European country.454  

 

With this sense of loss of identity and purpose comes the urgent need to restore what has been lost. 

When describing Britain’s loss of identity and purpose, Hannan is harking back at past achievements 

that coincide with Britain’s imperial heyday. To Brexit advocates, such as Hannan, freed from the 

constraints of the European Union, Britain has the opportunity restore all that was perceived to be 

lost when Britain joined the EU.  

Writing for the Telegraph in 2015, Hannan outlined his own vision of Britain outside the EU. 

The sub-headline read ‘Free of our Eurochains, pessimism withers and the economy grows as we 

become great again’ (emphasis mine), as Hannan looked ahead to the year 2020 and imagined 

Britain’s future outside the EU. According to Hannan, Britain would be ‘flourishing outside of the 

EU’ as ‘the most successful and competitive knowledge-based economy in the region’, attracting the 

best and the brightest and leading the way sectors such as software, finance, law, biotech etc. ‘More 

intangibly but no less significantly, we have recovered our self-belief’, Hannan predicted, as Britain 

had forged a new foreign policy and signed free-trade agreements with the US, India, Australia and 

other common-law, Anglophone democracies. ‘Our Atlantic ports, above all Glasgow and Liverpool, 

which were on the wrong side of the country when the EU’s customs duties were imposed in the 

Seventies, are entering a second golden age’, Hannan concluded.455  

Hannan clearly alludes to Britain’s imperial past as he refers to ‘a second golden age’, as well 

as to the cities of Glasgow and Liverpool, both of which served as key port cities during Britain’s 

imperial heyday. Edoardo Campanella and Marta Dassù argue that when it comes to a nostalgic 

narrative in Britain it is possible to identity the three key moments: the ‘golden days’, the ‘great 

rupture’ and the ‘present discontent.’ According to the two, the golden age refers to Britain’s imperial 

era, while the rupture came not only with the loss of empire, but rather with the decision to join the 

European Community in the early 1970s. Finally, ‘the present discontent is caused by the 

unwillingness of many Britons to come to terms with Britain’s transformation into an ordinary nation-

state.’ Pro-Brexit advocates, such as Hannan, view membership of the EU as ‘an abrupt break from 

the uninterrupted history of continuous progress that has characterized the United Kingdom since the 

introduction of Magna Carta.’456  
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As set out in theoretical chapter, there are two ways in which the concept of nostalgia is relevant 

for improving our understanding of British Euroscepticism: nostalgia as a collective national emotion 

and nostalgia as a polemic tool used to discredit political arguments. Chapter five dealt with the 

accusation of nostalgia and the subsequent need for politicians to defend themselves by disavowing 

the imperial past. However, as previously argued, the simple rejection of nostalgia does not rid certain 

Eurosceptic argument from nostalgic sentiment; it merely adds a layer of meaning to it. As Thackeray 

and Toye’s argue, the central question is not whether Eurosceptics actually suffered from imperial 

nostalgia or not, but rather how they were able to mobilise the language of nostalgia in the Eurosceptic 

debate.457 Consequently, I would argue that in addition to the accusation of and the subsequent 

defence against nostalgia, Eurosceptics certainly evoke a nostalgic sentiment, especially in 

connection to the language of loss and need for restoration. However, it is a nostalgia that attempts 

to be both backward and forward-looking at the same time. By recalling a time when the cities of 

Glasgow and Liverpool were flourishing, Hannan clearly evokes nostalgia’s rhetorical signature of 

‘good past/bad present’, and in the process that past becomes imbued with ‘special qualities’.458 

However, I would also argue that Hannan is mobilising nostalgia in a forward-looking manner as 

inspiration for national renewal as Britain is set to leave the EU. Hannan’s notions of Britain 

becoming ‘great again’, ‘[recovering] our self-belief’ and ‘entering a second golden age’ clearly draw 

on a certain version of the past in which Britain was arguably great – a greatness that has been lost 

during its time as a member of the EU – and in the process his vision of the future becomes infused 

with a certain emotional appeal. This reveals how nostalgia is in Janelle Wilson’s words ‘an active 

reconstruction of the past’ and ‘an active selection of what to remember and how to remember it’459, 

which in turn is dependent on present circumstances. In other words, Hannan is drawing on a nostalgic 

reinterpretation of the past in order to outline a future for Britain; a future in which Britain is able to 

rediscover its former true self. Finally, Richard Jobson links nostalgia to identity in the sense that if 

nostalgia can be described as an idealisation of the past, ‘The process by which we imbue certain 

memories with positive significance is interlinked with the identity or identities that we hold in the 

present.’460 Consequently, nostalgia can be a powerful tool in the construction of a new identity in 

the present. Its emphasis on positive rather than negative feelings about the past, allows Eurosceptics, 
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such as Hannan, to focus on former national glory, all the while obscuring the greed and cruelty of 

Britain’s imperial experience.461 

As established, Britain’s experience and subsequent memory of the Second World War forms 

a big part of British exceptionalism. Paul Gilroy links this preoccupation with the war to the loss of 

empire by using the term ‘postcolonial melancholia’ to describe Britain’s ‘… inability to even face, 

never mind actually mourn, the profound change in circumstances and moods that followed the end 

of the empire and consequent loss of imperial prestige.’462 This inability is further connected to other 

successive political and economic crises that followed the war: the gradual breakup of the United 

Kingdom, the arrival of postcolonial citizen-migrants, and the overall national identity crisis which 

resulted from the perception that the national collective was no longer bound together by a coherent 

and distinctive culture.463 Gilroy argues that ‘Once the history of the empire became a source of 

discomfort, shame, and perplexity, its complexities and ambiguities were readily set aside. Rather 

than work through those feelings, that unsettling history was diminished, denied, and then, if possible, 

actively forgotten.’464 Rather than confronting the horror of its colonial history, Britain suffers from 

a ‘self-induced historical amnesia’ which manifests itself in a passionate obsession with the narrative 

of the Second World War as a means to promote a homogeneous national identity. Gilroy argues that 

making the Second World War ‘the privileged point of entry into national identity and self-

understanding reveals a desire to find a way back to the point where the national culture … was 

comprehensible and habitable… It explains not only how the nation remade itself through war and 

victory but can also be understood as a rejection or deferral of its present problems.’465  

In this sense, the role of Britain’s imperial past within the ‘war narrative’ and the memory of 

WWII is a complex one. The memory of WWII provides a ready-made narrative framework through 

which British identity can be re-articulated without the complexities of empire and its aftermath. 

However, Britain’s ‘self-induced historical amnesia’ when it comes to its imperial past does not get 

rid of the memory of empire in its entirety. Rather, in British memory culture, the memory of empire 

and the memory of the Second World War are engaged a process which Michael Rothberg refers to 

as ‘multidirectional memory’, meaning that rather can cancelling each other out, the two are engaged 

in an on-going process of building on and borrowing from each other.466  
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In the context of British Euroscepticism, the ‘war narrative’ with its emphasis on war references 

and metaphors, along with the memory of the Second World War, provides an efficient rhetorical 

tool in the struggle against further integration, as well as against EU membership as a whole. 

However, what is truly remarkable is how the memory of Britain’s victory in WWII in a Eurosceptic 

context has evolved into the idea of Britain as a defeated nation. And with defeat comes a sense of 

loss and, accordingly, a need for restoration. In Eurosceptic rhetoric, Britain’s lost world power status 

since 1945 is intricately linked to its membership of the European Union. I argue that the malleable 

nature of memory allows the imperial dimension to come to the fore through this language of loss 

and subsequent need for restoration; such restoration is often accompanied by a reference to British 

history. In other words, the war narrative as a rhetorical device creates a space into which the language 

of empire past can be positioned. 

As mentioned, both war metaphors and the language of loss are continual features of British 

Eurosceptic discourse. What is more, the emphasis on loss and the need for restoration, along with 

the idea of Britain as a colony, becomes increasingly more noticeable leading up the Brexit 

referendum. A few days before the 2016 referendum, the sense of loss was quite explicit in a comment 

by former editor Charles Moore in the Telegraph. Speaking of the upcoming referendum itself, Moore 

argued that ‘For one fleeting moment, the British people once again have the power that has been 

taken from them’ and ‘…we have, for one brief moment, recovered the power that has gradually been 

removed from us.’ In addition, he used phrases such as: ‘The public rage is at our disempowerment, 

our sense of something precious lost’ and ‘The 21st century is supposed to be the age of people power, 

yet we, in Britain, have less of it than our grandparents.’ Finally, Moore concluded that the choice 

facing the voters in the referendum was not a difficult one since ‘Is there anything in our history 

which tells us that when we vote to govern ourselves, we go wrong?’467 Moore explicitly suggested 

that Britain’s membership of the EU had come at the cost of national sovereignty and power. Rather 

than depicting membership as a cooperation, Moore suggested that because much had been lost, 

Britain was worse off than before it joined the EEC in the early 1970s. More importantly, the imperial 

dimension comes to the fore as the suggested restoration of power is accompanied by Moore’s 

reference to ‘our history’, which both highlights a past in which Britain was arguably more 

independent, as well as functions as a means to install confidence in Britain’s future outside the EU.  
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As mentioned, with ideas of defeat and loss comes the need for restoration, which in turn 

implies a return to a former condition. Writing for the Telegraph in the aftermath of the 2016 

referendum, British journalist Con Coughlin referred to the so-called ‘Hauge doctrine’ from 2010 as 

a useful template for how Britain could fashion its post-EU standing on the world stage. The essence 

of Hauge’s plan as foreign secretary was to restore Britain’s status as a major world power by forging 

new trade ties with emerging economies such as Brazil, India and China, as well as by reviving more 

long-standing relationships, such as those with the Commonwealth and allies in the Golf. Coughlin 

argued that building on Hauge’s vision – coupled with current advantages such as Britain’s seat on 

the UN Security Council, the Trident nuclear deterrent, and Britain’s military contribution – would 

ensure Britain’s prosperous future outside the EU. ‘Far from being afraid about Britain’s future 

prospects, we should be excited. Freed from EU’s shackles, we can be a great nation once more’, 

Coughlin concluded468 (emphasis mine).  

Drawing on the ideas from the ‘Hauge doctrine’, Coughlin is explicit about the need to restore 

Britain’s world power status; something that can be accomplished through the familiar Eurosceptic 

emphasis on trade relations. What is more, his use of the phrase ‘once more’ suggests a backward-

looking gaze to a time when Britain was great which now can be restored as Britain is set to leave the 

EU. In this sense, the past provides inspiration for the future: what we once were we can be again. 

This is another good example of how, without explicit reference to the empire itself, Britain’s past 

serves as inspiration for national renewal outside the EU. As Steven Fielding et al. remind us, 

‘Remembering is not only a question of retrogression. The process of animating the past is always, 

also, a means to fashion new futures. Memory, in the very moment it latches on to a past, 

simultaneously ordains a mode of becoming.’469  

 

Conclusion  
 

This chapter has sought to analyse what I refer to as the ‘war narrative’ as specific trend within 

British Euroscepticism, which manifests itself in the tendency to use references to war in form of 

certain words such as ‘threat’, ‘defeat’ and ‘surrender’, as well as the mobilisation of the memory of 

the Second World War in a Eurosceptic context. In other words, I argue that the ‘war narrative’ is a 

certain representation of events that both mobilises the memory of a specific conflict, namely WWII, 
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as well as a specific use of language that relies on war metaphors in order to describe Britain’s 

relationship with its European neighbours. The function of the war narrative is to articulate a specific 

form of hostile Euroscepticism, which, in turn, allows for the construction of a British identity that is 

in constant conflict with the rest of the EU.  

As mentioned, the overall plot of the war narrative runs as follows: a member of the EU Britain 

has had to fight a losing battle to protect its national sovereignty and identity from a powerful and 

hostile European ‘other’. Only by exiting the EU can Britain be victorious and restore all that has 

been lost over the course of ‘the war’. The function of the war narrative is to provoke ‘a particular 

feeling and opinion and hence facilitate distinct policy initiatives.’470 In this sense, in the hands of 

Eurosceptic actors, such as politicians and the media, the war narrative functions as a rhetorical tool 

to enhance the misfortunes of EU membership and as a call to arms against further integration, and, 

ultimately, for withdrawal from the union. 

Embedded within the war narrative are both an antagonistic and nostalgic modes of memory. 

The use of war metaphors, along with references to the Second World War in particular, clearly 

depicts the relationship between Britain and the EU in antagonistic terms. In addition, it further 

widens the gap between a British ‘us’ and a European ‘them’ by focusing on the evils inflicted upon 

a powerless Britain by a hostile EU. As a result of being continuously defeated by the EU, the war 

narrative expresses a language of loss identity and purpose and, consequently, a need for restoration. 

In this sense, Eurosceptic actors are mobilising a nostalgic sentiment that both harks back to a time 

when things were better, yet at the same time uses nostalgia to chart out a future trajectory for Britain 

outside the EU.  

The war narrative is the particular way in which British Eurosceptic actors choose to tell the 

story of Britain’s relationship with the European Union. Narratives are part of the process of ‘pre’ 

and ‘remediation’ that produces cultural memory. In this sense, the war narrative is the result of using 

pre-existing patterns of thought, such as the memory of WWII, to make sense of Britain’s present 

condition as a member of the EU, as well as of the constant repetition of the imperial past through 

various media. Through this process, the past is reshaped according to present needs, which in turn 

allows the war narrative to become a rhetorical tool not only to construct an image of Britain engaged 

in a constant struggle for national survival, but also to depict the Brexit vote as a revolt against 

Brussels similar to the national independence wars at the end of empire. Accordingly, I argue that the 

imperial dimension of the war narrative manifests itself in two ways: first, in a reworking of memory 
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which allows Britain to perceive of itself as an occupied colony in relation to the EU. Second, in the 

language of loss and the way in which the past is used as inspiration for the restoration of what has 

been lost.  
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Chapter 7 

‘A most extraordinary achievement’?: contemporary discissions of empire 
in Britain 

 

The overall research agenda of this thesis is to examine how the memory of empire is used in 

British Eurosceptic debate to shape narratives of identity, especially in relation to the rest of Europe, 

and what this means for Britain’s ability to model its relationship with the EU and map out a future 

role for itself on the world stage. One of my central arguments is that the imperial dimension of British 

Eurosceptic debate resurfaced in a new and reimagined form in the immediate years leading up to the 

Brexit referendum. As the previous chapters have demonstrated, this resurrection was facilitated by 

the traditional emphasis on British exceptionalism within Euroscepticism which highlights the 

fundamental differences between Britain and the other EU member states. The aim of this final 

chapter is to discuss how and why this resurrection occurred by examining how Britain’s imperial 

past was debated and remembered in the years prior to the Brexit referendum. More importantly, I 

argue that a shift in the way Britain’s imperial past was remembered and articulated occurred in the 

years leading up to the referendum. In this sense, the Brexit debate can be seen as a fusion of different 

strands of debates about how to remember and engage with the imperial past, as well as the on-going 

debate about Britain’s role in the wider world. 

The chapter examines three different debates from the early 2000s onwards: the debate 

surrounding Britain’s role in the ‘War on Terror’, the curricula debate and, finally, the debate 

surrounding the commemoration of the centenary of the First World War. In other words, the chapter 

draws on debates within three different areas of British society, namely foreign policy, educational 

policy, and commemoration. Consequently, the academic material examined in this chapter is based 

on academic sources from different academic fields of study. The material used in connection with 

the debate on the ‘War on Terror’ derives mainly from International Relations theory and other 

foreign policy studies, while the sources used in connection with the curricula debate are from studies 

on education and history teaching. Finally, the source material used when examining the debate on 

commemoration and commemorative activities are mainly governmental sources in connection to 
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state sponsored commemorative initiatives. In addition to the academic sources, the chapter also 

includes political statements from key political actors such as Tony Blair, Michael Gove, and David 

Cameron. In all three areas, the focus is on political rhetoric and state sponsored initiatives. In other 

words, the chapter examines these debates from a national perspective. Specifically, I am looking at 

how these political actors are instrumentalising the past as they are seeking to construct a narrative 

of national identity in the present.  

The empire is not the focal point of these debates, nor are they necessarily linked to Britain’s 

membership of the European Union. Yet I have chosen these three specific areas of debate because 

they, nonetheless, reveal the lingering presence of the imperial past, as well as the dynamics of the 

cultural memory of empire, in contemporary Britain. Despite being from different areas of society, 

each debate sheds light on how the past plays a role when it comes to articulating a sense of national 

identity in the present. In other words, these debates demonstrate how Britain’s imperial past is given 

new life in the public debate. More importantly in connection to Euroscepticism, I argue that the 

discussion about empire and the imperial past embedded within these events contributed to the 

formation of a political language in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum that became 

available for those advocating Britain’s withdrawal from the European Union.  

The areas of foreign policy, educational policy, and national commemoration each contribute 

to different forms of collective memory. The debate surrounding the ‘War on Terror’ within foreign 

policy provides insight into the ongoing question of Britain’s role on the world stage. In other words, 

it is part of an attempt to articulate a new narrative of national identity. The curricula debate is linked 

to collective memory in the form of institutional memory and the teaching of history. At this point in 

time, the debate in Britain revolved around the question of how the imperial past should be 

remembered. In this sense, the curricula debate, in particular, highlights the complexities of how the 

past is remembered and taught to British schoolchildren. Finally, commemorations reveal how a 

nation perceives itself and its past. Consequently, state orchestrated commemorative activities in 

connection to the centenary of the First World War (2014-18) reveal the discursive construction of 

collective memory and identity, as well as depict the effort to install particular memories of war (at 

the expense of others) at the heart of collective national identity.471  

Whereas the previous chapters have examined the complex nature of what I refer to as the 

‘imperial dimension’ of British Eurosceptic rhetoric, the aim of this final chapter is to establish a 
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connection between these three different debates and the imperial dimension of Eurosceptic rhetoric 

during the Brexit debate. As the following will show, the ways in which the imperial past has been 

given new life through these debates is linked to Euroscepticism in the sense that the rhetoric 

surrounding the ‘War on Terror’ and ideas of leadership can be connected to the Eurosceptic 

preoccupation with Britain’s role in the world. Similarly, the promotion of a celebratory view of 

history during the curricula debate relate to the ways in which pro-Brexit advocates drew on the 

imperial past as inspiration for Britain’s future outside the European Union. And, finally, the 

emphasis on the Commonwealth effort in the WWI centenary commemorations can be linked to the 

emphasis on Commonwealth/Anglosphere relations in the Brexit debate. As mentioned, I argue that 

the debates examined in this chapter mark a significant shift in the way Britain’s imperial past is 

remembered and articulated in the sense that the memory of empire shifts away from its negative 

connotations and towards more positive associations. In other words, these debates paved the way for 

a partial rehabilitation of the memory of empire and, consequently, contributed to a rhetorical 

repertoire that became available for Eurosceptics during the Brexit debate. In this sense, the Brexit 

debate can be seen as a fusion of different strands of debates about British national identity and its 

future trajectory and role in the world.  

Furthermore, each debate draws on ideas of British exceptionalism in the form of Britain’s 

global leadership capabilities, as well as its unique imperial history and connection to the 

Commonwealth. In each case, politicians were able to mobilise existing frameworks of thought when 

generating new narratives (premediation), as well as draw on a repertoire of myths and images about 

Britain’s imperial past that were the result of the on-going process of repeated representations of the 

past (remediation). In this sense, at the time of the debates the imaginary British exceptionalism that 

was mobilised became linked to the imperial past.  

The chapter is divided into three sections each focusing on one of the central debates which it 

sets out to examine. In chronological order, the first section examines the political rhetoric 

surrounding Britain’s role in the ‘War on Terror’. It demonstrates that ideas of leadership were central 

to Blair’s narrative about Britain’s role in the world, and despite refraining from any explicit 

references to Britain’s imperial past, Blair nonetheless drew heavily on ideas of British 

exceptionalism and history when establishing Britain’s identity and role as a global player. The 

second section centres on the 2010 curricula debate. It highlights the changes in the teaching of history 

over the years, as well as the on-going debate about how to remember the imperial past embedded 

within the discussion on the revised national curricula. It argues that proposed new national history 
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curricula promoted a positive and self-congratulatory version of history, the purpose of which was to 

install a sense of national identity and pride in the past. Finally, the third section addresses the political 

rhetoric surrounding the centenary of the First World War. It demonstrates the state sponsored effort 

to emphasise the contribution and sacrifice of soldiers of the British Empire in winning the war. The 

inclusive nature of this national narrative was both progressive and conservative in the sense that the 

former sought to incorporate Commonwealth descendants into the national narrative, while the latter 

sought to generate a unity between Britain and the Commonwealth; a unity which preceded any unity 

between Britain and Europe.   

 

The ‘War on Terror’ in British foreign policy discourse  
 

As the previous chapter demonstrated, British Eurosceptic rhetoric has a long history of 

mobilising a language and memory of war as a way to articulate a British identity that is in constant 

opposition to the European Union. In other words, war metaphors and references to war within 

Euroscepticism are designed to generate a certain narrative about Britain’s relationship with the rest 

of Europe; one that depicts Britain as engaged in an on-going struggle for national survival and 

independence. The debate surrounding Britain’s role in the ‘War on Terror’ is not necessarily directly 

linked to Euroscepticism. Nonetheless, this particular foreign policy debate does provide valuable 

insight into the ongoing question of Britain’s role on the world stage. In this sense, and as the 

following will show, the debate was part of Prime Minister Tony Blair’s attempt to chart out a new 

role for Britain in international affairs, and thereby articulate a new narrative of national identity for 

Britain in an interconnected world. Consequently, I argue that the preoccupation with Britain’s role 

in the world spilled over into Eurosceptic debate in the sense that it generated a certain language of 

world leadership upon which the Eurosceptics could draw in the years leading up to the Brexit 

referendum. It is of course not without irony that it was a notorious pro-EU PM who provided the 

Eurosceptics with this language. Nonetheless, there is a discursive link between the Eurosceptic 

emphasis on Britain’s role outside the EU and the language of leadership generated by the ‘War on 

Terror’.  

As set out in previous chapters, ideas of British exceptionalism have continued to infuse the 

debate about Britain’s role in the world. Albeit the loss of its empire, Britain has clung to the idea 

that given its exceptional history, economic traditions, and global worldview it is destined to play a 

leadership role on the world stage in some shape or form. Ever since the end of the Second World 
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War, successive British governments and political leaders have continued to draw on memories of 

imperial obligations in order to create a sense of national duty and responsibility.472 In other words, 

‘a deep craving for a leadership role’ has remained an important feature of British post-imperial 

political culture. Anne Deighton links these ideas of leadership to the lingering memory of empire in 

the sense that ‘Britain’s need to portray itself, especially at home, as a great global power with an 

instinct to show leadership has proved remarkably resilient, although British leadership rhetoric is 

now shrouded in moral, rather than imperial, hue.’473  

Upon Labour’s election victory in the 1997 General Election, PM Tony Blair outlined a new 

approach to British foreign and security policy that departed significantly from that of the preceding 

Conservative government. Whereas John Major had been reluctant to get involved in foreign 

conflicts, Blair’s government stressed the ‘ethical dimension’ of British foreign policy. Blair’s 

Foreign Secretary Robin Cook summed up this moral argument when he stated that in an ‘age of 

internationalism … we are … obliged to accept moral responsibility for our response … to human 

tragedy in distant lands.’ The foreign policy aim of New Labour was, according to Cook, to ‘make 

Britain once again a force for good in the world.’474 Jack Holland argues that this new ethical 

dimension of British foreign policy under New Labour included two strands. The first centred on 

human rights and Britain’s active role as a member of the international community in securing these 

rights. The second ‘made use of a far more selective internationalist language, which placed premium 

on leadership, the special relationship and enlightened patriotism.’475 Consequently, there were four 

dimensions of Blair’s new foreign policy strategy. In addition to the ethical dimension, New Labour’s 

foreign policy emphasised ‘British leadership on the world stage; the belief that the United Kingdom 

acts as a transatlantic bridge; and the importance of globalisation for contemporary British foreign 

policy.’476 The latter three would take centre stage in the language used to articulate Britain’s role in 

the ‘War on Terror’.  

Blair outlined New Labour’s foreign policy doctrine in a speech held in Chicago in April 1999 

in which he linked globalisation not only to economic but also to foreign and security policy. In his 

speech, Blair linked foreign intervention to national interest by stating that ‘We are witnessing the 

beginnings of a new doctrine of international community. By this I mean the explicit recognition that 
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today more than ever, we are mutually dependent, that national interest is to a significant extent 

governed by international collaboration…’477 In such an interconnected, globalised world, it was 

imperative for Britain to seize the mantle of leadership. According to Blair, ‘We have finally done 

away with the false proposition that we must choose between two diverging paths – the Transatlantic 

relationship or Europe. For the first time in the last three decades, we have a government that is both 

pro-Europe and pro-American.’478 In other words, under the leadership of New Labour Britain’s 

foreign policy strategy was to be the leader of an international community alongside the United States 

and Europe.479 Obviously, Blair’s New Labour government was outspokenly more in favour of 

Britain’s membership and role within the European Union; a stark contrast to previous Conservative 

governments. However, it is nonetheless notable that in Blair’s new vision of Britain’s role in the 

world, the third sphere of influence – once outlined by Churchill – namely the Commonwealth is not 

mentioned at all. Paul D. Williams points out that despite New Labour’s stated commitment ‘to 

strengthen the Commonwealth and to improve the prosperity of its members and co-operation 

between its members’, the organisation was not high on the list of priorities for policymakers (the 

Commonwealth was only mentioned a handful of times in speeches and important government 

documents in the years 2001-2004).480 Rather, the Commonwealth was replaced by ideas of an 

‘international community.’ Holland argues that there were two different understandings of what Blair 

meant by ‘international community’. On the one hand, it was a broad idea, encompassing states with 

shared values and goals. Yet, on the other, it was also defined more narrowly as a ‘group of states 

capable of affecting change through military or economic intervention.’481 In Blair’s own words: ‘We 

seek one integrated, international community, sharing the same values, working to the same goals … 

We have so many shared values. We are strong democracies.’482 

Following the attacks on New York and Washington DC on 11 September 2001, the Bush 

administration outlined what came to be known as the ‘War on Terror’; a term used to describe the 

subsequent US led military campaigns against terrorists and states that were believed to harbour them. 

President Bush first used the term in a speech to a joint session of Congress on 20 September 2001 
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in which he stated that ‘Our war on terror begins with Al Qaeda, but it does not end there. It will not 

end until every terrorist group of global reach has been found, stopped and defeated.’483 

Britain supported the United States in the fight against terrorism by committing troops to both 

Afghanistan and Iraq. In his memoir (published in 2010), Blair recalls watching the second plane 

crash into the World Trade Centre on television and thinking ‘It was the worst terrorist attack in 

human history. It was not America alone who was the target, but all of us who shared the same values. 

We had to stand together … Unchecked and unchallenged, this could threaten our way of life to its 

fundamentals.’484 Accordingly, the ‘War on Terror’ became a rhetorical framework through which 

Blair came to define a new role for Britain in a globalised and interconnected world.  

As previously mentioned, Blair had already established the guiding principle of his new foreign 

policy, known as the ‘doctrine of international community’, prior to 11 September 2001. Thus, Blair’s 

justification of military intervention in both Afghanistan and, later, Iraq in response to 9/11 was 

informed by these same ideas of British leadership in a globalised world. Blair’s ‘War on Terror’ 

rhetoric constructed a foreign policy narrative that viewed 9/11 as an attack on democracy and 

civilisation, as he stated ‘The 11th of September was an outrage against the civilised values of all 

peoples of all faiths throughout the world’ and ‘… an attack on … our way of life, an attack on 

civilised values the world over.’485 Consequently, the ‘War on Terror’ was articulated as a rational 

defence of British values; values that Britain shared with the rest of the international community. 

Furthermore, in framing 9/11 as an attack on ‘our way of life’, Blair was able to couple the war on 

terror directly to British national interests, thereby depicting the response as rational and sensible.486  

Ideas of British leadership on the world stage were central to Blair’s foreign policy doctrine, 

yet nowhere were these narratives more vital to Blair than within the United Kingdom itself.487 As 

early as November 1997, Blair gave a speech at the Lord Mayor’s banquet in which he stated that 

‘By virtue of our geography, our history and the strengths of our people, Britain is a global player. 

We need strong defence … It is an instrument of influence … We must not reduce our capability to 

exercise a role on the international stage.’488 Blair’s articulation of Britain’s role in the world relied 

heavily on established ideas of British exceptionalism in the form of its island nation status and 
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history. In other words, Britain’s natural ability to act as ‘a global player’ would ensure its leadership 

capabilities and subsequent influence on the world stage.  

 In an address to the British Foreign Office in January 2003 just prior to the invasion of Iraq, 

Blair similarly highlighted British national characteristics and history as he argued that 

We, Britain, need: confidence in ourselves … This is not a time for British caution or 

even British reserve, still less for a retreat into isolation on the basis of some misguided 

view of patriotism. This is a time for us to be out in the front; engaged; open; creative; 

willing to take bold decisions. All it needs is courage and confidence … the British 

people have plenty of both … Now is the moment to make our future as exciting in 

impact, if different in character, as our history.489  

 

In articulating a purpose for British foreign policy, Blair rejected ‘caution’ and ‘isolation’ and rather 

called for the courage for Britain to be ‘out in the front’, ‘engaged’, ‘open’ and to make ‘bold 

decisions’. Blair’s reference to history in the last line of the quote is particularly interesting. Without 

referring to a particular period of British history, Blair was nonetheless suggesting that Britain in the 

future had the potential to be as impactful as it had been in the past. In this sense, Blair was using the 

past to carve out a future for British leadership on the world stage. As chapter five demonstrated, the 

use of the past as inspiration for national renewal is quite similar to how pro-Brexit advocates sought 

to create a narrative about British identity and future outside the European Union.  

Holland further argues that by framing intervention in Afghanistan and Iraq as ‘the latest 

instance in a long British history of global leadership’, Blair was able to appeal to a certain cultural 

element of the domestic political landscape.490 In other words, ‘Blair seemed to present an answer to 

those troubled by post-war decline and the struggle to find a role for the UK in the modern world; 

once again British leadership was necessary and something of which to be proud.’491 Blair’s reference 

to the ‘long British history of global leadership’ was both implicit and vague. It is not clear if Blair 

was referring to the days of British imperial rule or leadership during the Second World War – or 

perhaps both. What is interesting about Blair’s implicit use of history is the assumption that the 

audience would share his notion of what global leadership entailed and, consequently, fill in a 

favourable version. If we again turn to Astrid Erll’s term of ‘remediation’, it can be argued that ideas 

about leadership are essential to representations of British history and the imperial past that are 
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constantly being remediated. In this sense, Blair’s audience could be considered part of a ‘media 

culture’ in which representations of British history and leadership were constantly being circulated. 

Consequently, the omission of what exactly global leadership historically referred to allowed Blair to 

draw sustenance from a past in which Britain’s leadership role arguably was clearer and more 

meaningful. Again, this is comparable to how Eurosceptics were able to draw on past imperial 

achievements and periods that coincide with empire, yet without mentioning the empire itself.  

Dane Kennedy points out how the military campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq sparked debates 

about empire in both American and British contexts. In the US, the ‘War on Terror’ further intensified 

the debate about the imperial nature and role of the United States; a debate that originated when the 

US became the world’s only superpower in the aftermath of the Cold War. However, following 9/11, 

even those who argued that the time had come for the United States to accept its ‘empire lite’ role of 

policing the world refrained from referring to the US as an empire given the negative connotations 

associated with this form of statecraft.492 In the British context, both supporters and critics of the war 

drew parallels to the imperial past in their argumentation. As such, the debate ‘has taken on 

importance not only in terms of contending memories of the imperial past and divergent 

interpretations of its meaning, but also in terms of debates about the future of the British nation 

itself.’493 In other words, the ‘War on Terror’ gave new life to the memory of empire in the sense that 

contemporaries, historians, and politicians alike, turned to the imperial past to articulate Britain’s role 

on the international stage in the wake of 9/11.  

As mentioned, the tendency to describe Britain’s relationship with and membership of the 

European Union as an on-going struggle rather than a cooperation is a persistent theme within British 

Euroscepticism. However, I argue that the ideas of a British leadership role embedded within the 

‘War on Terror’ debate added an imperial dimension to foreign policy discourse which in turn spilled 

over into Eurosceptic rhetoric. In other words, the rhetoric on the ‘War on Terror’ is relevant to British 

Euroscepticism because it produced a debate about how to remember and articulate the imperial past, 

as well as established a link between the imperial past and ideas about the future in terms of an 

assertive foreign policy on the world stage. It should be noted that there is a certain irony in the fact 

that Blair’s ideas of British leadership and purpose in the world were used by the Eurosceptics to 

argue for Britain’s withdrawal from the EU. In other words, Blair’s ambition was never to provide 
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the Eurosceptics with this form of language. On the contrary, his intention was to use the language of 

leadership to argue for Britain’s future as a leader within the EU.494  

I would argue that there is a certain duality to Blair’s approach to Britain’s imperial past. On 

the one hand, he referred to the British Empire as ‘a most extraordinary achievement’495 and insisted 

that the imperial past should not be a cause for ‘neither apology nor hand-wringing.’496 On the other 

hand, in 2007 Blair did make an official apology for Britain’s role in the slave trade. Furthermore, a 

few of Blair’s political contemporaries also expressed favourable views on the imperial past: Gordon 

Brown stated that ‘the days of Britain having to apologize for its colonial history are over … We 

should celebrate … our past rather than apologize for it,’ while Foreign Secretary William Hague 

stated that ‘We have to get out of this post-colonial guilt.’497 Consequently, the complex and 

controversial nature of Britain’s imperial past might to a certain extent explain Blair’s choice to be 

implicit about the origins of Britain’s global reach, while at the same time mobilising ideas of 

leadership based on history.  

Indeed, when positioning Britain on the world stage, Blair emphasised a leadership role in the 

form of a transatlantic bridge between the United States and Europe, and yet it is remarkable how 

little the Commonwealth features in New Labour’s overall foreign policy doctrine. Nonetheless, the 

debate surrounding the ‘War on Terror’ was rhetorically linked to empire in the sense that Blair’s 

emphasis on moral leadership was criticised for being a renewed form of imperial endeavour. As a 

foreign policy doctrine, liberal internationalism emphasises the protection of human rights, along 

with the spread of a free-market economy and democratic institutions and is traditionally 

accompanied by an expansionist foreign policy. Blair’s focus on the ‘international community’ indeed 

promoted a liberal international order that justified and promoted intervention in the name of 

humanitarianism or human rights. This was evident in connection to intervention in Kosovo in 1999, 

as well as in both Afghanistan and Iraq following 9/11.498 Critics of liberal internationalism have 

referred to it as ‘no more than a modern manifestation of a “civilising mission” as it seeks to impose 

Western institutions and behaviour on non-Western societies…’ In other words, according to this 
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critique, the aim of liberal democracies is ‘the re-shaping of the structures of the international system 

and re-moulding of the world in their own image.’499 

Providing an insight into the thinking behind New Labour’s foreign policy strategy, British 

diplomat and foreign policy advisor, Robert Cooper, called for ‘a new kind of imperialism’ suited for 

the 21st century. In other words, an imperialism ‘acceptable to a world of human rights and 

cosmopolitan values … an imperialism, which like all imperialism, aims to bring order and 

organisation but which rests today on the voluntary principle.’ According to Cooper such a 

‘postmodern imperialism’ was to be promoted through the global economy and intervention.500 

According to Hakim Adi, the development of this kind of new imperialism was part of the Blair 

government’s ‘stated aim of making Britain “great” again … an attempt to turn the clock back to the 

times of the British Empire, which Blair himself has referred to as “a most extraordinary 

achievement,” and in striving to make Britain a key player not only in Europe but also in the global 

market.’501 Explaining why Blair uncritically supported George W. Bush’s military intervention, 

especially in Iraq, Inderjeet Parmar argues that Blair’s foreign policy strategy drew on the foreign 

policy ideas of the ‘New Liberals’, who sought to ‘strengthen the bonds of the British Empire through 

imperial reform and alliance … with the United States.’502 Parmar argues that Blair was a liberal 

imperialist and his foreign policy was ‘an imperial mission to remake the world … in alliance with 

the radical neo-conservative policies of the Bush administration.’503  

In sum, Blair’s new foreign policy of liberal internationalism that justified intervention in the 

name of democracy, human rights, and free market economy has been criticised for being a new form 

of imperialism which sought to impose Western institutions and values on non-Western states. As the 

previous paragraph outlines, Blair’s critics were keen to use explicit language when comparing liberal 

internationalism to imperialism. Yet, apart from Cooper’s explicit call for ‘a new kind of 

imperialism’, Blair himself shied away from referring to Britain’s imperial past in any such explicit 

manner. Nonetheless, Cooper definition of this new imperialism promoted through intervention and 

the global economy bore a striking resemblance to established ideas of ‘benign imperialism’, and, 

consequently, invited the critique that it might not be so postmodern after all. Richard Gott argues 
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that Blair has ‘resurrected an earlier tradition, openly speaking in the tones of the liberal imperialists 

of the nineteenth century.’ Consequently, Gott labels Blair as one of New Labours neo-imperialist 

politicians who have ‘indicated their willingness to take up the white man’s burden once again.’ Such 

willingness was based on a romanticised reading of the past which viewed the British Empire as ‘a 

model experience’ in the sense that it was ‘obtained and maintained with a minimum degree of force, 

and with maximum co-operation from a grateful indigenous population.’504 

What emerges from this brief examination of Blair’s foreign policy doctrine, especially in 

connection to the ‘War on Terror’, is a language that mainly stresses the need for British leadership 

in an interconnected world. Blair clearly drew on ideas of British exceptionalism and history in 

establishing Britain’s identity and role as a global player on the world stage. The memory of empire 

was present in the debate about Britain’s participation in the ‘War on Terror’ in two interrelated ways: 

First, in the sense that ideas of global leadership drew sustenance from Britain’s history as an imperial 

power. In other words, by referring to the imperial past as ‘history’ and as an ‘achievement’, Blair 

implicitly mobilised a language that harnessed the past in order to carve out a vision of British 

leadership in the international community. Second, Blair’s foreign policy, especially the ‘War on 

Terror’, was linked to empire in the way that his ideas about Britain’s global leadership role were 

attacked and criticised as (neo)imperialist.  

Applying the tools of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’, I would argue that in establishing a new narrative 

of global leadership, Blair was drawing on an existing framework of thought rooted in British 

exceptionalism and imperial history. In this sense, not only did Blair’s ideas of Britain’s long history 

of global leadership reinterpret the past, but they also served as a narrative framework through which 

future foreign policy strategies could be articulated. In addition, repeated representations of Britain’s 

imperial past through various media supplied ready-made ideas of global leadership and 

responsibility that could be drawn on in the articulation of a new identity and world role. In this sense, 

I would argue that Blair’s articulation of Britain as a global leader was rooted in the imperial past, 

yet in its renewed version Britain’s leadership role became based on moral responsibility rather than 

imperial conquest. This reworking of the past allowed politicians, such as Blair, to mobilise Britain’s 

unique history as a global player in positive terms and as something to be strived for in the present.  

As demonstrated in previous chapters, metaphors of war have been a persistent theme in British 

Eurosceptic rhetoric. As early as the 1960s when Britain first applied to join the EEC, the anti-Market 
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argument against membership relied heavily on the memory of the two world wars. In this sense, the 

tendency to describe Britain’s relationship to the rest of the European Union as an ongoing struggle 

rather than a cooperation produced a narrative in which British identity and sovereignty were under 

attack from an adversarial European ‘other’. While the language of war is not a new phenomenon 

within Eurosceptic rhetoric, the ‘War on Terror’ (although not directly linked to Euroscepticism) 

introduced an imperial dimension to the debate in the form of global leadership and an assertive 

foreign policy rooted in Britain’s imperial past. Consequently, it is possible to establish a connection 

between the rhetoric surrounding the ‘War on Terror’ and the emphasis on British values and global 

leadership evident in the Eurosceptic debate in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum. The 

notion that Britain had a special role to play on the world stage that could only be realised outside the 

constraints of the European Union was central to the Brexit argument. In other words, during Blair’s 

years in office a language that emphasised British global leadership and assertiveness was shaped and 

thus made available for Eurosceptics to draw on when making an argument for Britain to leave the 

EU.  

 

The 2012 Curricula Debate 
 

In a speech at the Conservative Party Conference in 2009, Michael Gove argued that ‘There is 

no better way of building a modern inclusive, patriotism than by teaching all British citizens to take 

pride in this country’s historic achievements.’505 In British memory culture, the question of how to 

remember Britain’s imperial past has always been a contested one. On the one hand, there are those 

who argue that the British Empire was largely a force for good, while on the other hand, critics argue 

that the violence and exploitation against colonised peoples should not be so easily overlooked. The 

debate gathered new momentum over the content and place of history in the new national curricula 

in 2012, and as Susanne Grindel notes, the intensity of the debate on reforming the history curriculum 

was due to its links to deeper questions of national memory and identity.506 

I argue that the national curricula debate in 2012 is relevant to British Euroscepticism because 

it highlights the complex ways in which the imperial past is remembered and articulated in British 

political and public debate. Similar to the debate on the ‘War on Terror’ in the previous section, the 
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curricula debate represents another way in which the memory of empire is given new life through 

contemporary discourse on national identity. What is more, and perhaps in a more obvious manner 

than the ‘War on Terror’ debate, the call for a more celebratory view of Britain’s imperial past 

represents a significant shift in memory practice in the sense that the imperial past becomes more 

associated with its positive achievements than its negative legacies. In this sense, a connection can be 

made between a celebratory view of Britain’s imperial past and the mobilisation of imperial 

achievements during the Brexit debate. In other words, the call for a more celebratory view of history 

is particularly interesting in connection to Euroscepticism because it serves to redeem the memory of 

empire; a redemption which was beneficial to the Brexiteers as they sought to create a narrative about 

Britain’s future outside the European Union.  

Education has previously been deployed as a way to generate a positive image of Britain’s 

imperial project. Elizabeth Buettner argues that as the British Empire was coming to an end, 

participants in the imperial endeavour, along with their descendants, played a crucial role in 

generating a celebratory account of the imperial experience. Through education ‘the public would 

gain greater awareness of colonizers’ accomplishments, investments, and sacrifices’507, thereby 

generating an understanding that ‘empire was overwhelmingly about the selflessness, hard work, and 

sacrifice of its British representatives … not about racism, oppression, exploitation, and either 

national or personal gain.’508 The continuing popularity of affirmative accounts of the imperial past 

proves the resilience of the myth of ‘benevolent imperialism’, Buettner concludes.509  

What has been taught about the history of the British Empire in schools, along with how it has 

been taught, has changed significantly over the years. Grindel demonstrates how school textbooks 

show the significant development that the teaching of imperial history has undergone over the past 

decades and argues that these changes reflect developments in the broader British memory culture. 

In the early 1980s, the teaching of British imperial history focused on the British Empire as a project 

of bringing modernisation and civilisation to the far corners of the globe. What is more, this teaching 

of history relied on the fundamental separation between imperial and national history. In other words, 

the history of Empire was considered ‘a collection of developments and events occurring overseas, 

of marginal significance to the domestic, metropolitan center of power.’ The separation between the 

metropolis and the periphery further allowed for ‘a national history that remains largely unbroken by 
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the revolution that was decolonisation.’510 As a result of the growing number of migrants coming to 

Britain from the former colonies in the wake of decolonisation, this approach to history teaching 

changed. Current teaching material (published from 2006 onwards) put imperial history at the centre 

and ‘highlight[ed] the extent to which the Empire’s colonial periphery defined domestic cultural and 

social life at its [the metropolitan] heart.’ This view of history that connected the metropole and the 

periphery was consequently able to ‘engage critically with the history of the colonies as an integral 

part of national history,’ Grindel argues.511  

Outlining a similar development, Terry Hayn points out that in the early 20th century 

schoolchildren were taught that the British Empire was ‘an unequivocally positive part of being 

British … part of what made Britain “great.”’ However, in the aftermath of decolonization, negative 

attitudes to imperialism increased, and the prominence of ‘postcolonial’ history marked a change in 

the academic approach to historical research on empire. Such development influenced history 

teaching in primary and secondary schools as the approach to teaching the national past became more 

critical than celebratory.512  

The attempt to project empire in a more positive light can be seen as a reaction to the more 

critical view which long had dominated the teaching of British imperial history in particular. 

However, Gove’s call for a more celebratory view of the past should not necessarily be seen as a 

backlash against a more critical one. Rather, it is more helpful to see the curricula debate as part of a 

larger tug of war between two memory cultures. A National Curriculum for England was first 

introduced in 1988 as a way to regulate teaching standards and subjects in primary and secondary 

schools across the country. The implementation of a national curriculum has significant impact on 

the subject of history. The new curricula stressed knowledge, understanding and skill in the teaching 

of history, as well as ‘the importance of teaching children to take “proper pride” in the country’s 

past…’513 The National Curriculum was revised again under New Labour resulting in a history 

curriculum that centred on themes and the development of skills. The latest revision in 2012 was 

based on the overall critique that the current curriculum lacked factual content and a coherent national 

narrative. More specifically, critics believed that a revised national curriculum should ‘foster a sense 
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of British national identity.’514 In other words, the central question of the curricula debate centred on 

‘how much significance should be ascribed to history, and specifically to the nation’s imperial 

heritage, in schools.’515 The intention of the Department for Education was to launch a revised version 

of the national curriculum in 2014, the purpose of which was ‘to restore importance to traditional 

elements of history education and present the history of Britain as a self-confident national 

narrative.’516 Correspondingly, the question of the importance of history and the teaching of history 

can be linked to a larger debate about how the imperial past is remembered and articulated in 

contemporary British society.  

Historian Niall Ferguson was directly involved in the curricula debate as he was part of the 

committee charged with revising the national history curricula. More importantly, Ferguson is also 

the author of one of the more recent and notable celebratory accounts of Britain’s imperial past, 

namely Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World (published in 2002). In the book – which was 

adapted to a television series by Channel 4 in 2003 – Ferguson poses the simple question: ‘Was the 

British Empire a good or a bad thing?’ 517 In this sense, he challenges what he himself refers to as the 

conventional view that Empire was ‘on balance … a bad thing’518, arguing that ‘no other organization 

in history has done more to promote the free movement of goods, capital and labour than the British 

Empire in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.’519 Consequently, given the benefits of the 

legacy of empire, Ferguson concludes that despite colonial wrongs (which are barely mentioned in 

the book), the British Empire was by and large a force for good, or ‘a Good Thing.’520  

Ferguson’s so-called ‘balance sheet’ view of Britain’s imperial past highlights the complexity 

of the memory of empire in contemporary Britain. As mentioned, while some feel the need to defend 

the imperial endeavour by highlighting imperial achievements such as the spread of free trade, liberty 

and representative government, critics of this celebratory view of the imperial past highlight the 

racism and exploitation of colonialism. Ferguson’s approach to Britain’s imperial past is not very 

productive. Rather, it simplifies the long and complex history of Britain’s imperial experience – an 

experience that spanned across centuries, as well as different territories – by reducing it to a simple 
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question of ‘good’ or ‘bad’. In other words, the question of whether or not the Empire was a good or 

bad thing overlooks both how the British Empire operated differently in different territories, as well 

as undermines how its afterlife continues to impact both Britain itself, as well as those previously 

under colonial rule.  

In many ways, the proposed new curriculum in 2012 harked back to its 1980s predecessor that 

emphasised a celebratory approach to the national past. As Secretary of State for Education from 

2010 to 2014, Michael Gove initiated the 2011 review of the National Curriculum. Gove had long 

complained that too much teaching of British history was informed by post-colonial guilt.521 

Consequently, the history teaching advocated by Gove was one that ought to inspire celebration and 

pride in Britain’s past achievements. In a speech soon after his appointment as Education Secretary, 

Gove lamented the state of history and history teaching in British schools. Gove stated that  

One of the under-appreciated tragedies of our time has been the sundering of our society 

from its past. Children growing up ignorant of one of the most inspiring stories I know 

– the history of our United Kingdom. Our history has moments of pride, and shame, but 

unless we fully understand the struggles of the past we will not properly value the 

liberties of the present. The current approach we have to history denies children the 

opportunity to hear our island history. Children are given a mix of topics at primary, a 

cursory through Henry the Eighth and Hitler at secondary and many give up the subject 

at 14, without knowing how the vivid episodes of our past become a connected 

narrative.522  

 

Gove’s stated desire was to use the teaching of history to restore the link between the past and the 

present, and thereby install a sense of national identity and pride in schoolchildren. Consequently, the 

proposed curricula emphasised the teaching of British history, as well as allocated more time to the 

teaching of the British Empire specifically.523 Hayn argues that ‘the intention was that the teaching 

of the British Empire would be accorded a much more substantial place in the National Curriculum, 

and there were exhortations from politicians that teachers should present a much more positive picture 

of the empire.’524  
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What we are seeing here is a development away from the more critical view on Britain’s 

imperial past and back towards a more positive one. In other words, the revision of the national history 

curricula represents an active attempt by politicians to install a sense of pride in the past. Aleida 

Assmann’s term ‘political memory’ – which refers to an institutionalised top-down memory that 

highlights certain memories and excludes others in order to project a positive image of the nation525 

– is useful here because it illustrates ‘how memories are used and abused for political action and the 

formation of group identities.’526 In this sense, this conscious instrumentalization of history tells us 

as much about the needs of the present as it does about the past itself. I would argue that the 

mobilisation of the past to generate pride and a sense of national identity is indicative of the need for 

a new narrative about British identity and role in the world.  

In his speech, Gove lamented the missed opportunity for British schoolchildren to hear ‘our 

island history’, seemingly a reference to Henrietta Marshall’s bestselling book Our Island Story: A 

Child’s History of England. The book was first published in 1905 (and re-published in 2005) at the 

height of British Empire and with the purpose of glorifying the imperial endeavour. 527 Edoardo 

Campanella and Marta Dassù point out how Marshall’s book weaves together history and fiction 

about the idea of an island nation which captures the central features of the UK: internal unity, military 

security, global reach, and continental separation.528 What is remarkable is how this Edwardian era 

book – written in praise of the British Empire – continues to shape contemporary political debates. In 

other words, the renewed relevance of Our Island Story is a good example of how the imperial past 

is tied to debates about memory and identity in the present. Further, Gove’s mentioning of historical 

moments of ‘pride, and shame…’  reveals how British memory culture tends to acknowledge imperial 

wrongs. Yet, at the same time, as Astrid Rasch argues, this acknowledgement seemingly functions to 

neutralise any postcolonial guilt, leaving only positive achievements and celebratory accounts to build 

on when constructing a narrative of identity in the present.529  

In a speech to the Social Market Foundation in 2013, Gove commented on the proposed new 

history curriculum, stating that ‘rather than a disconnected set of themes and topics there is a clear 

narrative which encompasses British and world history, with space for study of the heroes and 
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heroines whose example is truly inspirational.’530 In other words, the teaching of history should take 

point of departure in fact-based curriculum which required school children to learn names, dates and 

key events of a selected few British ‘heroes’.531 However, as Matthew Watson points out, given the 

Government’s critique of the history curricula as too modern and their attempt to refocus it towards 

earlier periods, ‘the heroes whose lives were called upon to drive a connected history of Britain were 

likely to be specifically colonial heroes.’532 In other words, the function of the new history curriculum 

should be to foster an inspirational narrative of national identity by focusing on the lives and 

achievements of British ‘heroes’ from a period which happened to coincide with empire. Herein lies 

a certain parallel to the Eurosceptic debate in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum: the way 

in which a present need for a positive or inspirational narrative of identity enabled a reinterpretation 

of the past. Just as Gove promoted a focus on (colonial) heroes in the teaching of history, pro-Brexit 

advocates would later implicitly draw on past achievements and periods that concurred with empire 

in order to construct an uplifting narrative about Britain’s identity outside the European Union. 

Critics of the proposed new curriculum, such as historian Richard J. Evans, warned against an 

education policy which aimed towards fostering a certain sense of national identity, as well as the 

implication that this approach to history would have on schoolchildren’s ability to think critically 

about the past.533 Another significant critique of the proposed curriculum was its inherently exclusive 

nature. As Andrew Mansfield argues, this kind of history teaching would foster a narrow sense of 

Britishness which in turn would leave schoolchildren with immigrant backgrounds feeling left out of 

the national narrative.534 Consequently, the curriculum reforms were ‘both contradictory and 

confusing. In their endeavour to provide cohesion and acceptance through a given narrative they 

exclude a sizeable minority of British people.’535 What is more, it went against the global history and 

transnational trends within academic history by focusing on ‘an old-fashioned “white man” history 

that glorifies certain events and concentrates heavily on empire, war, “great men” and is narrowly 

Eurocentric in scope. It celebrates a specific vision of how Britain became the world’s largest empire 

and then lost that empire, without truly confronting its atrocities or the impact of the wider world or 
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even its own colonies on Britain…’, Mansfield concludes.536 As Mansfield points out, Gove’s stated 

desire to generate a positive and coherent narrative of national identity through a revised history 

curriculum was counterproductive in the sense that it excluded a large portion of the British 

population, namely those with immigrant backgrounds. In other words, by emphasising Britain’s 

imperial history in a self-congratulatory manner, the proposed history curriculum excluded 

generations of immigrants whose very presence in Britain was a legacy of the same empire that Gove 

sought to celebrate.   

In conclusion, the intensity of the curricula debate was due to its links to deeper questions of 

British national memory and identity in the present. As mentioned, according to the proposed new 

national curriculum, the purpose of history and history teaching should be to generate a confident 

national identity by emphasising a celebratory view of the past. Looking back to past achievements 

as a way to construct a national narrative and identity and to install a sense of pride was similar to the 

way in which the Brexiteers would later look to the past in order to install confidence in Britain’s 

future outside the European Union. In both cases, the emphasis was on a self-congratulatory and 

uncritical mobilisation of the imperial past. What is more, the curricula debate demonstrated a shift 

in how Britain’s imperial past was remembered and articulated in the present. In other words, by 

highlighting a more positive record of achievements, Gove’s celebratory view of Britain’s imperial 

history was able to shift the focus away from negative connotations previously associated with the 

British Empire. This shift in language and remembrance further enabled pro-Brexit advocates to 

mobilise a positive and optimistic language about the past when making their argument about 

Britain’s withdrawal from the European Union. In other words, the shift in how the imperial past was 

articulated as something to be proud of provided the Brexiters with a ready-made rhetorical device 

through which the imperial past could serve as inspiration for national renewal outside the EU. 

 

Commemoration and the centenary of the First World War 
 

National commemorations are designed to unify the nation around certain commemorative 

rituals and, consequently, articulate a certain collective memory and identity.537 As a form of memory, 

commemoration is an act that occurs in the present and is thereby ‘recast to meet the needs of the 
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moment.’538 Accordingly, commemorative activities and events say as much about a society in the 

present as they do about the actual events that are being commemorated. The years 2014-2018 marked 

the centenary of the First World War which was commemorated through a wide range of activity both 

in Britain and across Europe. This final section of the chapter examines the language and debate 

surrounding the centenary commemoration. Specifically, it demonstrates how politicians sought to 

highlight the contribution and sacrifice of Commonwealth nations during the war. I use Michael 

Rothberg’s term ‘multidirectional memory’ – the process of interaction between different memories 

– to highlight how the emphasis on the Commonwealth materialised in two different ways. On the 

one hand, the emphasis on the Commonwealth in the centenary commemorations was designed to 

generate a narrative of inclusion as a way to include Britons of Commonwealth decent into the 

national narrative. On the other, the emphasis on the Commonwealth can also be seen as a state 

sponsored effort to articulate a narrative of unity, particularly a unity that preceded the European 

Union. In this sense, we are seeing two different narratives – one progressive and one conservative – 

pulling in the same direction. Finally, the centennial commemoration of WWI is relevant to British 

Euroscepticism because – like the previous two debates discussed in this chapter – it gave new life to 

the memory of empire through political and public discourse. In this sense, it can be argued that the 

commemorative emphasis on the Commonwealth leads to the value placed on Britain’s 

Commonwealth/Anglosphere (or global) connections during the Brexit debate. In other words, 

Eurosceptic rhetoric could latch on to established ideas about Commonwealth unity when looking to 

generate a new narrative of identity and purpose for Britain outside the EU. 

It is important to note that commemoration and commemorative practices occur on different 

levels of society. The work of Jay Winter reminds us that on a more individual and private level 

commemoration is practiced as a way to work through trauma, loss and death caused by war.539 

However, as this chapter is concerned with the articulation of memory and identity on a national level, 

the following will focus on state orchestrated commemoration. Although dominant narratives of the 

events that are being commemorated remain contested, the state plays a central role in constructing 

and maintaining a ‘official memory’ of the past, ‘selecting from or reworking the repertoire of 

national stories and symbols to fashion effectively useable public memories for … particular ends 
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and purposes.’540 Referring specifically to war commemoration, Ashplant et al. define ‘official 

memory’ as ‘those dominant or hegemonic narratives which underpin and help organize the 

remembrance and commemoration of war at the level of the nation-state.’541 They further point out 

that when it comes to war memories in particular, the nation is the prime arena of articulation and 

commemoration, ‘since war has been central to its identity and symbolic continuity.’542 On a purely 

political level, war commemoration is ‘a practice bound up with rituals of national identification, and 

a key element in the symbolic repertoire available to the nation-state for binding its citizens into a 

collective national identity.’543 Again, it is important to keep in mind that just as commemoration is 

not static, neither is the memory of war. Rather, both are constantly rearticulated and reconstructed 

in the context of the present.  

Following the First World War certain traditions were invented to commemorate ‘the war to 

end all wars’. Among these were the two-minute silence on Armistice Day, the Cenotaph, the 

Unknown Warrior and the poppy flower as a symbol of remembrance.544 Jenny Macleod and Yvonne 

Inall point out how WWI commemoration was both driven from below ‘by an emotional need … to 

process grief’, as well as by a political imperative from above in order to convey ‘a political message 

about the worthwhile nature of the cause in which so many had died.’545 However, as Ross Wilson 

argues, the dominant memory of the Great War as a tragedy and futile waste of life originated with 

the war poetry of Siegfried Sassoon and was further popularised in the play ‘Oh! What a Lovely War’ 

(1960s) and the BBC series ‘Blackadder Goes Forth’ (1980s).546 In other words, the cultural memory 

of the Great War as a tragic and futile waste of life has proved to be quite resilient in Britain. 

The narrative surrounding the centenary in the years 2014-2018 continued to emphasise the 

sacrifices made in war, all the while downplaying its futility. The significance of the conflict was 

mirrored in the large-scale government initiatives to commemorate it. In a speech at the Imperial War 

Museum in London in 2012, Prime Minister David Cameron outlined the Government’s plans for the 

centenary. Cameron announced government funding of approximately £50m547 which included a 
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renovation of the Imperial War Museum to include a permanent First World War gallery the purpose 

of which was ‘to tell the story of the war and the British Empire’s part in it to a new generation of 

visitors.’548  

In his speech, Cameron stated his desire for ‘a truly national commemoration … a 

commemoration that captures our national spirit …’ and ‘says something about who we are as a 

people.’ Cameron further emphasised ‘the sheer scale of the sacrifice’ of those who fought and died, 

and how the war defined British values of friendship and loyalty. In other words, to Cameron, the 

Great War was central to contemporary national identity, as he stated that ‘There is something about 

the First World War that makes it a fundamental part of our national consciousness. Put simply, this 

matters not just in our heads, but in our hearts; it has a very strong emotional connection. I feel it very 

deeply.’549 Accordingly, Cameron’s central message on the eve of the centenary was an emphasis on 

sacrifice and its emotional connection to national identity. In other words, by emphasising British 

values of friendship and loyalty, Cameron used the memory of the war and those who fought and died 

in it to establish a sense of national self in the present.   

In a comment in the Daily Mail at the outset of the centenary, Michael Gove stressed the 

importance of commemorating and learning from the Great War ‘in the right way.’ Gove warned 

against myths and misunderstandings about the conflict ‘which reflect, at best, an ambiguous attitude 

to this country and, at worst, an unhappy compulsion on the part of some to denigrate virtues such as 

patriotism, honour and courage.’ Gove concluded by criticising these misrepresentations as ‘Left-

wing versions of the past designed to belittle Britain and its leaders.’550  

There was a clear desire on the part of both Cameron and Gove to shift the cultural memory of 

the Great War away from the predominant idea of a futile waste of lives and towards a sense of the 

war as a necessary conflict which Britain ultimately won and consequently could be proud of. This is 

not to say that death and sacrifice were not important to the Cameron/Gove narrative, just not as 

futile. According to Lucy Noakes, state orchestrated commemoration was driven by a desire to 

‘strengthen community ties and a sense of national identity based, in part, upon a shared belief in the 

continued importance of honouring the dead, and of recognising the ways that the war shaped the 

modern world, and the modern British nation.’551 Yet as Noakes notes, this government effort to shift 
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the cultural memory of the war ultimately failed as the most popular commemorative and public arts 

projects still focused on the fallen. Consequently, ‘death and loss remained at the heart of the 

centenary’ on other levels of society.552 

It is also important to keep in mind that the centenary commemorations of the First World War 

came at a time of great division in Britain, specifically on the European question. In 2013, Prime 

Minister David Cameron had promised to renegotiate Britain’s membership of the EU and put the 

result to the people in an ‘In/Out’ referendum which took place in 2016. In addition to Cameron and 

Gove’s emphasis on the war effort as a victory to be proud of, another focus of the centenary 

commemorations centred on the contribution and sacrifice of soldiers of the British Empire. In this 

sense, the centenary commemoration of the First World War provided an occasion to articulate a 

narrative of purpose and identity in a politically divided present which centred on victory and a sense 

of Commonwealth unity that preceded the European Union. 

The past is remembered in various ways. In other words, in any given society there exist 

multiple memories and accounts of the past. Accordingly, Michael Rothberg argues that memory is 

not a ‘zero-sum’ game and uses the term ‘multidirectional memory’ to describe the process through 

which oppositional memories rather than being mutually exclusive build on and borrow from one 

another. In other words, different – even contested – accounts of the past are always in dialogue with 

one another.553 As the following will demonstrate, the rhetoric surrounding the WWI centenary 

commemorations reveals two different narratives that both emphasise the sacrifice and war effort of 

the Commonwealth nations. One progressive designed to include Britons of Commonwealth decent 

into the national narrative; and one conservative designed to establish a common set of values and 

thereby create a sense of unity between Britain and the Commonwealth. In this sense, both narratives 

are pushing in the same direction by drawing on the imperial past, yet they are producing two different 

narratives of identity.  

In 2013, just prior to the centenary commemorations, Faith and Communities Minister Baroness 

Sayeeda Warsi visited the WWI battlefields in France and Belgium. In a speech that paid tribute to 

the 1.2 million Indian soldiers who fought in the war, Warsi stated that ‘Our boys weren’t just 

Tommies; they were Tariqs and Tajinders too … I will make it my mission to ensure that the centenary 

is a chance for everyone to learn about the contribution of the Commonwealth soldiers. After all, our 
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shared future is based on our shared past.’554 In another speech later the same year, Baroness Warsi 

stated that the role of Commonwealth soldiers fighting for the British Empire had been overlooked 

for far too long. According to Warsi, the centenary provided the ideal occasion for remembering the 

diversity of the war effort as she stated that ‘I believe highlighting these multi-ethnic, multi-faith 

stories will reclaim our proud, patriotic history…’555 In her speeches, Warsi’s stressed the diversity 

of the war effort as an attempt to reclaim Britain’s ‘proud’ and ‘patriotic’ history. In this sense, her 

evocation of a ‘shared past’ was not about imperial nostalgia, but rather about recognising the 

contribution of Commonwealth soldiers, precisely so that Britons of Commonwealth descent could 

see themselves as part of the national narrative. This was an attempt at an inclusive commemorative 

narrative which in turn promotes a progressive and multicultural British identity.  

Another attempt at inclusivity during the centenary was the planned new national memorial in 

London to honour the contribution of Sikh servicemen in the First World War. In confirming the 

government’s support for the memorial, then Communities Secretary Sajid Javid stated that ‘We are 

indebted to all those servicemen who volunteered to serve and fought to defend the freedoms we 

enjoy today. That’s why a Sikh war memorial in our nation’s capital will honour their sacrifice and 

ensure that this part of our shared history is never forgotten.’556 In this sense, what emerged from 

Warsi and Javid’s statements was a progressive commemorative narrative of inclusion. 

However, as mentioned, the conservative narrative that also emphasised the Commonwealth 

contribution to the war effort was not necessarily about inclusion. Rather, as the following examples 

demonstrate, it was also about a certain representation of Britain’s past and future. Max Cohen points 

out how the 2014 centenary commemorations were designed to elevate the contribution of Muslim 

soldiers during the Great War. One example was how the commemoration of the British Muslim 

soldier Khudadad Khan – who was awarded the Victoria Cross for his service at the Western Front 

during the war – was used to emphasis Britain’s commitment to multiculturalism. Consequently, 

‘Both Britain’s troubled history of domination and exploitation which typify the colonial experience 

of many ethnic minorities, and the contemporary circumstances of marginalisation of Muslims in the 
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UK during the War on Terror, are washed over. Through memory, Britain’s military and its wars 

accumulate an eternal image of progressive diversity and causal justness’, Cohen argues.557 

As mentioned, the conservative narrative in connection to the centenary commemorations 

sought to emphasise the Commonwealth contribution as a way to create a sense of unity between 

Britain and the Commonwealth nations. In 2015, an event was held at the Imperial War Museum in 

Manchester to commemorate the Battle of Neuve Chapelle in which Indian troops fought at the 

Western Front. Of Neuve Chapelle, Culture Secretary Sajid Javid said that it was ‘not just the place 

where the course of the First World War hung in the balance for four long days. It is also the place 

where men from across Britain’s empire stood shoulder to shoulder, fighting thousands of miles from 

home in defence of what is right.’558 Another event on the centenary programme was the unveiling 

of 145 commemorative paving stones to honour the 145 overseas recipients of the Victoria Cross 

bestowed upon them for their service in the Great War. Communities Secretary Eric Pickles stated 

that ‘These men fought for a country and a society which spanned continents and places that in many 

ways could not have been more different. But these servicemen did not allow themselves to be 

separated by their differences. Instead, they were bound by their shared values and experiences, 

united by common ground … They fought together, shoulder-to-shoulder, for liberty and their legacy 

forms the fabric of our society as we know it’559 (emphasis mine). Finally, on Commonwealth Day 

2015, taking place during the centenary commemorations, Pickles further stated: ‘In both world wars 

millions of soldiers from across the Commonwealth fought side-by-side, defending the values of 

freedom and liberty, and defeating the dark forces of tyranny and oppression. Every Commonwealth 

country shares this proud history, but we also share enduring values, which provide enormous 

opportunities for future cooperation’560 (emphasis mine).  

The progressive and the conservative political narratives pull in the same direction in the sense 

that they both emphasise the Commonwealth war effort. Both draw on the imperial past in the form 

of Commonwealth relations, yet for different objectives. Consequently, the process of 

‘multidirectional memory’ is evident in the centenary commemorations as two different narratives of 

national identity are produced in the present. One that is aimed to emphasise a progressive, 
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multicultural British identity; and one conservative aimed at establishing shared values and unity with 

other Commonwealth nations. 

In addition, the rhetoric reveals a tendency to draw on the past as inspiration for the future. The 

emphasis on a ‘defence of what is right’, along with the defence of ‘the values of freedom and liberty’ 

have the function of portraying Britain as both protector of certain values, as well as victor of the war, 

alongside the Commonwealth. What is more, by stressing a ‘[shared] history’ and ‘enduring values’ 

with the Commonwealth nations, a link is made between the past and the future as a shared history 

and values are established as the basis for ‘enormous opportunities for future cooperation.’ This 

tendency to model a vision of future cooperation on a sense of shared history and experience was also 

a prominent feature of the British Eurosceptic debate during the Brexit referendum. As chapter five 

demonstrated, leading Brexit advocates, such as Boris Johnson and Daniel Hannan, frequently argued 

in favour of a more natural alliance with Commonwealth and Anglosphere nations as alternatives to 

Britain’s EU membership.  

In sum, there is a parallel between the emphasis on victory in the Great War as a joint effort 

during the centenary and the Brexit debate – both of which occurred at the same time. The emphasis 

on the contribution of the soldiers of the British Empire served to create a form of unity between 

Britain and the Commonwealth that preceded the European Union, which in turn served to highlight 

Britain’s past and future in a highly selective and opportunistic manner. This was mirrored in the 

Eurosceptic emphasis on Britain’s global reach in the form of Commonwealth/Anglosphere relations 

which would serve as key to Britain’s future purpose outside the EU. The beginning of the centenary 

commemorations coincided with the Commonwealth Games held in Glasgow from July-August 

2014. In connection to the games, the Sunday Telegraph ran an editorial titled ‘Nations brought 

together by a common bond’ which celebrated the shared ideals of democracy and human rights. The 

editorial further declared the advantages of the Commonwealth over those of the European Union, 

stating that ‘The EU represents an inward-looking attempt to preserve the wealth of a continent 

declining in economic power. The Commonwealth, by contrast, is out-ward-looking, almost free of 

rules, internationalist, and all about connecting the old world with the new.’561  

Commemoration is intimately linked to collective memory in the sense that commemorative 

practices generate a shared representation of the past. Seeking to include Britons of Commonwealth 

decent into the national narrative, centenary commemoration emphasised a common history and 

shared values. In other words, the representation of the past generated by WWI commemoration was 
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one of unity between Britain and the Commonwealth; a unity that was especially significant in a time 

when unity between Britain the EU was put to the test. Santanu Das points out how the word ‘shared’ 

became one of the most overused words in connection to the centenary commemorations – ‘“shared 

past”, “shared experience”, “shared memory”, to be put in service of a “shared future.”’ However, as 

with all memory, this commemorative narrative is highly selective. According to Das, ‘In Britain, the 

First World War centennial commemoration has been invented as the grand-stage to play the theme 

of multiculturalism and tied to an agenda of social cohesion and community building’, resulting in 

‘the sanitation of the violence of both war and empire.’562 Consequently, a narrative of inclusion 

which emphasises the contribution of the entire British Empire in winning the Great War, also runs 

the risk of excluding certain (less suitable) aspects of the past. Since the narrative function of inclusion 

was to cast Britain’s past and future in an optimistic light at a time when relations with the EU were 

strained, the shared history upon which it was based became highly selective. Much in the same way, 

the Eurosceptic mobilisation of the imperial past focused on shared history and values, thereby 

leaving out any negative connotations of imperial exploitation.  

 

Conclusion 
 

The overall aim of this chapter has been to explain the remarkable re-emergence of the imperial 

dimension in British Eurosceptic rhetoric by examining how the imperial past has been remembered 

and articulated in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum. By examining the debates in 

connection with Britain’s role in Afghanistan and Iraq, the curricula debate on how to teach the 

imperial past to schoolchildren, and, finally, the centenary commemorations of the First World War, 

the chapter demonstrates how the continuing instrumentalization (conscious or unconscious) of the 

cultural memory of empire in different areas of British society from foreign policy to educational 

policy and national commemoration. These debates do not necessarily have a direct link to the debate 

on Britain’s membership of the European Union. Nonetheless, all three debates took place at a time 

when Britain’s relationship with the EU was increasingly being challenged and the idea of Britain 

leaving – rather than reforming – the community was gaining traction. The language used in each of 

the three debates is linked to collective memory in the sense that each debate is preoccupied with 

creating a form of collective memory centred on a certain shared reconstruction of the past. 

 
562 Santanu Das, ‘Colonial commemoration in a time of multiculturalism: South Asia and the First World War,’ in 
Reflections on the Commemoration of the First World War: Perspectives from the former British Empire, ed. David 
Monger & Sarah Murrey (London: Routledge, 2020), 22-23 
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Accordingly, I argue that each debate is relevant to British Euroscepticism because each gave new 

life to the memory of empire in political and public discourse. In this sense, each debate generated a 

form of language about British national identity which became available to Eurosceptics as the Brexit 

referendum approached. In other words, there is a discursive connection between each of these 

debates and the main Eurosceptic arguments during the Brexit debate, namely Britain’s role in the 

world, a celebratory view of the past, and Britain’s relationship with the Commonwealth/Anglosphere 

nations. In this sense, not only can the Brexit debate be seen as a fusion of different strands on debate 

about British identity and its role in the world, as well as how to remember the imperial past. But 

more importantly, each of these debates examined in this chapter demonstrates a shift in the way 

Britain’s imperial past is remembered and articulated, a shift away from the empire’s negative 

connotations and towards more positive ones. 

The rhetoric used by Tony Blair and other political actors in connection with the ‘War on 

Terror’ was concerned with articulating a new leadership role for Britain in an interconnected and 

global world. In this sense, ideas of national identity and collective memory were more outward 

looking. In comparison, the rhetoric expressed by Michael Gove during the curricula debate was more 

inward looking and concerned with how to deal with the complexities of remembering a difficult past. 

As the chapter demonstrates, Gove argued in favour of a celebratory view of Britain’s imperial past 

to be taught in primary and secondary schools. Finally, the rhetoric during the centenary 

commemoration of the First World War was an attempt by the state to shift the commemorative 

narrative away from futility towards heroic sacrifice. Yet, more importantly, the centenary saw an 

added emphasis on the contribution of the Commonwealth in the war effort, thereby seeking to create 

a form of unity that preceded the European community, as well as to portray Britain in a certain light.   

Originating as they did in different areas of British society, what these debates had in common 

was the attempt to articulate a sense of national identity in the present. In other words, each debate 

sought to map out Britain’s sense of itself and its role in the world. As mentioned, within each of 

these debates we are able see traces of the arguments used by Eurosceptic to establish a future for 

Britain outside the European Union. As chapter five demonstrates, ideas of global leadership, a 

celebratory and uncritical view of history, and an emphasis on Britain’s Commonwealth relations 

were all central to the Brexit debate, and in each case, the mobilisation of the imperial past was 

essential to the narrative. Campanella and Dassù argue that ‘In 2016, evoking bygone imperial glory 

was no longer anathema, as would have been the case a couple of decades earlier…’ Rather, ‘the 

Brexiteers could count on the partial rehabilitation of the empire that had probably started with the 
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popular work of the historian Niall Ferguson…’563 Consequently, the shift away from the empire’s 

negative connotations and towards more positive ones provided pro-Brexit advocates with a historical 

and confident language of imperial achievements through which an optimistic and desirable future 

for Britain outside the EU could be articulated. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 
 

As one of the most significant figures in the Brexit debate, Boris Johnson sought to chart out 

Britain’s future outside the EU by implicitly referencing past imperial achievements. A few days after 

the referendum, Johnson gave a speech in which he referred to Brexit as ‘a glorious opportunity’ for 

Britain to take back control over its own laws, taxes, and the economy. ‘Above all’, Johnson 

concluded, ‘we can find our voice in the world again. A voice that is commensurate with the fifth-

biggest economy on earth. Powerful, liberal, humane, and extraordinary force for good in the 

world.’564 Later, as Foreign Secretary, Johnson argued that ‘This country should be more outward-

looking, more engaged, and more active on the world stage than ever before.’ Brexit, he continued, 

‘gives us a chance not just to do new trade deals, but to think of ourselves once more as a truly global 

Britain…’565 Finally, upon a visit to Afghanistan as Foreign Secretary, as he was walking among the 

gravestones of a British cemetery in Kabul, Johnson asked himself: ‘What drives our instinctive 

globalism, the wanderlust of our traders, aid workers, journalists and entrepreneurs…?’ In answering 

his own question, Johnson rejected the notion that Brexit was a choice ‘to turn inwards.’ Rather, 

Johnson stated ‘We are what we have been for centuries: a country that is politically, economically 

and morally fated to be outward-looking and engaged with the world. That is what I mean when I 

speak of Global Britain’566 (emphasis mine).  

Johnson’s description of a post-Brexit ‘Global Britain’ exemplifies what I have referred to as 

the imperial dimension of British Eurosceptic rhetoric, namely the reliance on past imperial 

achievements as a way to chart out a prosperous future for Britain outside the EU. What is more, there 

was an undeniable temporality to Johnson’s use of the phrases ‘once more’, ‘again’, ‘as ever before’ 

and ‘what we have been for centuries’ which suggested a return to a previous state of affairs that was 

lost upon Britain’s entry into the European Economic Community in 1973. In this sense, Johnson 

(along with other Eurosceptic actors) engaged in what Astrid Erll refers to as the process of ‘pre’ and 

‘remediation’ as he set out to create a narrative of identity and purpose for post-Brexit Britain. His 

use of a backward-looking gaze to chart out an imaginary future reflected the way in which existing 

patterns of thought – in this case patterns that are rooted in the imperial past – were used to generate 
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new memories and narratives to make sense of the present (‘premediation’). Further, repeated 

representations of the imperial past over time and through various media (‘remediation’) account for 

the implicit nature of the imperial past in Johnson’s statements. In this sense, repeated representations 

over time allowed the imperial past to shed many of its negative connotations which, in turn, enabled 

Eurosceptics to focus on trade and global connections without mentioning their imperial origins. 

The combined process of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’ both generates and reshapes cultural memory. 

The dynamic nature of the memory of empire in contemporary Britain reflects the many, and often 

conflicting, ways in which Britain’s imperial past has been remembered and articulated over time – 

producing a memory culture which allows a celebratory view of the past and a more critical one to 

exist at the same time. More importantly, the process of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’ further allows for the 

continued relevance of the imperial past. In this sense, the on-going reconstruction of the cultural 

memory of empire assures a connection with an audience that otherwise would have no subjective 

memory of the temporalities that these mediations implicitly evoke. In this sense, the process goes a 

long way in explaining how and why the remarkable resurgence of the imperial past in British 

Eurosceptic rhetoric was possible in the first place. In other words, the imperial dimension in its new 

and reimagined form along with its on-going usefulness as a tool to articulate a narrative of identity 

in the present are both the result of ‘pre’ and ‘remediation’.  

More interesting than the question of whether or not Johnson (or his fellow Brexiteers) suffered 

from imperial nostalgia was the way in which Johnson mobilised a language of nostalgia when 

constructing his vision of post-Brexit Britain. However, as Robert Saunders points out, whereas 

nostalgia entails the recognition that something essential has been lost, to which we can only return 

to in our imagination, the core premise of Johnson’s ‘Global Britain’ was that nothing had changed.567 

In charting out a future role for Britain outside the EU, both Eurosceptic politicians and the media 

seemed to suggest that Britain could simply and easily enjoy the same relationships and opportunities  

as it did during its imperial heyday. The story told about Britain’s future outside the EU, Saunders 

argues, was one that avoided the empire and instead focused on the ‘swashbuckling’ and 

‘buccaneering’ nature of a small island on the outskirts of Europe. In this particular view of British 

history, the achievements of the imperial age were decoupled from the imperial structures that made 

them possible in the first place.568 In this sense, by dissociating the memory of empire from its 
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negative connotations, Eurosceptics were able to harness certain national characteristics and  generate 

an optimistic narrative about Britain’s future outside the EU. Such a comforting and hopeful narrative 

in turn allowed them to argue that leaving the EU was not a risk or a plunge into the unknown, but 

rather a restoration of Britain’s natural destiny on the world stage.  

This thesis has sought to add analytical and empirical weight to the discussion about the 

influence of Britain’s imperial past on Eurosceptic arguments by examining how the memory of 

empire has been used in political and cultural debates to shape narratives of national identity, and 

what this has meant for Britain’s relationship with the European Union and its ability to map out a 

future role for itself. Firstly, I have argued that Britain’s Empire/Commonwealth relations were the 

main argument against membership of the EEC in the early 1960s, and to a certain extent again during 

the 1975 referendum. However, as the Commonwealth lost much of it political and economic 

significance, this imperial dimension largely disappeared after the mid-1970s only to be resurrected 

in a new and reimagined form in the immediate years leading up to the Brexit referendum.  

Secondly, whereas the connection between Britain’s imperial legacy and its relationship with 

the European Union was easily made by critics of Brexit in the run-up to and the aftermath of the 

referendum, the primary material examined in this project suggests that the connection was less 

obvious. Nonetheless, I have demonstrated that – based on political statements and newspaper 

commentary – pro-Brexit advocates did mobilise the memory of empire as inspiration for Britain’s 

future outside the EU. However, they did so in coded form. In other words, in its new and reimagined 

form, the imperial dimension of the Brexit debate manifested itself largely through implicit references 

to Britain’s global connections in the form of the Commonwealth and Anglosphere and ideas about 

global leadership and trade – both of which were rooted in the imperial past. The resurrection of the 

imperial dimension in British Eurosceptic rhetoric can partly be explained by the growing need for a 

new national narrative as the idea of a British withdrawal from the EU started to gain more traction. 

Facilitated by ideas of British exceptionalism, ‘empire’ in its Eurosceptic context functioned as a 

readymade rhetorical tool through which an alternative and better future for Britain outside the EU 

could be articulated.  

As set out in the introduction, this thesis places itself in relation to the New Imperial History 

which argues that Britain’s imperial experience continues to impact British national identity both in 

relation to Europe and the rest of the world. In order to examine the imperial dimension of British 

Eurosceptic rhetoric, the thesis has brought together central ideas from memory theory and British 

Euroscepticism. By analysing extensive primary source material – in the form of political statements 
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and newspaper commentary – through the lens of memory studies, the thesis has provided a thorough 

empirical investigation of the nature and function of the imperial past in British Eurosceptic debate. 

In other words, the empirical contribution of the thesis is a fuller understanding of British 

Euroscepticism and its reliance on the past, imperial or otherwise. 

It should be noted that although imperial arguments certainly featured in British Eurosceptic 

debate in the years leading up to the Brexit referendum, this is not the same as suggesting that imperial 

arguments were the driving force behind Britain’s vote to leave the European Union. Rather, it can 

be argued that both Leavers and Remainers used the empire to make sense of Brexit. The latter 

mobilised the memory of empire largely in a negative manner; as an anachronism that should be left 

behind. This was perhaps most evident in the way Remainers tended to discredit Leavers by accusing 

them of suffering from imperial nostalgia. The Eurosceptic use of the memory of empire, on the other 

hand, should be understood as an appeal to identity, as well as a tool to chart out a future direction 

for Britain as a nation. However, despite the optimistic allures to the past, these did not easily translate 

into concrete solutions to actual problems brought on by Britain’s departure from the European 

Union. In this sense, the appeal to the Commonwealth and Anglosphere was even contradictory to 

the issue of immigration which was so central to the Brexit argument.  

By applying memory theory to a contemporary political issue, the thesis is both able to test the 

historical question about the impact of Britain’s imperial legacy on Eurosceptic arguments, as well 

as demonstrate the usefulness of a theory of memory in bettering our understanding of the connection 

between past, present, and future that is inherent in contemporary British Euroscepticism. In other 

words, the application of memory theory – specifically the combined process of ‘pre’ and 

‘remediation’ that shapes cultural memory of empire – to the study of Euroscepticism underlines the 

central characteristics of British Euroscepticism. 

The chapter on historical context which examines how imperial arguments have featured in 

Eurosceptic rhetoric since the early 1960s reveals a significant gap. In other words, the chapter shows 

how imperial arguments became dormant following the 1975 referendum on membership. This gap 

reveals a significant feature of British Euroscepticism in the sense that it demonstrates the usefulness 

of empire to contemporary European contexts. In the early 1960s, and to a certain extent again in the 

mid-1970s, the British Empire was still more a lived reality than a distant memory. As such, imperial 

arguments derived from the conviction that Britain’s imperial or global connections were still a viable 

alternative to European cooperation. However, as the realities of imperial demise set in, the usefulness 

of the global connection became less convincing. What is more, despite the persistent of Eurosceptic 
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attitudes towards European integration, the idea of a British withdrawal was not considered a feasible 

option. It can therefore be argued that there was no urgent need to generate a new national narrative, 

and Eurosceptics refrained from drawing on the imperial past in their arguments against further 

integration. 

The absence of imperial arguments from British Eurosceptic rhetoric continued throughout the 

1980s and 1990s until the immediate years prior to the Brexit referendum. In other words, British 

Euroscepticism in the years from 1995 to 2010 (as exemplified in chapter four) was characterised by 

the absence of references to Britain’s imperial past, as well as an overall lack of retrospectivity. 

Rather, the rhetoric drew on traditional ideas of British exceptionalism, both historical and imaginary, 

as a way to articulate Euroscepticism. In this sense, a central characteristic of British Euroscepticism 

is the othering of Europe and the EU which is produced and maintained through the heavy reliance 

on ideas of British exceptionalism. In the few cases when examples in this period did exhibit a 

backward-looking gaze, it was not the empire that was being evoked, but rather the immediate – yet 

nonetheless imaginary – past before Britain joined the European Union.  

As chapter five demonstrates, a change in Eurosceptic language occurred around 2012-13 

which largely coincided with David Cameron’s promise of a ‘In/Out’ referendum. Put differently, my 

research shows that it was around this time that the ‘imperial dimension’ made a remarkable 

comeback in British Eurosceptic arguments. However, these latter-day references to Britain’s 

imperial past were far more imaginary compared to the concrete and material arguments in favour of 

Empire/Commonwealth ties in the early 1960s and 1970s. Rather, as the option of withdrawal from 

the EU gained ground, Eurosceptics started looking for an alternative national narrative; one that 

drew inspiration and sustenance from Britain’s past as an imperial power. However, the language 

mobilised by Eurosceptics was one that emphasised past imperial achievements in the form of 

Commonwealth/Anglosphere relations, global free trade, and ideas of leadership – yet without 

explicitly mentioning the empire itself. Memories of empire and feelings of nostalgia for a time when 

Britain’s role in the world was arguable clearer were mobilised to make sense of present predicaments 

in relation to EU membership, as well as drawn upon as inspiration for an alternative future for Britain 

outside the EU. In this sense, the resurrection of the imperial dimension in a new and reimagined 

form can be seen as a new and central feature of British Euroscepticism.  

British Eurosceptic actors were able to mobilise the cultural memory of empire in their 

arguments against the EU because of a significant shift in how empire and the imperial past was 

remembered and articulated in Britain, a shift away from empire’s negative connotations and towards 
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a far more celebratory view of the imperial past. Significant debates in Britain – such as the debate 

surrounding the ‘war on terror’, the national curricula debate, and the centenary commemorations of 

the First World War – gave new life to Britain’s imperial past in public debate and contributed to the 

rehabilitation of the memory of empire in the form of a leadership role, idealisation of the past, and 

global relationships. At the same time, the option of Britain’s withdrawal from the EU was gaining 

more traction. Thus, given the need for a new alternative narrative of identity, it can be argued that 

Euroscepticism took up the language provided by these debates. In other words, a rhetorical link can 

be established between ideas of global leadership in the ‘war on terror’ rhetoric and the Eurosceptic 

preoccupation with Britain’s role in the world; between the promotion of a celebratory view of history 

evident in the curricula debate and the ways in which pro-Brexit advocates drew on the imperial past 

as inspiration for Britain’s future outside the EU; and finally, between the emphasis on the 

Commonwealth effort in the WWI centenary commemorations and the emphasis on 

Commonwealth/Anglosphere relations in the Brexit debate.  

As Mark Eaton argues, political myths provide politicians with ‘stories or narratives that explain 

where it came from, how it came to be in its present condition, and what the future holds.’ 569 Through 

the framework of memory studies, this thesis has demonstrated how British Eurosceptics used the 

imperial past to imagine an alternative future for Britain outside the European Union. Consequently, 

it can be argued that a central characteristic of British Euroscepticism is its reliance on the cultural 

memory of empire to generate a narrative of national identity in the present. However, Euroscepticism 

in the age of Brexit remarkably celebrates Britain’s imperial past, while at the same time erasing the 

empire itself from history by replacing imperial conquest with an emphasis on ‘old friendships’ and 

global free trade. 
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